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They call her a young country, but they lie:
She is the last of lands, the emptiest,
A woman beyond her change of life, a breast
Still tender but within the womb is dry.
Without songs, architecture, history:
The emotions and superstitions of younger lands,
Her rivers of water drown among inland sands,
The river of her immense stupidity
Floods her monotonous tribes from Cairns to Perth.
In them at last the ultimate men arrive
Whose boast is not: ‘we live’ but ‘we survive’,
A type who will inhabit the dying earth.
                                     — A D Hope, Australia
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Preface

This book presents the genealogies, one after the other, of my paternal grandfather 
Ernest Skyvington [1891-1985] and of his wife Kathleen Pickering [1889-1964]. The two 
subjects are handled quite differently, because my objectives have not been the same, and 
the nature and depth of the respective bodies of genealogical data differ considerably.

In the case of my grandfather, I have been concerned primarily by individuals named 
Skyvington, Skivington, Skevington or Skeffington (which would appear to be equivalent 
spellings of my surname). The existence of this rather unusual name has made it possible 
to investigate various genealogical and historical avenues in a quite systematic fashion. 
While our own Skyvington line can only be traced back precisely over a small number of 
generations before reaching a proverbial brick wall around the start of the 18th century, I 
have attempted—speculatively at times—to append these well-documented recent 
generations to a much vaster tale, that of families who spread out from the Norman 
settlement of Skeffington in Leicestershire.

One might imagine that I could have handled my grandmother's Pickering background 
in a similar fashion to that of the Skyvingtons. After all, there is a Norman castle in the 
Yorkshire town of Pickering, and there have been numerous distinguished individuals 
with that name. But I have not attempted to approach the subject in this way, because the 
two contexts are by no means symmetrical. Unlike the Skeffington story, I have never 
found records of any kind of ancient patriarchal family named Pickering. So, in the case of 
my grandmother, I have simply worked backwards, describing ancestors, either paternal 
or maternal, about whom I happened to have found a few facts. Generally, if I succeeded 
in finding information about such-and-such an ancestor of my grandmother, this was 
because that particular individual happened to be relatively interesting for one reason or 
another. Consequently, the way in which I have presented my grandmother's genealogy 
gives the impression that all her ancestors were exceptional people! But this is an illusion 
brought about by the obvious fact that her more ordinary ancestors did not always leave 
sufficient traces (even in the form of parish records) enabling me to evoke them. This is 
particularly true in the case of her ancestors named Pickering, who disappear from the 
archives as soon as we move back to the middle of the 18th century.

v

The domain of my maternal genealogy, described in my book titled A Little Bit of Irish, 
included the transported Tipperary convict Patrick Hickey [1782-1858], the enterprising 
ship’s steward and gentleman farmer Charles Walker [1807-1860], and Irish folk named 
O’Keefe, Dixon, Kennedy and Cranston who were no doubt fleeing the impoverished 
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state of their homeland in the middle of the 19th century. In other words, they were 
abandoning the Old World rather than consciously seeking a new place to survive.

The title of the present monograph, They Sought the Last of Lands, is meant to reflect 
my impression that descendants of the individuals whom I present here were probably 
never forced—by poverty or other constraints—to move to the Antipodes. They surely 
immigrated to Australia in an adventurous pioneering spirit, because they were seeking 
greener pastures, and they imagined that they would find them in the New World.

In referring to the El Dorado of my paternal ancestors as “the last of lands”, I have 
borrowed an expression, somewhat facetiously, from the great Australian poet A D Hope.

v

The first part of my book, chapters 1 to 4, deals with my grandfather's genealogy. He 
was born and brought up in London, but the history of the paternal family, who generally 
wrote their surname as Skivington, was located essentially in Dorset. This aspect of my 
family history is presented in great detail, and should interest various Dorset Skivington 
descendants who are scattered throughout the world today.

Further back in time, one can imagine speculative trails that would surely lead back to 
the Norman settlement of Skeffington in Leicestershire. There are strong reasons to 
believe that the relevant trails, as far as my personal ancestors are concerned, would have 
passed through Bedfordshire, where members of the family often wrote their surname as 
Skevington. In the present book, I merely describe these speculations and summarize the 
research paths that might throw light upon these questions. For a broader treatment of 
these questions, interested readers should consult my in-depth genealogical monograph 
entitled Skeffington One-Name Study.

v

The second part of my book, chapters 5 to 7, deals with my grandmother's genealogy. I 
touch upon ancestral families named Pickering, Harris, Latton and Wadham. Finally, I 
present a line back to King John [1167-1087] and William the Conqueror [1024-1087].

Gamone, Choranche
12 October 2013
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1
A young man
from England

My paternal grandfather Ernest Skyvington was born in London in 1891. At that time, 
Queen Victoria had been on the British throne for over half a century. On the other side of 
the globe, in New South Wales, a draft constitution was being drawn up for an entity that 
the statesman Henry Parkes was starting to refer to as the Commonwealth of Australia.

Ernest’s father William, born in the county of Devon, had come to London to work as a 
salesman. A fortnight after his twenty-first birthday, William Skyvington married a 
Middlesex girl named Eliza Mepham, almost four years his senior, who earned her living 
as a dressmaker’s assistant. When Ernest came into the world, his mother was twenty-six 
years old and his father was employed as a warehouseman by a merchant of leather 
goods. Eliza died of tuberculosis of the lungs and heart disease at the age of thirty-four, 
leaving her eight-year-old son to be cared for by her widowed mother Martha (née 
Watson), who lived in the North London suburb of Hornsey in the company of her 
unmarried daughters Louisa and Agnes Mepham.

Ernest attended the Stroud Green school for boys in Hornsey, where his “best 
subjects”—as my grandfather told me in a letter—were arithmetic and soccer. His father 
then found him a trade apprenticeship. But, by the time he was seventeen, Ernest had 
decided to leave London for Australia. This adventure was made possible by the fact that 
his late mother had a brother named William Mepham who was settled in Sydney. This 
uncle, slightly younger than Ernest’s father, had obtained his master’s certificate in the 
British merchant navy in 1900 and had found himself a job in 1908 with the Union 
Steamship Company as a captain of their vessels plying between Sydney, Tasmania and 
New Zealand. William Mepham had married an Australian girl named Gertrude Driscoll 
whose father was a grazier out in Gulgong. It was relatively easy for William Mepham to 
arrange for his nephew to travel out to Australia on a ship called the Marathon, operated 
by the Aberdeen Line and captained by a friend named Burns.
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Voyage to Australia
In November 1908, Ernest arrived at London’s East End docks in a horse-drawn four-

wheeler cab that transported all his worldly possessions: a large cabin trunk full of 
clothing and books.

Item 1-1: SS Marathon, the vessel that brought my grandfather to Australia.

The SS Marathon was berthed there: an elegant vessel with a pair of masts, a bowsprit 
like that of a clipper, and a single funnel exuding a trickle of black smoke. She was due to 
leave London the following day. Ernest was not particularly upset by the idea of setting 
out for the Antipodes. He assured his aunts who had come to bid him farewell that he 
would only stay out in Australia for the time it would take him to accumulate a little 
wealth: a decade, say, at the very most.

The next morning, a doctor responsible for examining passengers leaving London 
found that Ernest was skinny but sufficiently healthy for the voyage. The young man was 
so excited about his departure for the other side of the planet that he worried little about 
the state of his health.

The SS Marathon—quite a rapid vessel for that epoch—reached Sydney six weeks later. 
Ernest set foot in Sydney on Christmas Day 1908, and William Mepham and his wife 
Gertrude Driscoll were waiting on the wharf to welcome the young man to his new land.

Historical boxing combat 
The Mephams lived at Rushcutters Bay, which was the site of Australia’s best-known 

boxing stadium. The fighters Tommy Burns and Jack Johnson were to meet here on 26 
December 1908 for the world heavyweight title. That Saturday morning, Ernest woke up 
on Australian soil for the first time in his life, and it so happened that he was strolling 
around in sunny Rushcutters Bay at the moment that Burns and Johnson arrived at the 
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stadium, but the young man from London did not have enough money in his pocket to 
pay for a seat at such an event. On that summer afternoon in Sydney, boxing enthusiasts 
would witness a match that had been unthinkable in the Northern Hemisphere. A black 
Texan, Jack Johnson, whose parents were former African slaves, would finally seize the 
world heavyweight championship from a white Canadian, Tommy Burns.

Item 1-2: Overflowing stadium at Rushcutters Bay, Boxing Day 1908.

Item 1-3: Jack Johnson [1878-1946] and Tommy Burns [1881-1955].

Much has been said about this match, most of which can still be seen today on video. It 
was not the referee, but rather the Sydney police who intervened in the 14th round to halt 
this one-sided combat, which looked as if it might culminate in a fatal issue. Before 
stepping in between the boxers, the police ordered the news filming to be stopped. Today, 
historians consider that the Sydney police had orders to do everything in their power to 
prevent the creation of sporting archives containing images of a black man hammering a 
white boxer to death.
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Here's a photo of unidentified people, with Ernest in the middle, taken in Sydney 
shortly after his arrival. They are probably people from the merchant shipping world.

Item 1-4: Ernest in Sydney. Gertrude Driscoll, wife of William Mepham, is standing at the back.

Ernest in a felt hat, and wearing his mother's wedding ring, was quite a dandy.

Item 1-5: Enlarge image of Ernest.
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The youths have an English look, but the tropical vegetation is strictly Down Under.

Item 1-6: Not exactly Aussie outfits!

Into the outback
In the course of his voyages between various Australian and New Zealand ports, 

William Mepham was accustomed to inviting certain distinguished passengers to dine 
with him at the captain’s table. In this way, he met up with prosperous pastoralists who 
owned vast properties in the Australian outback. They moved around in a quest for 
excellent breeding stock, which they would purchase and bring back to Australia. Through 
long conversations with such pastoralists, William Mepham had apparently imagined the 
idea of retiring from the merchant navy and becoming a land-owner in the Australian 
bush, but he never made this project a reality. Meanwhile, William Mepham had 
transmitted this passion to his 17-year-old nephew Ernest Skyvington, who dreamed of 
moving into the bush, learning to ride a horse, and earning his living as a jackaroo 
(apprentice station hand), looking after herds of beef cattle and sheep.

Soon after reaching Sydney, Ernest got aboard a train bound for an outback region of 
New South Wales, up near the Queensland border. In his pocket, he had the address of one 
of his uncle’s pastoralist contacts, who had agreed to employ the London lad as a novice 
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stockman. Alas, when Ernest got off the train at the end of the line, he was alarmed to 
discover that his cabin trunk had disappeared. All his material links with his motherland 
and adolescent milieu had suddenly evaporated... and they would never, I believe (as an 
observer of my grandfather’s reactions whenever I questioned him about his childhood in 
London), be totally regenerated.

Left with nothing more than the clothes he 
was standing in, Ernest still faced a lengthy 
and uncomfortable coach journey to take 
him to his destination: Angledool Station, 
just south of the Queensland border.

Item 1-7: Smith’s mail coach, Angledool, 1906.

In a letter to me dated 17 February 1980, my grandfather described this tiring journey 
“by train and horse-drawn coach into the backblocks of rural Australia”. After deploring the loss 
of his trunk “holding such valuables as prize books”, he mentioned a trivial anecdote, which I 
visualize with amusement: “After a couple of days and nights, I was no doubt in an exhausted 
condition, as I recall valiantly holding on to an elderly lady of greater weight than me to save her 
from unexpectedly leaving the swaying coach during the night.”

Ernest worked as a jackaroo at Angledool Station for three years: that is, up until the 
start of 1912, when he was about to turn 21.

Bicycle odyssey
In his letter to me dated 12 January 1980, my grandfather said: “I did about three years at 

that job and then, with my uncle’s consent, I bought a bike and, in company with two brothers, sons 
of a sheep farmer, we pedaled with our swags strapped on, out west, and followed the western river 
system into Queensland. We sought work and where not available, it was then the custom to get a 
tucker handout, enabling us to live off the land with the aid of a 22 rifle and fishing lines. From that 
experience I gained much enjoyment, valuable knowledge, together with health and strength, as I 
had to keep up with the others who were a bit older and heavier... not that they would have thought 
of letting me down. From it all, I was later able to enter ballots for selections that used to attract 
some 300 per ballot, and I was never successful.”

At first sight, my grandfather’s description of this bicycle exploit struck me as fanciful, 
since I found it hard to believe that three fellows on bicycles could transport enough stuff 
to truly “live off the land”, and occasionally “enter ballots for selections”. But I agree that 
this global adventure, outlined by my grandfather, probably took place, at least for a 
limited time, and in a limited geographic zone...

Today, I am incapable of describing Ernest Skyvington’s exact itinerary between his 
departure from Angledool Station and the epoch of World War I. I know that certain 
significant events took place during that period, but I cannot always say when and where. 
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So, instead of attempting vainly to establish some kind of plausible chronology, I shall 
simply set down the facts to the extent that I understand them.

Although the above extract from a letter suggests that my grandfather and his two 
mates headed for Queensland as soon as he left Angledool, we must imagine that, at some 
time in 1912 or 1913, he was working on a property in New South Wales in the vicinity of 
Breeza, enabling him to encounter the woman who would become his wife in January 
1917, Kathleen Pickering. In a letter dated 15 September 1981, my grandfather answered a 
question on the location of the place where he was employed at the time of that encounter: 
“The property was a few miles from the Pickering farm...”

There is a family legend about the first encounter between our future grandparents 
having taken place on the railway station platform at Breeza. Did Ernest meet Kate 
Pickering’s father at that time? This is possible. I have seen trivial descriptions of William 
Pickering (quoted much later by hearsay) that may have emanated from my grandfather.

My father’s sister Yvonne believes that Ernest and his mates actually rode their bicycles, 
at one time or another, as far south as Forbes.

Jackaroo turns to shopkeeping
By the middle of 1913, Ernest was working as a shopkeeper up in Queensland, to the 

west of Emerald. My grandfather mentioned this activity in his letter of 12 January 1980: 
“Left to my own resources and its limited capital, and no selection acquisition, I had to turn to 
business ventures, namely stock, station and forwarding agency, general store with butchery 
attached…"

When my grandfather speaks of being left to his own resources, he was alluding to the 
absence of his uncle William Mepham. If I understand correctly, with the threat of war on 
the horizon, William had returned to the English shipping world.

As I mentioned earlier on, the expression “selection acquisition” refers to an aspect of 
the Australian system for the allocation of rural properties, which involved ballots.

Among documents left by Ernest Skyvington, his daughter Yvonne found a railway 
ticket dated 14 July 1913 for a return journey between two neighboring localities to the 
west of Emerald: Benlidi and Blackall. Since Ernest’s principal customers were workers 
building a railway line to the west, it is possible that his shop was in fact a makeshift 
structure on the siding at Benlidi.

Item 1-8: Train ticket to beyond the black stump.
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Wikipedia informs us that Blackall is also the home of the original Black Stump, which 
marked the original Astro Station established in 1887. Places west of this point were said to 
be "beyond the black stump". 

Item 1-9: Alleged home of the fair dinkum black stump.

In the "last of lands", Ernest had literally set up shop at the last train stop.

Item 1-10: Ernest (white hat) outside his store.
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Item 1-11: Ernest (mustache) behind his splendid cash register.

This excellent photo (without mustache) probably dates from that same epoch:

Item 1-12: Ernest in storeman's overalls.
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War years
The United Kingdom declared war on Germany on 4 August 1914, and that date can be 

considered as the start of Australia’s participation in World War I.
These days, many Australians of my generation and younger are surprised to learn that, 

throughout World War I, military conscription never existed in Australia. In other words, 
the 60,000 Australians who died at Gallipoli (in today’s Turkey) and on the Western Front 
(France) were all enlisted as volunteers in the AIF (Australian Imperial Force). My aunt 
Yvonne once asked her father to talk about his activities during the war years. Ernest had 
apparently contracted a bout of typhoid fever towards the end of his cycling adventure, 
and his fragile state of health prevented him from enlisting in the AIF.

I too brought up this subject in letters to my grandfather, who replied on 6 April 1980: 
"[…] that leads me to deal with your query about my feelings at the opening of World War I. At 
that time, I made contact with a schoolmate at the furthest west terminus of a railway line in 
Queensland. This fellow was a member of a team of drovers who had delivered a large mob of cattle 
from the Northern Territory to the nearest point at which they could be railed to the coast. And, as I 
was one of a very few around, he recognized me sufficiently to inquire who I was, and came over 
and introduced himself. As he had no ties and a rail ticket to accompany the cattle, and for which he 
would collect wages, away he went. And the next time I met him was likewise by acccident when we 
had breakfast together at the Steyne Hotel, Manly, several years after the war. After the cattle trip 
and spending his earnings from it, he volunteered, whilst I remained out west connected with a 
project that was government-sponsored as important to the war effort. So, there was no pressure on 
me to leave, rather the reverse, plus that my financial resources were at stake, as I had no one to look 
after my interests."

Initially, Ernest’s customers had been building a railway line for purely civilian reasons, 
as it was designed to enable outback Queensland pastoralists to convey their wool and 
livestock to the coast. According to my grandfather’s explanations, the railroad project had 
become (in the second half of 1914, no doubt) an element of the war effort.

Ernest's chance encounter in Manly
I must jump forward in time, parenthetically, to provide a few additional explanations 

concerning the chance encounter at the Steyne Hotel, mentioned in my grandfather's letter 
of 6 April 1980. My father's sister Yvonne1 knows exactly what happened, and when. 
When my grandfather spoke of an encounter "several years after the war", he was no doubt 
a couple of decades short of the truth. It was during the 1970s (well after the death of my 
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grandmother Kate Pickering in 1964) that my grandfather happened to be visiting Sydney 
and staying at the ugly orange-brick Steyne Hotel on the Manly beachfront.

Item 1-13: Steyne Hotel, Manly (NSW).

Apparently, my grandfather went down to the dining room for breakfast. A man of his 
own age approached my grandfather, and asked whether he might share his breakfast 
table. We must imagine that hotel staff had not yet cleaned up other tables in the breakfast 
area. In any case, that chance polite request was amazing. My grandfather and the other 
fellow realized in an instant that they had been schoolmates back in England, at Stroud 
Green [see item 2-16]. And it was this fellow (whose name I have never learned) who gave 
my grandfather a couple of precious photos: see items 2-14 and 2-15.

This amazing encounter is shrouded in a certain mystery. Let us refer to the unnamed 
old friend at the Steyne Hotel in the 1970s as X. Maybe we should imagine that X was 
Ernest's mate in item 2-15. This mate was present, no doubt, somewhere, in the group 
photo of item 2-14. In any case, it is plausible (indeed likely) that X was the same 
"schoolmate at the furthest west terminus of a railway line in Queensland" whom my 
grandfather had already encountered at the outbreak of World War I.

Marriage
Ernest Skyvington and Kathleen Pickering seem to have known each other for four or 

five years before getting married. And much if not all of their courtship must have been 
conducted at a distance, by correspondence. Finally, Ernest took time off from his business 
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activities in the vicinity of Blackall to travel down to North Sydney where he met up with 
his fiancée, who was working as the desk clerk in a guest-house in tiny Beulah Street, 
Kirribilli... which could well be one of the buildings seen in this recent photo:

Item 1-14:  Beulah Street, Kirribilli.

Ernest and Kathleen were married at the Anglican Church of 
St John the Baptist in North Sydney on 3 January 1917. The 
witnesses were the bride’s sister Gertude Pickering and their 
brother-in-law Leonard Moore (husband of Lilian Pickering). 
Curiously, Ernest apparently indicated his father’s given name 
as Henry (instead of William) and his mother’s given name as 
Elizabeth (instead of Eliza). The marriage certificate also 
indicates explicitly that Ernest’s father was deceased.

Item 1-15: Anglican Church of St John the Baptist, Kirribilli.

Birth of children
Straight after the ceremony, the newlyweds traveled back up north to the place in 

outback Queensland where Ernest had his store. At some time during the months that 
followed, the couple left this locality and settled in Mount Larcom: a township near the 
coast, due east of Blackall, not far from the port of Gladstone. Was this maybe the coastal 
terminus of the same railway line that was being built out near Blackall? Ernest transferred 
his business activities to this new location.

My father, King Mepham Skyvington, was born at the Hillcrest Hospital in nearby 
Rockhampton on 16 October 1917. A daughter, Yvonne Elizabeth Skyvington, was born at 
the same place on 1 May 1919.
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Move to Sydney
In the context of his business activities associated with the stores in Queensland, Ernest 

Skyvington would have normally been required to handle his bookkeeping. But I have the 
impression that these accounting operations soon became a passion. In the following 
extract from his letter of 12 January 1980, my grandfather explains that his outback 
business activities had "[…] led me into contact with a remittance man from England, an 
alcoholic accountant who had been sent out to Australia by his people in England. He interested me 
in accountancy, in which I added a year of full-time study in Sydney."

The unlikely mentor in the Queensland outback is described as a “remittance man”: 
that is, a fellow who was banished by his wealthy family in Britain—no doubt because his 
drinking troubled them—by putting him on a ship to the Antipodes and then sending him 
a regular “remittance” (money) so that he would remain there forever, out of their sight. 

To move to New South Wales with their two children, the Skyvingtons went by train to 
Brisbane, and then got aboard a coastal vessel for the voyage down to Sydney Harbour. In 
Sydney, they lived in Forest Lodge, near Glebe. During that year in the city, Ernest’s wife 
suffered from a grave attack of empyema (a severe lung infection), and had to undergo a 
thoractotomy at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. During Kathleen’s illness, her sister 
Florence looked after the children. Meanwhile, Ernest succeeded brilliantly in his 
accountancy exams.

Move to Grafton
In the following extract from the above-mentioned letter of 12 January 1980, my 

grandfather evokes Grafton: ”During that year in Sydney, I met an Englishman who was 
forging ahead in the motor industry. Among his interests was chairman of City Garage Grafton, 
beside a branch of his business in all capital cities. Ultimately, I invested in the City Garage and 
became its secretary-director...”

My aunt Yvonne informs me that the Englishman who spoke to Ernest Skyvington 
about an automobile business in Grafton was Charles Bennett, whose Sydney bicycle 
factory, Bennett and Wood, had created the Speedwell brand.

The Skyvingtons moved to Grafton in late 1920 or early 1921. At that time, Charles 
Bennett’s company was known as the City Motor Garage and Engineering Company.

When Ernest Skyvington took control of the company, his principal collaborators were 
Arthur Frewin, Charles Shaw, Lester Henkel and Eva Kearns.

Since Ernie and Kit (as they were called by their friends) were both accustomed to the 
Australian bush, and since they were now motorized, the family got into the habit of 
moving around on excursions into various rural regions.
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Item 1-16: Bill and Yvonne in a stream at Blandford, near Murrurrundi, circa 1922.

Item 1-17: My grandmother and the children at Blandford.

The above photographs were taken on a rural property belonging to family friends at a 
place called Blandford, not far from Kathleen Pickering's birthplace, Murrurrundi (see 
chapter 5 of this document). Here's a modern photo of the beautiful Blandford landscape:
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Item 1-18: Pages River at Blandford, NSW.

Today, when I hear of this place in rural Australia named Blandford, I am struck by a 
trivial but weird coincidence of which not even my grandfather would have been aware. 
Readers will see in a moment, in chapter 3 of the present document, that Blandford in 
Dorset was the ancestral home of the Skivingtons.
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Villiers Street in Grafton
In Grafton, the Skyvingtons lived in a spacious house in Villiers Street (which was a 

residence I knew well, as a child). In the following photo, Ernie and Kit are visiting friends 
named John Unwin and Norah Hayes.

Item 1-19: Left to right: Kit, Ernie, John Unwin and Norah Hayes. Yvonne and Bill.
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Photos of the Skyvingtons often included an automobile, because motor vehicles played 
a central role in the preoccupations of my grandfather.

Item 1-20: Rural excursion.

Item 1-21: Rural excursion.
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Behind their home in Villiers Street, my grandparents had a tennis court, and tennis 
afternoons were a central element in their social lives.

Item 1-22: Tennis club.

City Motor Garage
In 1925, Ernest's automobile company became a Ford dealership and operated from 

then on under a shortened name: the City Motor Garage.

Item 1-23: Prince Street façade of the premises of the City Motor Garage in Grafton.
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In 1950, Ernest Skyvington received a jubilee award from Ford.

Item 1-24: Ford jubilee award. The man in the background is the mayor of Grafton, Bill Weiley.

Item 1-25: City Motor Garage team in the early '50s. My father is standing at the right.

I shall end the presentation of Ernest Skyvington's adult existence at this point, and 
move back (in the next chapter) to his boyhood in London. As for the childhood of 
Kathleen Pickering, it will be presented later on in this document, in chapter 5.
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2
Skyvington London

My grandfather Ernest William Skyvington was born in London on 19 March 1891, the 
only son of William Henry Jones Skyvington and Eliza Jane Mepham.

William Henry Jones SKYVINGTON
b 5 Dec 1868

Torre Newton Ferrers (Devonshire)

Eliza Jane MEPHAM
b 10 Jan 1865

Dalston, Hackney (Middlesex)
d 21 Oct 1899 Islington (London)

m 22 Dec 1889
Parish Church, Gray’s Inn Road, Holborn (London)

Ernest William SKYVINGTON
b 19 Mar 1891 Islington

d 26 Jan 1985 Burleigh Heads (Queensland)

Item 2-1: My grandfather’s family in London.

In this chapter, I shall examine his childhood, in the context of his mother’s family in 
the northern London suburb of Islington.
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London childhood
Here is a copy of Ernest Skyvington’s birth certificate:

Item 2-2: My grandfather’s birth certificate.

The birthplace of my future grandfather was 65 Evershot 
Road, just to the west of Finsbury Park. I took this photo of 
the façade of the house in 2007. As far as I know, the street 
numbering has not changed over the last century, so this is 
almost certainly the house in which Ernest Skyvington was 
born. Evershot Road lies two blocks to the south of Stroud 
Green Road, and runs parallel to that road. It is located 
north-west of the Finsbury Park tube station.
Ernest’s birth certificate indicates that his father was a 
warehouseman for a leather goods merchant. The 1891 
census, carried out when the baby was a fortnight old, 
describes the father as a fancy goods salesman.

Item 2-3: House in Evershot Road in which Ernest Skyvington 
was born.
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This studio photo shows Ernest 
Skyvington with his parents.

Item 2-4: Ernest Skyvington with his 
parents.
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Death of Eliza Mepham

Tragedy struck the Skyvington family on 21 October 1899 
when 34-year-old Eliza Jane Mepham succumbed to 
phthisis, which is an archaic term for tuberculosis.
On her death certificate (see next page), she is described as 
a dressmaker’s assistant, whereas her husband is 
described as a commercial traveler.

Item 2-5: Eliza Jane Mepham.

The death certificate indicates 
that she had been afflicted 
with this contagious bacillus 
for four years. She suffered too 
from a valvular disease of the 
heart and nepthritis (kidney 
inflammation), which were no 
doubt an outcome of her 
tuberculosis. At the time of her 
death, Eliza was in a state of 
syncope (unconsciousness).

Item 2-6: Death certificate of Eliza 
Jane Mepham.
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The house in which Eliza Jane Mepham 
died, at 16 Marriott Road, was located just a 
block away from the above-mentioned 
address of Evershot Road. Maybe it was 
some kind of private clinic in which 
tuberculosis patients could be isolated.

Item 2-7: House in Marriott Road in which Eliza 
Jane Mepham died.
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Child without parents
After the death of his mother (and maybe even before that event), Ernest Skyvington 

lived in the Mepham home at 42 Mount Pleasant Road, Hornsey, not far away from the 
house in Evershot Road where he was born. Today, this street is called Mount Pleasant 
Crescent. (I intend to include a present-day photo of the house as soon as possible.)

Curiously, from that date on, we seem to hear no more of Ernest’s father. I say “seem to 
hear no more” because there is indeed a disturbing mention of a certain 26-year-old 
William Skyvington, condemned at the Old Bailey in 1898 for fraud, and sentenced to six 
months’ prison (probably at the notorious Newgate Prison in London).

Item 2-8: Old Bailey 1898.

For a while, I imagined that the condemned frauder could be my great-grandfather. 
There is however a three-year discrepancy in age, since William Henry Jones Skyvington 
would have been 29 in October 1898, and I find it hard to believe that the legal authorities 
would have made such an error. Besides, the absence of my ancestor’s additional given 
names dissuades me from thinking that he was the frauder in question. So, I am exploring 
other possible identities for the condemned individual.

In the archives, I have found no trace whatsoever of the death of William Skyvington. In 
a letter to me (dated 12 January 1980), my grandfather said that his father “did not survive 
World War I”. Does this mean that he served as a soldier, and was slain? In another letter 
(dated 17 February 1980), my grandfather reveals that he had in fact been in brief mail 
contact with his father: “Correspondence with father over the years was mostly as irregular as 
yours and mine because we lacked mutual interests to keep us together. He thought London as you 
think Paris, whilst I could only think rural Australia, without prospect beyond that...”
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Mepham household in Hornsey

Eliza Jane MEPHAM
b 10 Jan 1865

Dalston, Hackney
(Middlesex)

d 21 Oct 1899 Islington

James MEPHAM
b ~1833

Lambeth (Surrey)
d q1 1885

Edmonton (Middlesex)

Martha WATSON
b ~1837 Highgate

(Middlesex)
d q3 1915 Edmonton

m 21 Sep 1858
St Botolph, Bishopsgate, East London

William Edward
MEPHAM

b q4 1872
Hornsey

(Middlesex)

Edith Gertrude
MEPHAM

b q3 1875
Hornsey

d q2 1890
Edmonton

Louisa Martha
MEPHAM

b q3 1861
Islington (Middlesex)

d q1 1948
Wood Green (Middlesex)

James Watson
MEPHAM

b q4 1869
Hackney

d q3 1870
Edmonton

Agnes Bertha
MEPHAM

b q1 1874 Hornsey
d q1 1938
Islington

1 2 3 4 5 6

William MEPHAM
engineer

Thomas WATSON
gardener

Item 2-9: Mepham family.

When Ernest moved into the Mepham 
house at 42 Mount Pleasant Road, three 
women were there to look after him: 
his aunts Louisa (a dressmaker) and 
Agnes (a bookkeeper) and their mother 
Martha. The son William was living 
elsewhere, and working in the 
merchant navy. The father, the son 
James and the youngest daughter Edith 
had died before Ernest’s birth. 

Item 2-10: Martha Mepham, née Watson.

During the nine years between the death of Ernest’s mother (October 1899) and his 
departure for Australia (November 1908), Louisa Mepham became his foster mother. Then 
she corresponded with Ernest and his wife in Australia. The letters and postcards I have 
seen suggest that Louisa was a rigid-minded lady of a kind that might be described today 
as Victorian. For example, in a letter to her nephew dated December 5, 1912, she exclaims: 
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“What do you think of the Suffragists and pillar boxes? Is it not disgraceful? We are afraid to post 
letters. They have threatened to destroy all the Xmas mails.”

Item 2-11: Ernest Skyvington’s aunt Louisa Mepham.

These photos were sent to Australia by Louisa Mepham after the war. By that time, she 
had moved to a house at 56 Mount View Road, on the crest of Mount Pleasant in Hornsey. 
Already, after the death of her mother Martha Watson in 1915, the family house at Mount 
Pleasant Road had been sold, and Louisa had moved to a nearby address: 11 Trinder Road. 
Today, the Trinder Road house has disappeared, whereas those of Mount Pleasant Road 
and Mount View Road are still intact.

The photos on the next page were taken, no doubt, around the turn of the century, when 
Ernest (seen at the bottom of item 2-13) was about nine years old. The pianist is no doubt 
either Louisa Mepham or her sister Agnes. I am unable to identify the woman with the 
mandolina or the violinist. In the foreground of the first photo, we see the leather case of a 
Brownie camera (introduced by Eastman Kodak in February 1900). It is possible that 
William Mepham, already working on cargo ships, brought the camera back from the 
USA, and maybe he was the person who took these snapshots.

Admiring these two photos, I am frustrated in a silly way at not being able to enlarge 
them magically, enabling us to examine closely the framed portraits and landscapes 
(seascapes), the titles of the books on the shelves, the paintings, the sheet music, the dried 
flowers, the piano with its curious scallop-shaped woodwork and worn keys, etc.
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Item 2-12: Agnes Mepham (probably) in the sitting room at Mount Pleasant Road.

Item 2-13: Agnes in the middle, and wide-eyed Ernest at the bottom.
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Stroud Green school in Woodstock Road
My grandfather once told me that he had “attended the Stroud Green Public School, 

retained a top half position in the 30 odd boy classes, best subjects arithmetic and soccer: happy 
memories”. In the following class photo, Ernest is the boy without a coat in the third row 
(from the front), third from the left.

Item 2-14: Ernest Skyvington’s class at Stroud Green school.

He is seen here (on the left, once again without a coat) 
with a school mate. They are both wearing boater hats, 
knickerbockers and sturdy boots.

Item 2-15: Ernest Skyvington (left) and a school friend.
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The school—which I visited in 2007—is bounded by Woodstock Road to the east and 
Ennis Road to the west, with Perth Road to the north-west.

Item 2-16: School façade viewed from Ennis Road.

The English writer Cecil Rolph Hewitt [1901-1994]—who 
signed his work as C H Rolph—was a schoolboy at Stroud 
Green at about the same time as my grandfather, and he has 
described his experiences in a book entitled London 
Particulars, Memories of an Edwardian Boyhood. He 
includes many anecdotes about places that my grandfather 
would have known well, such as Finsbury Park.

Item 2-17: Adolescent memoir of a schoolboy at Stroud 
Green.

At one point in a letter to me, my grandfather said that “the best my father could offer in 
launching me into the world was a trade apprenticeship”. Then in another letter, he added: “An 
apprenticeship in England was never contemplated for me. I believe that, from the death of my 
mother, it was understood that I would go to Australia under the auspices of Uncle Bill, and I grew 
up with romantic ideas of a life connected with horses, cattle and sheep.” 

My grandfather spent the first seventeen years of his life in London, but I have felt at 
times that his enthusiasm for Australia ended up blinding him to any imaginable charms 
of his London birthplace. There was no longer any apparent nostalgia whatsoever. It was 
almost as if England had totally disappeared from his memory.
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Marriage of William Mepham
Ernest’s “Uncle Bill” was out in the Antipodes when he married.

William Edward
MEPHAM

b q4 1872
Hornsey (Middlesex)

m 1902
Newcastle (Australia)

Gertude Mary
DRISCOLL

b 1875
Gulgong (NSW)

Item 2-18: Marriage of William Mepham and Gertrude Driscoll.

This photo shows William and Gertrude aboard the S S Desola at Newport News, 
Virginia (USA), on August 20, 1914:

Item 2-19: William Mepham and Gertrude Driscoll.

They had no children. In my grandfather’s letter dated 12 January 1980, he told me: “At 
the earliest stage of World War I, Uncle Bill’s knowledge of navigating British ports attracted 
overseas interest, first to America for convoy work, and from which he did not return.” Would that 
mean that William Mepham was lost at sea?
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Marriage of Agnes Mepham
Ernest’s “Aunt Aggie” married John Lavin in 1907, but they had no children.

John LAVIN

m q3 1907 Islington

Agnes Bertha MEPHAM
b q1 1874  Hornsey
d q1 1938 Islington

Item 2-20: Marriage of Agnes Mepham with John Lavin.

My grandfather mentioned this man in a letter dated 17 February 1980: “Aunt Louie just 
managed to survive the war. She refused to leave London, attaching much importance to 
housekeeping for her only brother-in-law, who was doing what was termed an important office job. 
He later settled in New Zealand, where I visited him, once with Ma, and once with Len Moore. He 
has since died.”

Marriage of William Skyvington and Eliza Mepham
On 22 December 1889, William Skyvington married Eliza Mepham in London.

Item 2-21: Marriage of William Skyvington and Eliza Mepham.
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A month and a half before the mariage, the groom had turned 21 (not 22). As for the 
bride, a fortnight after the marriage, she would be turning 25. On the marriage certificate, 
we notice that the groom’s name was indicated as William Henry Jones Skyvington, and 
his profession was salesman. (In the next chapter, we shall see that the name “Henry” had 
not in fact appeared on his birth certificate.)

The Victorian church 
where William and Eliza 
were married, in Gray’s 
Inn Road, Holborn (now 
St Pancras), no longer 
exists.

Item 2-22: Holy Trinity, 
Gray’s Inn Road, Holborn.

William’s address was 36 Theobald’s Road, which appears to have been the residence of 
his father and step-mother (since the 1901 census reveals that they were still living at that 
address). Frank Skyvington was described as a market gardener (which is unexpected if in 
fact he is residing in the heart of London). Today, Theobald’s Road is a busy thoroughfare 
to the east of Russell Square Gardens, running along the northern edge of Gray’s Inn Field.

The bride’s address was that of the Mepham home in Hornsey: 42 Mount Pleasant 
Road, Crouch Hill.

Two witnesses were mentioned on the marriage record: Louisa Martha Mepham and 
Agnes Bertha Mepham, who—as we have seen—were sisters of the bride.

Towards the end of the present chapter, I shall return to Eliza Mepham, her birth, her 
parents and her possible ancestry. For the moment, I wish to work back through the recent 
genealogy of William Skyvington. By “recent”, I mean that I shall go no further back than 
a single generation, introducing ancestors of whom some were still living in London when 
my future grandfather left for Australia in 1908. My more ancient paternal genealogy will 
then be pursued in chapters 5 and 6, where the subject becomes purely historical and 
relatively complicated.
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Birth of William Jones Skyvington 
My great-grandfather William Skyvington was born on 5 December 1868 in the village 

of Newton Ferrers in Devonshire.

Item 2-23: Birth certificate of William Jones Skyvington.

The informant was William’s mother, Mary Ann Bridgman Jones, who indicated that 
she resided in Yealmpton. William’s father, Frank, was described as a groom. Notice that, 
in William Skyvington’s birth certificate, the given name Henry, used in later documents, 
did not appear.
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Item 2-24: Plymouth, Newton Ferrers and Yealmpton.

Newton Ferrers, ten kilometers south-east of Plymouth, lies on the northern side of the 
estuary of the River Yealm. The term Torre (also spelt Torr), which appeared in the birth 
certificate, designated the neighborhood of a former hospital for poor children named 
Torre House, later transformed into a stately home. The following photo of Newton 
Ferrers was taken in 1890 from the twin village of Noss Mayo, on the southern banks of 
the Yealm.

Item 2-25: Newton Ferrers in 1890.
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Marriage of Frank Skyvington and Mary Anne Jones

Item 2-26: Marriage of Frank Skyvington and Mary Ann Jones.

In 1868, Frank Skyvington, 23, of Yealmpton (Devon), described as a servant, married 
21-year-old Mary Ann Jones in her native village of Stoke Damerel, a western suburb of 
Plymouth. At that date, Frank’s father was described as a gardener and Mary’s, a farmer.
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Item 2-27: Parish church of Stoke Damerel.

Rightly or wrongly, I imagine the ancient parish church of Stoke Damerel—alongside 
the city associated with the great 16th-century navigator Francis Drake—as a romantic 
place for a wedding. When I look at the professions of the groom and his father (servant, 
gardener), I am inclined to believe that they might have been employed by a local 
Plymouth lord in his manor... but we are unlikely to ever learn if this were indeed the case.

I do not have the bride’s birth certificate. It might correspond to the following reference:

Item 2-28: Possible birth certificate of Mary Anne Jones.
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Tragedy strikes
A year after the birth of my great-grandfather William Skyvington, tragedy struck the 

family of Frank Skyvington. Here are the references of two death certificates (which I have 
not yet obtained):

Item 2-29: Two Skyvington deaths.

Frank’s young wife—designated here as Marianne, rather than Mary Ann—appears to 
have died while giving birth to a second son, Frank Albert, who failed to survive. The 
elder son, two-year-old William Skyvington, was left motherless.
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Remarriage of Frank Skyvington
In 1875, in Stoke Damerel, Frank married a Belgian woman, Maria Thérèse Libotte, who 

was 13 years his senior.

Item 2-30: Second marriage of Frank Skyvington.

Later life of Frank Skyvington
We learn from the UK census of 1881 that Frank and Maria (also written as Marie) were 

residing with 13-year-old William in Chapel Lane, Yealmpton.
The UK census of 1891 indicated that Frank and Maria had moved to London, while 

that of 1901 revealed that Frank Skyvington was a caretaker, residing at 36 Theobalds 
Road, Holborn. As noted in the previous chapter, this was the address of William 
Skyvington when he married Eliza Mepham in 1889. At that date, my grandfather Ernest 
Skyvington was a ten-year-old boy living with his maternal family in nearby Hornsey. 
Curiously, when I mentioned the name of Frank Skyvington to my grandfather, in 1981, he 
said he had never heard of this man!

Frank Skyvington’s second wife died in Holborn (London) in 1906.

Item 2-31: Death of Marie-Thérèse Libotte.

The widower Frank Skyvington moved back to the West Country. The census of 1911 
located him in Plympton St Mary, a suburb of Plymouth. Most references to this place 
concern the Union Workhouse, but nothing suggests that Frank Skyvington had anything 
to do with that institution. Finally, he died on 3 May 1916 at the Charlton Nursing Home 
(which still appears to exist today), after a combat with prostate cancer.
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Item 2-32: Death of Frank Skyvington.

Frank Skyvington left a will. I recall having seen a copy of it in 2005, but I seem to have 
lost it. I intend to apply for a new copy in London.

Item 2-33: Probate notice for the will of Frank Skyvington.
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Summary
The following chart summarizes the context of Frank Skyvington:

William Jones
SKYVINGTON
b 5 Dec 1868

Torre Newton Ferrers
(Devon)

Frank SKYVINGTON
b 3 Jan 1845

Iwerne Courtney
(Dorset)

d 3 May 1916
Plymouth (Devon)

Mary Ann JONES
b 1848

Stoke Damerel (Devon)
d 1870

Plympton (Devon)

m 25 Aug 1868
Stoke Damerel

Frank Albert
SKYVINGTON

b/d 1870 Plympton

Maria Therese
LIBOTTE
b ~1832

Brussels (Belgium)
d q3 1906

Holborn (London)

m q2 1875
Stoke Damerel

1

2

Item 2-34: Family of Frank Skyvington.

At this point, I shall interrupt my presentation of Skyvington genealogy. This subject 
will be taken up again in the next two chapters of my monograph... but in a rather 
different style to the way in which I have been presenting people and places up until now 
(for the simple reason that we shall be moving into relatively remote spheres, where there 
are no longer any such items as family photos or BDM records).

For the moment, I return to my 19th-century Mepham ancestors in London.
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Birth of Eliza Jane Mepham
When Eliza Jane Mepham was born, on 10 January 1865, the family was living at 14 

Appleby Road, Dalston, Hackney (Middlesex), in today’s north-east London.

Item 2-35: Birth certificate of Eliza Jane Mepham.

This quiet little street is located just a block 
away from the vast park named London 
Fields. If the numbering has not changed 
since that epoch, then the Mepham house 
was the navy blue place.
Eliza’s father was apparently working in an 
umbrella warehouse.

Item 2-36: Birthplace of Eliza Mepham.
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Marriage of the Mepham parents

Let us now start moving backwards in time, to examine my 
grandfather’s earlier ancestors. Although it is not labeled, I 
believe that this is a portrait of Ernest’s maternal grandfather 
James Mepham, since the man’s facial features resemble 
greatly those of Eliza Jane Mepham (item 2-5).

Item 2-37: Portrait of James Mepham (probably).

James Mepham and Martha Watson were married in London 
on September 21, 1858.

Item 2-38: Marriage certificate of James Mepham and Martha Watson.
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The profession of William Mepham, the father of James, is intriguing: engineer. In those 
days, this probably meant that he worked, in one way or another, with steam engines.

At the time of their marriage, the young couple were apparently living together at 3 
Long Alley. And they were married in an ancient church (dating from 1725) whose full 
name is St Botolph-without-Bishopsgate. The parish designated as “without Bishopsgate” 
was located just outside the former Bishop’s Gate, which was one of the seven great 
portals in the wall that surrounded London. Long Alley runs diagonally across the center 
of the following old map, while the street called Bishopsgate is located in the lower right-
hand corner. The location of the St Botolph parish church (which still stands today) is 
indicated by the black rectangle above Wormwood Street. Long Alley disappeared in the 
construction of Liverpool Street train station.

Item 2-39: Old map of the Bishopsgate neighborhood in London.

This is a 19th-century etching of the church, which was linked to the corporation of 
long-bow manufacturers.

Item 2-40: St Botolph in Bishopsgate 
Street.
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Watson ancestors
My grandfather’s aunt Louisa Mepham once sent him a small copy of this engraving:

Item 2-41: Old church of the parish of St Mary in Hornsey.

Today, the tower still stands in its ancient graveyard in Hornsey High Street at the 
center of the former village. Louisa wrote the following notes on the back of the card:

Item 2-42: Louisa’s comments on the Hornsey churchyard. 

Her comments suggest that the Watsons were a local family. Today, it is such a common 
surname that I have not yet succeeded in identifying any of our ancestors in the crowds of 
Watson individuals mentioned on the Internet.
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Earlier Mepham ancestors
The marriage certificate of James Mepham (item 2-38) indicates that he was born 

around 1833 in the south London district of Lambeth, which was formerly in Surrey. 
Today, there is in fact a Mepham Street near Waterloo station, but I do not know if this 
locality is associated in any way with our ancestors.

The father of James, William Mepham, was an engineer. In searching for information on 
these ancestors, I have come upon people who lived down in Sussex, in a town located 
midway between Royal Tunbridge Wells and Hastings.

Ann
MEPHAM

[1747-1747]

Richard MEPHAM
[1717-1799]

Ann GYLES
[1723-1768]

Thomas
MEPHAM
[1750-]

4

Richard
MEPHAM
[1745-]

John
MEPHAM
[1748-]

Mary
MEPHAM

[1752-1752]

1 2 3 5

Martha
MEPHAM
[1752-]

6

Richard MEPHAM
[1690-1775]

Mary LIGHT
[1693-]

Elizabeth
MEPHAM
[1759-]

8

William
MEPHAM

[1756-1805]

7

James
MEPHAM

[1762-1763]

9

Sarah
HYLAND

[1772-1802]

Rhoda
MEPHAM

[1798-1867]

Maria
MEPHAM

[1799-1861]

William MEPHAM
b 28 Feb 1802

Burwash (Sussex)
d Jun 1879

Hastings (Sussex)

1 2 3

Item 2-43: Mepham folk in Sussex.

Could this William Mepham (lower right-hand corner of the chart) be the father of our 
James? The Sussex environment corresponds to an engineering profession, since Burwash 
played a significant role in the so-called Wealden iron industry. Research work is required 
in order to examine this speculation.

There is a town in Kent named Meopham, of Saxon origins ("the place of Meapa's 
people"), which was no doubt the initial settlement of our most ancient English patriarch.
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Celebrated Mepham personage
Simon Mepham (also written as Mepeham or Meopham) was the archbishop of 

Canterbury from 1328 until his death on 12 October 1333 (the same day of the year as my 
father’s death). His magnificent back marble tomb can be found today in the cathedral.

Item 2-44: Tomb of Simon Mepham.

As a boy, I remember my wonder at seeing a postcard from England evoking the idea 
that we might have had an ancestor who was an archbishop. Here are Louisa’s comments 
on the back of the card:

Item 2-45: Comments concerning the archbishop’s tomb.

I, too, imagine that this was one of our ancestors. Today, as I write, Pope Benedict XVI 
has just returned from an English excursion during which he beatified a contemporary of 
the London Mephams: John Henry Newman [1801-1890]. My opinion on this matter is 
that, if it was good enough for Newman to “revert to the Roman Catholic faith”, then it was 
surely good enough for William and Agnes Mepham. But, be it “from the paternal side” or 
otherwise, I don't have the impression, today, that I've inherited any of this “RC blood”.
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3
Dorset Skivingtons

In the previous chapter, I traced the background of my grandfather Ernest Skyvington 
to the marriage of his grandparents Frank Skyvington [1845-1916] and Mary Ann Jones 
[1848-1870]. We shall now examine the Dorset genealogy of Frank Skyvington.

Poole and
BournemouthDorchester

and Weymouth

Salisbury
Sherborne
and Yeovil

Dorset

Shaftesbury

Blandford Forum Langton Long

Winterborne
Houghton

Winterborne
Stickland

Okeford
Fitzpaine

Child
Okeford

Shillingstone

Iwerne Courtney
or Shroton

A350

A350

A354
A357

A354

Belchalwell

Skivington
country

Item 3-1: Villages around Blandford Forum associated with Skivington/Skyvington ancestors.
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Earliest known ancestral relative
This chapter is based upon the earliest known ancestral relative who bears our 

surname: George Skivington [1670-1711]. So, I shall start with this man and work down 
slowly in a chronological direction towards the more recent generations.

Here is a summary of the path on which I am about to set out, starting at the top:

George SKIVINGTON [1670-1711] — Mary HALLET

George SKIVINGTON — Edith ? 

Charles SKIVINGTON [1728-] — Elizabeth ROSE

George SKIVINGTON [1756-1785] — Amelia SEVIOR

John SKIVINGTON [1781-1851] — Grace PETHEN

Charles SKIVINGTON [1818-1881] — Eliza LEGG

Frank SKIVINGTON [1845-1916] — Mary Ann JONES

William Jones SKYVINGTON [1868-] — Eliza Jane MEPHAM

Ernest William SKYVINGTON [1891-1985] — Kathleen PICKERING

King Mepham SKYVINGTON [1917-1978] — Enid Kathleen WALKER

William John SKYVINGTON [1940-] — Marie Christine MAFART

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Item 3-2: Skivington/Skyvington generations.

The little green triangles indicate the known existence of a father/son relationship. As 
you can see, this is only the case after the generation #9.

Since the lower five generations have already been presented earlier on, our Dorset 
story deals with the six generations #11 down to #6. Information will be handled in two 
steps:

• First, I present mainstream individuals in these six generations.

• Then I return to the top of the chart and work down through these generations in a 
more thorough manner, examining various related lines (marital links, cousins, etc).
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Dorset patriarch: “Belchalwell George” [1670-1711]
The earliest Dorset Skivington I have found was born in Belchalwell around 1670. So, I 

shall refer to him as “Belchalwell George”.

George SKIVINGTON
b ~1670 Belchalwell

f 18 Nov 1711 Shillingstone

Mary HALLET
c 17 Apr 1672 Shillingstone
f 13 Dec 1748 Shillingstone

m 6 Apr 1695 Shillingstone

John HALLET
b ~1629 Shillingstone

d 9 Jul 1685 Shillingstone

?
b ~1633

Shillingstone

George SKIVINGTON
c 22 Aug 1702 Shillingstone
f 24 Aug 1702 Shillingstone

Mary
SKIVINGTON

c 18 May 1696
Shillingstone

Susanna
SKIVINGTON

c 10 Sep 1700
Shillingstone
d 7 Apr 1707
Shillingstone

Ann
SKIVINGTON
c 1 Feb 1704
Shillingstone

1 2 3 4 5

John
SKIVINGTON

c 19 Aug 1709
Shillingstone

d/f 10 Aug 1779
Shillingstone

Item 3-3: Earliest known Skivingtons in Dorset.

I strongly suspect that “Belchalwell George”, while not apparently a direct paternal 
ancestor of mine, would be a close ancestral relative. The offspring George Skivington died 
as a baby. As for the offspring John Skivington (whose family will be presented later on), it 
is highly unlikely that he might have been a direct paternal ancestor of mine.

Item 3-4: Churches at Belchalwell (left) and Shillingstone (right).

Originally, Belchalwell was a Saxon settlement composed of two neighborhoods: Belle 
and Chaldwelle (cold spring).
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“Shillingstone George”
The next generation is that of a Skivington male, also named George, in the village of 

Shillingstone, which is quite close to Belchalwell.

George SKIVINGTON Edith ?

William
SKIVINGTON
c 31 Jan 1723
Shillingstone

Thomas
SKIVINGTON

c 28 Mar 1722
Shillingstone

2 3

Ann
SKIVINGTON
c 26 Feb 1717
Shillingstone

1

Betty
SKIVINGTON

c 25 Mar 1731
Shillingstone

5

Joseph
SKIVINGTON
c 1 Jan 1727
Shillingstone

4

Item 3-5: Family of George Skivington of Shillingstone.

I would imagine that this "Shillingstone George" might have been a nephew of 
"Belchalwell George". It is also possible (as I shall explain in a moment) that "Shillingstone 
George" might have been a direct paternal ancestor of mine. 

At the time of Edward the Confessor, Shillingstone was a manor belonging to Godwin 
[990-1053], Earl of Wessex. The Domesday Book indicates that the manor was given to a 
Norman family named Schelin. From then on, the village was known as Schelin (or 
Shilling) Okeford. In fact, it was the smallest of the three Okefords: Childe Okeford, 
Okeford Fitzpaine and Shilling Okeford. So, the later name, Shillingston (originally with 
no final “e”), merely meant the place of the Schelins... and has nothing to do with legends 
about a shilling coin.
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“Charles the Elder” [1728-]
The following chart presents the family of Charles Skivington in Okeford Fitzpaine:

Charles
SKIVINGTON

c 1746 OF
f 1778 OF

Charles SKIVINGTON
b ~1728

Susannah
SKIVINGTON

c 11 May 1761 OF
f 21 Sep 1805 OF

Elizabeth ROSE
b ~1728

c 21 Nov 1730 OF
d 1764-74

Thomas
SKIVINGTON

c 12 Nov 1750
OF

William
SKIVINGTON

c 1 Apr 1752 OF
f 1 Aug 1821 WS

Phillis
SKIVINGTON
c 7 Mar 1764

OF

m 2 Jan 1749/50 OF

Elizabeth
SKIVINGTON

c 4 Jun 1754 OF
f 25 Jul 1827 OF

George
SKIVINGTON

c 8 Jun 1756 OF
f 26 Oct 1785 OF

John
SKIVINGTON

c 28 Jan 1759 OF
f 17 Apr 1807 OF

2 3 4 5 6 7 81

OF = Okeford Fitzpaine
WS = Winterborne Stickland

abbreviations1

2 Susanna WYATT or WIER
b WS

m 4 Jul 1774
OF or WS

Item 3-6: Family of Charles Skivington and Elizabeth Rose.

This Charles was the earliest individual who can be explicitly identified as a direct 
paternal ancestor of mine. "Charles the Elder" (as I call him) could well have been a son of 
"Shillingstone George", but no known record confirms this speculation.

Item 3-7: Okeford Fitzpaine church.

My ancestral line passes through the fifth offspring, George Skivington [1756-1785]. We 
shall see, in a moment, that my ancestral line also happens to pass through the seventh 
offspring, Susannah Skivington [1761-1805].
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“Okeford George” [1756-1785]
The following chart presents the family of the above-mentioned George Skivington:

Amelia SEVIOR
c 20 Jun 1756 OF
d 12 Feb 1837 OF

m 26 Mar 1781 OF

George SKIVINGTON
c 8 Jun 1756 OF
f 26 Oct 1785 OF

John SKIVINGTON
c 17 Jun 1781 OF

d 3 Mar 1858
Iwerne Courtney

Grace PETHEN
c 21 Sep 1788 OF

d q2 1861
Blandford

m 25 Sep 1816 OF

Ann(e) SKIVINGTON
c 18 Jul 1784 OF
f 4 May 1807 OF

Item 3-8: Family of George Skivington and Amelia Sevior.

Susannah Skivington [1761-1805]
The following chart shows that Grace Pethen was in fact John Skivington’s cousin:

Grace PETHEN
c 21 Sep 1788 OF

d q2 1861
Blandford

Edward PETHEN
c 1 Apr 1755

Okeford Fitzpaine
d 17 Feb 1832 OF

Susannah SKIVINGTON
c 11 May 1761 OF
f 21 Sep 1805 OF

Edward PETHEN
1705-1755

Elizabeth HAMES
1734-1778

m 18 Sep 1780 OF

Elizabeth
PETHEN

c 21 Nov 1780 OF

Lavinia PETHEN
c 25 Dec 1782 OF

Robert
PETHEN

c 31 Jul 1785 OF
f 20 Jan 1832 OF

Susannah
PETHEN

c 25 Sep 1791
OF

m 25 Sep 1816 OF

1 2 3 4 6

John SKIVINGTON
c 17 Jun 1781 OF

d 3 Mar 1858
Iwerne Courtney

Priscilla
PETHEN

b ~1790 OF
f 5 Jan 1834 OF

5

Item 3-9: Family of Susannah Skivington and Edward Pethen.
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John Skivington [1780-1858]
The following chart presents the family of John Skivington and Grace Pethen:

John SKIVINGTON
c 17 Jun 1781

Okeford Fitzpaine
d 3 Mar 1858

Iwerne Courtney

Grace PETHEN
c 21 Sep 1788

Okeford Fitzpaine
d q2 1861 Blandford

m 25 Sep 1816 Okeford Fitzpaine

Charles
SKIVINGTON
c 1 Mar 1818

Okeford Fitzpaine
d 4 Oct 1881

Iwerne Courtney

Susannah
SKIVINGTON
c 23 Jan 1820

Okeford
Fitzpaine

George
SKIVINGTON

c 10 Sep 1821
Okeford
Fitzpaine

Elizabeth
SKIVINGTON
c 8 Feb 1829

Iwerne
Courtney

Christopher
SKIVINGTON
c 10 Apr 1836

Iwerne
Courtney

1 2 3 75

Amelia
SKIVINGTON
c 1 Apr 1827

Iwerne
Courtney

64

Ann
SKIVINGTON
c 4 Jan 1824

Okeford
Fitzpaine

Item 3-10: Family of John Skivington and Grace Pethen.

The first four children were christened in Okeford Fitzpaine, whereas the last three were 
christened in Iwerne Courtney (“Iwerne” is pronounced like “Ewan”), also known as 
Shroton (see item 3-1).

Item 3-11: Iwerne Courtney church.

My ancestral line passes through the first offspring, Charles Skivington [1818-1881].
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“Charles the Younger” [1818-1881]
The following chart shows the family of Charles Skivington (whom I call "Charles the 

Younger") and Eliza Legg:

Charles SKIVINGTON
c 1 Mar 1818

Okeford Fitzpaine
agricultural laborer

d 4 Oct 1881
Iwerne Courtney

Eliza LEGG
c 11 May 1818

Winterborne Stickland
d 21 Mar 1865

Iwerne Courtney

m 16 Nov 1844
CoE, Iwerne Courtney

Frank SKIVINGTON
b 3 Jan 1845

Iwerne Courtney
d 3 May 1916 Plymouth

Edward SKIVINGTON
b 6 Apr 1852

Iwerne Courtney
d q4 1909 Dorchester

Robert SKIVINGTON
b 14 Sept 1856
Iwerne Courtney

d q3 1858 Blandford

21 3 4

James SKIVINGTON
b 22 Feb 1849

Iwerne Courtney
d q4 1859 Blandford

1

2 Ann MORGAN
b ~1824

Shaftesbury (Dorset)
d q4 1916 Shaftesburym 26 Dec 1868

Iwerne Courtney

Robert Tillage
SKIVINGTON
b 1 Feb 1860

Iwerne Courtney
d q3 1902 Blandford

5

Item 3-12: Family of Charles Skivington and Eliza Legg.

My ancestral line passes through the eldest son, Frank Skivington [1845-1916].
Notice the existence of two sons named Robert, the first of whom died young. Notice 

too that Charles remarried after the death of Eliza Legg.
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Marriage of Charles Skivington and Eliza Legg
Charles Skivington and Eliza Legg were married in the parish church of Iwerne 

Courtney on 16 November 1844.

Item 3-13: Marriage of Charles Skivington and Eliza Legg.

Notice that the groom’s name is spelt “Skyvington” and the bride’s name is spelt with a 
final “e”. Both fathers were both described as laborers. The witness George Skyvington 
was a brother of the groom.
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Birth of Frank Skivington
Frank Skivington, my great-great-grandfather, was born on 3 January 1845 in Iwerne 

Courtney.

Item 3-14: Birth of Frank Skivington.

Notice that I have included here the image of a hand-written transcription of the birth 
record, obtained in 1981 (at the start of my family-history investigations), at a time when 
the British records office had not yet started to use modern photocopy equipment.
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Death of Eliza Legg
On 21 March 1865, at the age of 44, Eliza Legg died of "consumption" (pulmonary 

tuberculosis).

Item 3-15: Death of Eliza Legg.
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Second marriage of Charles Skivington
Three and a half years later, the widower Charles Skivington remarried.

Item 3-16: Second marriage of Charles Skivington.

Ann Morgan appears to have been the daughter of a Shaftesbury shoemaker.
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Death of Charles Skivington
On 4 October 1881, 64-year-old Charles Skivington died of a stroke in Iwerne Courtney.

Item 3-17: Death of Charles Skivington.

After the death of Charles in 1881, Ann survived as a widow for 35 years, and died in 
her native Shaftesbury in 1916, at the age of 92.
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Back up to our earliest known ancestors...
After indicating the roadmap for the present chapter (item 3-2), I said that I would start 

out by presenting "mainstream individuals" in the six generations of Dorset Skivingtons 
that concern us, and that I would then return to the top of the chart and work down 
through these generations in a more thorough manner, examining various related lines 
(marital links, cousins, etc). I designate these individuals, not as my direct ancestors, but 
rather as "ancestral relatives".

We have now reached that point. So, let us set aside momentarily the more recent 
Skivington generations that we have just been observing, and move back up to the late 
17th century to start looking more closely at various ancestral branches that stem from 
families mentioned earlier on in this chapter. From this point on, up until the end of this 
chapter, my presentations will be inevitably rather erratic, since I shall often appear to be 
jumping, with no obvious transitions, from one context to another. I have attempted 
nevertheless to include as many precise references as possible to the families introduced in 
the dozen or so opening pages of this chapter. So, with a minimum of effort, readers 
should not necessarily (I hope) get lost...

Daughters of “Belchalwell George”
Item 3-3 indicates that “Belchalwell George” had daughters named Mary and Ann. 

There are Mormon IGI records describing their marriages.
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Item 3-18: Marriage of Mary Skivington in Shillingstone.
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Item 3-19: Marriage of Ann Skivington in Shillingstone.
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John Skivington, younger son of “Belchalwell George”
Jane Pit, wife of John Skivington [1709-1779], the younger son of "Belchalwell George", 

was probably a sister of Ann Skivington’s husband, Rob Pit. Sometimes this surname is 
spelt “Pitt”.

2 3 4

Thomas
RUSSELL

Shillingstone

Ann
SKIVINGTON
c 24 Apr 1739
Shillingstone

m 15 Feb 1760 Shillingstone

Susanna SKIVINGTON
c 29 Jan 1745 Shillingstone

George MULLET
Turnworth

m 4 Jun 1769

Benjamin BESS
Wareham

Mary
SKIVINGTON
c 11 Oct 1743
Shillingstone

m 17 May 1762 Shillingstone

John SKIVINGTON
c 19 Aug 1709 Shillingstone

d/f 10 Aug 1779 Shillingstone
probate 11 Dec 1779

Jane PIT
b ~1710 Shillingstone

f 27 Jun 1778 Shillingstone

m 10 Apr 1739 Shillingstone

Mary
SKIVINGTON
1737-1738

1

Jenny
SKIVINGTON
1750-1750

Jenny
SKIVINGTON
c 4 Jun 1754
Shillingstone

5 6

John
YEATMAN
b ~1749
Okeford
Fitzpaine

m 30 Oct 1774
Shillingstone

Item 3-20: Family of John Skivington in Shillingstone.

John Skivington, described as an “inholder” (no doubt a mispelling of "innholder", an 
innkeeper), made a will in favor of his three elder daughters and their husbands. I have 
obtained copies of these wills (along with others, mentioned elsewhere in the present 
chapter), but I have not thought it worthwhile to include actual images of these documents 
in the present book.
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William Skivington, son of “Shillingstone George”
Item 3-5 indicated that “Shillingstone George” had a son named William Skivington, 

christened in 1723. He made a will, which reveals that he was an innkeeper in East Street, 
Blandford Forum. According to William’s will, which obtained probate in 1781, all his 
possessions would belong to his widow Elizabeth for as long as she lived. She in turn 
made a will, which obtained probate in 1790. Elizabeth’s sole executor was her son 
William, married to Ann Rose.

William SKIVINGTON
c 31 Jan 1723 Shillingstone

of Blandford Forum
will 22 Jul 1776

probate 19 Apr 1781 London
(Prerogative Court of Canterbury)

Elizabeth ?
will 17 Apr 1784

of Blandford Forum
probate 9 Jun 1790

William
SKIVINGTON

of Blandford Forum
then Langton Long

d intestate
11 Mar 1821

Edward TUCKER
b 16 Apr 1748
c 24 Apr 1748

Kempston
(Bedfordshire)

Betty
SKIVINGTON
c 23 Apr 1760

Blandford Forum

William TUCKER
c 11 Jun 1780

St Cuthbert’s, Bedford

Ann ROSE
b 20 Apr 1770

m 28 May 1793
Blandford Forum

Robert MEATYARD
c 14 Sep 1800

Blandford Forum
d Southampton

q4 1863
f 29 Nov 1863

Blandford Forum

Elizabeth
SKIVINGTON
c 8 May 1803
Langton Long

d q1 1865
Blandford Forum

William
SKIVINGTON
c 6 Mar 1797

Blandford Forum
d intestate

12 Jan 1838

Ann
SKIVINGTON
c 23 Apr 1800

Blandford Forum
will 22 Apr 1857

codicil 15 Nov 1860
d q4 1861 Blandford
probate 29 Apr 1862

m 31 Oct 1827
Blandford Forum

Ann Rose
MEATYARD

Sarah
MEATYARD

Eliza
MEATYARD

William
MEATYARD

John
MEATYARD

George
MEATYARD

Item 3-21: Family of William Skivington of Blandford Forum.

The above-mentioned William died intestate in 1821, and his inherited possessions were 
passed to his son, also a William, who died intestate in 1838. His sister Ann, a spinster, 
made a will in 1857 (with a codicil in 1860) that transmitted the Skivington possessions in 
Blandford Forum to her sister Elizabeth, married to the baker Robert Meatyard, and their 
six children.
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Betty Skivington’s husband Edward Tucker (see item 3-21) came from Bedfordshire.
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Item 3-22: Parents and grandparents of the husband of Betty Skivington.

Ann Skivington’s residence at 10 West Street appears in the UK censuses of 1841, 1851 
and 1861.

Robert MEATYARD (40)
baker

Elizabeth SKIVINGTON (39)

John
MEATYARD (6)

Dorset A Blandford Forum
              West Street

Elizabeth
MEATYARD (4)

Sarah
MEATYARD (2)

George
MEATYARD (3 m)

John
GOOD (79)
independent

Sarah
MEATYARD (40)

independent

Ann
SKIVINGTON (40)

independent

UK census 1841

Item 3-23: UK census 1841, West Street, Blandford Forum.

Ten years later, the baker and his wife had seven offspring, and the eldest son, William, 
was also described as a baker. A 33-year-old female lodger worked as a dressmaker.

Item 3-24: UK census 1851, West Street, Blandford Forum.
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Robert
MEATYARD (60)

baker

Dorset A Blandford Forum
              West StreetUK census 1861

Elizabeth
SKIVINGTON (59)

Ann
SKIVINGTON (60)

unmarried
landed proprietress

Item 3-25: UK census 1861.

Ann Skivington's house still exists, at the principal south-eastern entry into Blandford 
Forum, on the corner between the Crown Hotel and Market Place.

Item 3-26: Ann Skivington's house near the center of Blandford Forum.

When the spinster Ann Skivington died in 1861, one of the properties she left to her 
Meatyard nephews was the White Hart Inn, East Street, Blandford Forum. It is probable 
that her nephew William took over this inn, and used it as his bakery. He was described in 
the 1881 census as an innkeeper (at another place in Dorset), whereas John Meatyard was 
described as a confectioner.

The old address of the White Hart Inn was 183 West Street, but the numbering has 
apparently been changed since then. Today, it is still a prominent Blandford Forum pub, 
called The Dolphin.

The term "hart" designates an adult male deer. In rural England, many inns and pubs 
evoked the captivating image of a white specimen of this animal, which was normally red. 
A White Hart establishment existed, for example (see the 1861 census), in Iwerne Courtney.
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Item 3-27: Former White Hart Inn.

Behind the pub, an old building is still designated today as White Hart Cottage.
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Intriguing second marriage
Before leaving these Skivingtons, I shall mention an affair concerning the second 

William Skyvington mentioned in item 3-21. A researcher residing in Shaftesbury, with 
access to the Dorset History Centre in Dorchester, has drawn my attention to the fact that 
this William was in fact married, a first time, to a certain Sarah Young.

Item 3-28: Marriage of William Skivington and Sarah Young, on 1 July 1790.

Apparently (according to the above-mentioned researcher) this woman died on 18 April 
1793. Personally, I have not yet, however, discovered any trace of this death.

Two documents, both dated 24 May 1793 (that is, just over a month after Sarah's alleged 
death), indicate that William Skivington was indeed a widower and that he wished to 
obtain a licencse enabling him to marry Ann Rose.
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Item 3-29: First document concerning William Skivington's marriage license.

The second document (item 3-30, on the next page) mentions the sum of 200 pounds. I 
would imagine that the relevant license was of the kind brought into existence by the 
English Marriage Act of 1753, which came into force on 25 March 1754. The latter date is in 
fact mentioned explicitly in both documents.

The above-mentioned researcher tells me that 28-year-old William Skivington was 
designated, in a Blandford Forum directory of 1791, as the proprietor of the White Hart Inn. 
Besides, he was described as a member of the local gentry.

In any case, to my mind, the circumstances in which William Skivington's first marriage 
ended and the other was so rapidly performed are not clear.
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Item 3-30: Second document concerning William Skivington's marriage license.
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Rose family
We saw in item 3-6 that the first wife of my ancestor Charles Skivington [1728-] was 

Elizabeth Rose. She was therefore my 6-great-grandmother. The following chart (in which 
OF stands for Okeford Fitzpaine) presents Elizabeth’s siblings, parents and grandparents:

William ROSE
b 7 Dec 1703 c 6 Jan 1704

Sturminster Newton (Dorset)
f 1777 Okeford Fitzpaine

Repentance RIDOUT
b ~1708
f 1774

1 2 3 4

Elizabeth ROSE
b ~1728

c 21 Nov 1730 OF

m 30 Apr 1727
St Andrew’s Church, Okeford Fitzpaine

William ROSE
c 13 Nov 1732 OF

Thomas ROSE
c 24 Oct 1734 OF

Anne ROSE
c 27 Jun 1736 OF

James ROSE Elizabeth

Item 3-31: Parents and siblings of Elizabeth Rose.

A Thomas Rose [1754-1833] of Blandford and his wife Jane Topp [1757-1827] were the 
first free settlers to arrive in Port Jackson, NSW, aboard the Bellona on 15 January 1793.

Christopher ROSE
b 1714

d 16 Feb 1786

Mary BELBIN
c 20 Jul 1714
d 5 Apr 1789

431 2

Thomas ROSE
b 1749 Blandford
c 24 Nov 1754 SN

d 15 Nov 1833
Wilberforce (NSW)

m 21 May 1740
Sturminster Newton

Susannah ROSE
b 7 May 1746 SN

Mary ROSE
b 10 Jul 1741 SN

Christopher ROSE
b 21 Dec 1743 SN

Christopher ROSE Joane DOWLAND

m 17 Jul 1714

Jane TOPP
b 1757
d 1827

m 8 Aug 1779
Sturminster Newton

Item 3-32: New South Wales settlers Thomas Rose and Jane Topp.
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The above charts indicate that these Rose folk were associated with the village of 
Sturminster Newton on the River Stour, north-west of Okeford Fitzpaine.

Item 3-33: Sturminster Newton in Dorset.

Comparing the two charts, items 3-31 and 3-32, I would imagine that the respective 
grandfathers of my ancestor Elizabeth Rose and of the settler Thomas Rose—that's to say, 
James Rose and the elder Christopher Rose—were brothers in Sturminster Newton. In one 
branch of the family, a granddaughter, Elizabeth, stayed in Dorset and married a local 
fellow named Charles Skivington. In the other branch, an audacious grandson, Thomas, 
decided to leave for New South Wales in 1793. 

Item 3-34: Church of St Mary's at Sturminster Newton.
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William Skivington, son of “Charles the Elder”
Item 3-6 indicated that “Charles the Elder” had a son named William Skivington, 

christened in 1752. He married and lived in Winterborne Stickland (see item 3-1).

William SKIVINGTON
c 1 Apr 1752 Okeford Fitzpaine

f 1 Aug 1821 W Stickland

Susanna CROSS
b ~1755

f 5 Apr 1830 W Stickland

m 8 Oct 1776
Winterborne Stickland (Dorset)

Charlotte
SKIVINGTON

c 14 Dec 1776
W Stickland

Phillis
SKIVINGTON

c 27 Dec 1777 WS
f 9 Jan 1852 WS

Caroline
SKIVINGTON
c 4 May 1780
W Stickland

Charles
SKIVINGTON
c 2 Sep 1781

Winterborne Houghton

1 2 3 4

Jane
SKIVINGTON

c 18 Sep 1785
W Stickland

5

James
SKIVINGTON
c 3 Jun 1789
W Stickland

6

Mary
SKIVINGTON

c 28 Dec 1791
W Stickland

7

Item 3-35: Family of William Skivington and Susanna Cross in Winterborne Stickland.

The two brothers, Charles and James, married Woolridge sisters.

Ann WOOLRIDGE
b ~1806 W Stickland

button maker
f 16 May 1890 WS

m 5 May 1833 W Stickland

Susannah
SKIVINGTON

c 16 Mar 1835
W Stickland

John
SKIVINGTON
c Feb 1840
W Stickland

1 3

Charles SKIVINGTON
c 2 Sep 1781 W Houghton

tailor
d 9 Oct 1858 WS
f 15 Oct 1858 WS

Jesse
SKIVINGTON

c q1 1839
W Stickland

d 27 Nov 1847

2

Edwin
SKIVINGTON
c 4 Apr 1846
W Stickland

4

Eliza DAY

m q1 1864 Blandford

Item 3-36: Family of Charles Skivington and Ann Woolridge.

Charles was a tailor in the village. At the age of 51, he married 27-year-old Ann 
Woolridge, described as a button maker. After the death of her husband, Ann kept a small 
grocery shop in West Street, Winterborne Stickland. The UK census of 1881 indicates that 
she was still working there at the age of 75.

Today, in the grounds of the church of St Mary in Winterborne Stickland, monumental 
inscriptions exist for Charles Skivington, his wife Ann and their sons Jesse and Edwin.
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Jane WOOLRIDGE
b ~1787

W Stickland

m 25 Dec 1821
Winterborne Stickland

James SKIVINGTON
c 3 Jun 1789
W Stickland

William SKIVINGTON
b ~1827 W Stickland

pianoforte tuner
d q4 1912 Blandford

Martha COFFIN
b ~1823 Blandford

d q1 1890 Blandford

m q1 1847 Blandford

James
SKIVINGTON

b q2 1847
Blandford St Mary

William
SKIVINGTON

b 15 Feb 1850
Blandford St Mary

Martha Jane
SKIVINGTON

b q2 1853
Blandford St Mary

Marianne Matilda
SKIVINGTON

b q2 1857
Blandford St Mary

1 2 3 4 5

Edward
SKIVINGTON

b q1 1861
Blandford St Mary

Caroline
SKIVINGTON

b q4 1862
Blandford St Mary

6

Item 3-37: Family of James Skivington and Jane Woolridge.

The 1841 census indicates that Phillis Skivington was living on her own:

Item 3-38: Phillis Skivington at Winterborne Stickland, 1841 census.

The census agent has written "pauper", and then crossed it out.
In 1841, the Skivingtons housed Ann's brother James Woolridge, an agricultural laborer:

Item 3-39: Household of Charles Skivington at Winterborne Stickland, 1841 census.

A baby named John, christened in February 1840, seems to have disappeared.
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James Skivington had moved to Blandford St Mary, where he is described as a brewer:

Item 3-40: Household of James Skivington at Blandford St Mary, 1841 census.

This surely means that James was employed by the brewery founded in 1777 by Charles 
Hall, in the Dorset village of Ansty, known after 1847 as Hall & Woodhouse. Their original 
brewery at Blandford St Mary was destroyed by fire in 1900. A new brewery, known today 
as the Badger Brewery and owned by the Woodhouse family, still stands.

Item 3-41: Hall & Woodhouse brewery at Blandford St Mary.
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The 1851 census in Winterborne Stickland indicates that Charles's sister Phillis has 
moved into the house at 69 West Street.

Dorset A Blandford A Winterborne Stickland
                                 69 West StreetUK census 1851

Phillis
SKIVINGTON

(75)

James
WOOLRIDGE

(60)

siblingssiblings

Charles SKIVINGTON
(69) tailor

Ann WOOLRIDGE
(45) button maker

Susan SKIVINGTON
(17) dressmaker

Edwin SKIVINGTON
(6)

Item 3-42: Household of Charles Skivington in Winterborne Stickland, 1851 census.

James SKIVINGTON (59)
Winterborne Stickland

laborer

Jane SKIVINGTON (64)
Winterborne Stickland

James SKIVINGTON (3)
Blandford St Mary

Dorset A Blandford St MaryUK census 1851

William SKIVINGTON (1)
Blandford St Mary

William SKIVINGTON (24)
Winterborne Stickland

cabinet maker

Martha
SKIVINGTON (28)

Blandford

Item 3-43: Household of James Skivington in Blandford St Mary, 1851 census.

William SKIVINGTON (34)
Winterborne Stickland

pianoforte tuner

Martha SKIVINGTON (38)
Blandford

James
SKIVINGTON (13)
Blandford St Mary

Dorset A Blandford St Mary
7 Poole RoadUK census 1861

William
SKIVINGTON (10)
Blandford St Mary

Martha
SKIVINGTON (7)
Blandford St Mary

Marion
SKIVINGTON (4)
Blandford St Mary

Edward
SKIVINGTON (3 m)
Blandford St Mary

Item 3-44: Household of William Skivington in Blandford St Mary, 1861 census.
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Skivington music business in Blandford
Described in the 1851 census as a cabinet maker, William Skivington [1827-1912] was 

described in the following census as a pianoforte tuner. Finally, he started a music business 
in Blandford Forum, which he ended up running with one of his sons.

Item 3-45: Skivington music business in Blandford Forum.

This ad indicates the existence of a warehouse in Salisbury Street. At one time, they 
seem to have had a store down on Market Place. When I visited the Blandford Forum 
museum in August 2007, I was thrilled to discover a Skivington pump organ, and to coax 
it (with much rapid and strenuous knee-bending) into blaring out a few old Anglican 
hymns. My efforts were worthwhile in the sense that I imagined that I was hearing the 
same sounds that might have entered the ears of my 19th-century Skivington relatives in 
that elegant Dorset city. But they were surely, I trust, better musicians than me.
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Item 3-46: Pump organ in the Blandford Forum museum.

Item 3-47: Skivington nameplate on the organ in the Blandford Forum museum.
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Marriage of Skivington and Sevior siblings
Item 3-8 described the marriage of George Skivington [1756-1785] and Amelia Sevior 

[1756-1837]. George’s sister Elizabeth married Amelia’s brother William.
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Item 3-48: Family of William Sevior and Betty Skivington.

Likely cousin of "Okeford George"
In 1773, in Blandford Forum, another George Skivington married Betty Kidner.

Betty KIDNER

m 16 Nov 1773
Blandford Forum

George SKIVINGTON

Item 3-49: Marriage of a likely cousin of “Okeford George”.

Maybe this man was another grandson of "Shillingstone George" and Edith, presented 
in item 3-5. He might have been a son of either Thomas, William or Joseph.
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Family of John Skivington and Grace
The family of my ancestors John Skivington [1780-1858] and Grace Pethen [1788-1861] 

was described in item 3-10. The following chart !provides a summary of the various 
grandchildren of John and Grace:

George SKIVINGTON [1821-1892]
A John [1856-1901], William [1860-],
    Sarah [1862-], Edwin [1865-]

Amelia SKIVINGTON [1827-1863]
A Oliver SKYVINGTON [1847-1925],
    John BUTT [1849-], Ethelinda [1856-]

Christopher SKIVINGTON [1836-]
A ?

2

5

7

Susannah SKIVINGTON [1820-]
A Mary BENNETT [1840-], Reuben [1843-],
    Elizabeth [1845-]

Ann SKIVINGTON [1824-]
A ?

3

4

Elizabeth SKIVINGTON [1829-]
A Atwell SKIVINGTON [1850-1941]

6

Grace PETHEN
[1788-1861]

John SKIVINGTON
[1781-1858]

Charles SKIVINGTON [1818-1881]
A Frank [1845-1916], James [1849-1859],
    Edward [1852-1909], Robert [1860-1902]

1

Item 3-50: Grandchildren of John Skivington and Grace Pethen.

Since quite a few descendants of these grandchildren are scattered throughout the 
world today (including, in particular, most if not all of the people who spell their surname 
as Skyvington), I now intend to describe various individuals indicated in the above chart 
as precisely as possible. First, though, let us look at what the early censuses (of 1841 and 
1851) tell us about the people residing in the household of John Skivington and Grace 
Pethen at Iwerne Courtney.
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Census of 1841 in Iwerne Courtney
By the time of the 1841 census, the family of John Skivington and Grace Pethen had 

been settled in Iwerne Courtney for some 15 years (since the birth of Amelia). Here is their 
1841 census data:

Item 3-51: Census of 1841 in Iwerne Courtney.

A letter Y in the last column indicates that the individual was a native of Dorset. In my 
transcription of the above data, I have respected the “Skyvington” spelling adopted by the 
census officer:

John SKYVINGTON (60)
agricultural laborer

Grace (50)

Charles (20)
laborer

Dorset A Blandford A Iwerne Courtney

George (16)
laborer

Ann (16)

Christopher (5)

UK census 1841

Amelia (14)

Elizabeth (12)

Item 3-52: Household of John Skivington [1780-1858] in 1841.

We see that the eldest daughter, Susannah (see item 3-10), had left home. We shall 
return to her case later on in this chapter.
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Census of 1851 in Iwerne Courtney
The 1851 census reveals that the household of John and Grace had greatly expanded.

Item 3-53: Census of 1851 in Iwerne Courtney.
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The following transcription of the above data is easier to read:

Dorset A Blandford A Iwerne CourtneyUK census 1851

John SKIVINGTON (71)
b O Fitzpaine

Chelsea pensioner

Grace (64)
b O Fitzpaine

under parish relief, pension wife

George (28)
b O Fitzpaine
unmarried,
agri laborer

Elizabeth (21)
b I Courtney
unmarried,

domestic duties

Charles (33)
b O Fitzpaine

married,
agri laborer

Christopher (15)
b I Courtney
unmarried,
agri laborer

Atwell Isaac (3 m)
b I Courtney

at home

Oliver (3)
b I Courtney

scholar

John (1)
b I Courtney

at home

Amelia BUTT (24)
b I Courtney

married

Frederick BUTT (34)
b Stourpaine

married, agri laborerSusannah BENNETT (30)
b O Fitzpaine

widow, under parish
relief, domestic duties

Mary BENNETT (10)
b I Courtney

scholar

Reuben (7)
b I Courtney

scholar

Elizabeth (4)
b I Courtney

scholar

Item 3-54: Household of John Skivington in 1851.

In this transcription, I have altered slightly the spelling of the given names Susannah, 
Reuben and Atwell.

I now intend to examine the identity of the various individuals mentioned in the 1851 
census. I shall deal with each of the children of John and Grace in the chronological order 
of their birth, starting with my ancestor "Charles the Younger" [1818-1881].
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Offspring of Charles Skivington and Eliza Legg
My ancestor Charles Skivington [1818-1881] had married a Iwerne Courtney girl, Eliza 

Legg. On census day in 1851, Charles was in his parents' house, whereas his sons Frank 
and James were with their mother in the Legg house, elsewhere in the village:

Item 3-55: Census of 1851 in Iwerne Courtney, household of James Legg [1765-1853].

Dorset A Blandford A Iwerne Courtney

Frank (6)
b I Courtney

scholar

UK census 1851

James LEGG (86)
widower b Elstead (Surrey)

deaf, under parish relief, formerly laborer

James (2)
b I Courtney

scholar

Herbert (8)
b I Courtney

scholar

Eliza SKIVINGTON (23)
married b Winterborne Stickland

laborer’s wife

George (11)
b I Courtney

scholar

Elizabeth LEGG (49)
unmarried b I Courtney

under parish relief

should be 33�

Item 3-56: Transcription of the above data.
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In the transcription, I have altered slightly the spelling of the given name Herbert and 
the surname Legg. Above all, I have pointed out that Eliza’s age is blatantly erroneous. But 
the above census data has always puzzled me, for several reasons. First, it is strange that 
James Legg would have had two daughters with practically the same given names: 
Elizabeth and Eliza. Second, it is unusual that there should be such a big difference in age 
between the two sisters. Third, it is strange that, on the day of the census, Charles 
Skivington was located in his parents’ house, while his wife and children were located in 
his father-in-law’s house.

James Legg [1765-1853] came from the village of Elstead in Surrey, over a hundred 
kilometers to the east of Iwerne Courtney. A Mormon IGI record evokes his birth:

William LEGG
b ~1730

Ann STURDWICKE
b ~1735

James LEGG
c 24 Jan 1767

Elstead (Surrey)

Item 3-57: Birth of Eliza Legg’s father.

A parish register of Iwerne Courtney mentions the baptism of Elizabeth Legg.

James LEGG Ann ?

Elizabeth LEGG
c 4 Oct 1801

Iwerne Courtney

Item 3-58: Baptism of Elizabeth Legg.

Then an entry in a parish register of Winterborne Stickland mentions the baptism of the 
younger daughter, Eliza. The father is said to be a carter, but the entry is accompanied by a 
warning (from whom?) concerning the possibility of a clerical error.

James LEGG
carter

Annabella ?

Eliza LEGG
c 11 May 1818

Winterborne Stickland

Item 3-59: Baptism of Eliza Legg.

Maybe Ann in item 3-58 and Annabella in item 3-59 are the same woman.
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Let us move back to 1841 census data:

Item 3-60: Census of 1841 in Iwerne Courtney.

The N in the right-hand column indicates that James Legg was not born in Dorset. I 
have interpreted this data as follows:

James LEGG (70)
agricultural laborer

Ann (60)

Dorset A Blandford A Iwerne Courtney

Eliza (20)

UK census 1841

George (1)

Item 3-61: Household of James Legg.

At the time of Eliza’s birth, her parents were surprisingly aged. On census day, the elder 
sister Elizabeth was absent.

Out-of-wedlock sons of Eliza Legg
The parish records of the online website of Iwerne Courtney contain the following data:

Herbert
son of Eliza LEGGE

spinster
b 12 MAR 1843

Iwerne Courtney

William George Knight
son of Eliza LEGGE

spinster
b 26 JUL 1840

Iwerne Courtney

Iwerne Courtney parish records

Item 3-62: Out-of-wedlock sons of Eliza Legg.

This William George Knight is surely the George of item 3-61. For the moment, I do not 
know whether there were descendants of these half-brothers of Frank Skivington. When 
seeking information on such question, I was hampered by the fact that the census records 
mention a huge quantity of people named Legg, which was a very common surname in 
19th-century Dorset.
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Brother of Frank: Edward Skivington [1852-1909]
Item 3-12 indicates that "Charles the Younger" and Eliza Legg had five male offspring, 

of whom my ancestor Frank Skivington was the eldest. James died as a boy. Then Edward 
was born on 6 April 1852.

Item 3-63: Birth of Edward Skivington in Iwerne Courtney.

In September 1882, Edward married Eliza Burt.

Item 3-64: Marriage of Edward Skyvington and Eliza Burt.
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The 1891 census indicates that Edward Skivington and Eliza were residing in Iwerne 
Courtney with three children at The Corner.

Eliza BURT
b ~1855

dressmaker

m 9 Sep 1882 Iwerne Courtney

Florence Lizzie
SKIVINGTON

b q1 1883
Blandford

1 2 3

Edward SKIVINGTON
b 6 Apr 1852

Iwerne Courtney
bricklayer’s laborer

d q4 1909 Dorchester

Cecil Wilfrid
SKYVINGTON

b q2 1888 Blandford
gardener

Martha Burt
SKYVINGTON

b q4 1890 Blandford

William Henry
HASKELL
b ~1888

Tarrant Hinton
gamekeeper

m 12 Apr 1909
Iwerne Courtney

m 12 Jun 1911 Iwerne Courtney

Kate ANDREWS
b ~1885

Milborne Port
(Somerset)

Item 3-65: Family of Edward Skivington and Eliza Burt.

A terse record in the Dorset archives at Dorchester reveals that Edward, in 1899, was 
admitted to the Dorset mental institution of Herrison.

Item 3-66: Admittance of Edward Skyvington to the Herrison psychiatric institution.

The 1901 census indicates that Edward, described as an estate laborer, was back home.
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Youngest brother: Robert Skivington [1860-1902]
Item 3-12 indicates that "Charles the Younger" and Eliza Legg lost a 2-year-old son 

named Robert in 1858. Two years later they had another offspring, named Robert Tillage.

Item 3-67: Birth of Robert Tillage Skivington.

That second given name, Tillage, is interesting. In 19th-century English, this term 
designated the agricultural operations prior to sowing. I would imagine that the 
agricultural laborer Charles Skivington and his wife Eliza, after the death of a first son 
christened Robert, were happy that he might be replaced, as it were, by a baby born at the 
date of tillage in Iwerne Courtney.

On 3 February 1883 in Iwerne Courtney, Robert, employed as a groom, married 
Susannah Samways of Child Okeford. He died in 1902, and I am unaware of the existence 
of offspring.
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Offspring of Susannah Skivington [1820-]
The 1841 census reveals that the eldest daughter, Susannah Skivington (see item 3-10), 

had left home. On 1 March 1840, she had married a local laborer, Edward Bennett.

Item 3-68: Marriage of Edward Bennett and Susannah Skivington.
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Parish and BDM records mention the family of Edward Bennett and Susannah.

Charles BENNETT Mary ?

Edward BENNETT
c 11 Jan 1818

Iwerne Courtney
d q2 1849 Blandford

m 1 Mar 1840 [parish record 3 Mar 1840]
Iwerne Courtney

Susannah SKIVINGTON
c 23 Jan 1820

Okeford Fitzpaine

Mary BENNETT
b q2 1840 Blandford

c 3 May 1840
Iwerne Courtney

Reuben BENNETT
b q2 1843 Blandford

c 25 Jun 1843
Iwerne Courtney

Elizabeth BENNETT
b q1 1845 Blandford

Item 3-69: Family of Edward Bennett and Susannah Skivington.

The family was mentioned in the 1841 census at Iwerne Courtney:

Item 3-70: Household of Edward Bennett at Iwerne Courtney in 1841.

As indicated in item 3-69, Edward Bennett died at the age of 31. The 1851 census (see 
item 3-54) revealed that the widow and her three children had moved back into the 
Skivington house in Iwerne Courtney.
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Offspring of George Skivington [1821-1892]
Item 3-10 indicates that John Skivington and Grace Pethen had a son named George. He 

married in 1855, at the age of 33.

Item 3-71: Marriage of George Skivington and Harriet Ellen Mullens.

At the time of the 1861 census, George and Harriet had two sons, and they were living 
at The Corner in Iwerne Courtney.

Item 3-72: 1861 census in Iwerne Courtney.
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Two more children were born, then 29-year-old Harriet died in 1867. Two years later, 
George married Elizabeth Ames, who had a daughter named Levina.

Item 3-73: Marriage of George Skivington and Elizabeth Ames.

The 1871 census indicates the presence of the family in Iwerne Courtney.

Item 3-74: 1871 census in Iwerne Courtney.
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By 1891, the children of George and Elizabeth have left Iwerne Courtney, and the couple 
have moved out to the Farrington neighborhood, to the north of the village.

Item 3-75: 1891 census in Iwerne Courtney.

George Skivington died on 1 December 1892.

Item 3-76: Death of George Skivington.
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The following chart describes George Skivington's two families:

George SKIVINGTON
c 10 Sep 1821

Okeford Fitzpaine
d 1 Dec 1892

Iwerne Courtney

Harriet Ellen MULLENS
c 25 Feb 1838

Iwerne Courtney
d q2 1867
Blandford

m 15 Mar 1855
Iwerne Courtney

John Mullens
SKIVINGTON

c 31 Aug 1856
Iwerne Courtney

21 3

Sarah Ann
SKIVINGTON

b q2 1862 Blandford

1

2 Elizabeth AMES
b ~1829

Charlton Marshall
(Dorset)m 23 Feb 1869

Iwerne Courtney

David MULLENS
groom

Maria ?

William AMES
laborer

William SKYVINGTON
b ~1860

Iwerne Courtney

4

Edwin SKIVINGTON
b q2 1865 Blandford

c 30 Jul 1865
Iwerne Courtney

Item 3-77: Two families of George Skivington.
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Marriage of John Skivington [1856-1901]
Item 3-77 indicates that John Mullens Skivington, the eldest son of George Skivington 

and his first wife Harriet Mullens, was born in Iwerne Courtney in 1856. His mother died 
in 1867, when John was 11. Two years later, George Skivington remarried with Elizabeth 
Ames. The 1871 census data indicated that 14-year-old John was residing in his father's 
house in Iwerne Courtney, and working as an agricultural laborer.

John went on to become a stonemason, but his principal vocation was the army, in the 
ranks of a distinguished corps: the Royal Horse Artillery. It was no doubt in his role as a 
dashing mounted trooper that John met up with a young Scottish lady, Jessie Collie, who 
became his wife in 1887.

Item 3.78: Marriage of John Skyvington and Jessie Collie.

Jessie Collie's mother, Christina Guthrie, belonged to the noble Scottish family who 
owned Guthrie Castle near Dundee. Jessie, whose father was John Collie, seems to have 
been born out-of-wedlock up in the coastal village of Kingston on Spey, in the county of 
Moray. (Her place of birth is indicated, in one document, as Urquhart: a nearby village, not 
to be confused with the famous castle of that name, elswhere in the Highlands.) Not long 
after Jessie's birth, her mother Christina married a man named William Hood. Family 
legends say that, as a young maiden, Jessie had been one of the ladies-in-waiting of 
Alexandra of Denmark, the wife of Edward, Prince of Wales. Destined to be wedded to an 
Indian prince, against her will, Jessie eloped with the English cavalryman John Skivington, 
and they settled down in Somerset. Now that is the kind of legend that we should maybe 
leave intact, without attempting to ascertain its degree of veracity...
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John apparently fought in the Boer War (the first one, no doubt, in 1880-1881, often 
referred to as the Transvaal War), but I have no details about his actions.

Item 3-79: Floreat Etona (1882) by Elizabeth Thompson, Lady Butler [1846-1933].

Although that painting by the wife of Lieutenant-General Sir William Butler expresses 
excellently the kind of warfare in which England was engaged at that time in South Africa, 
I hesitated before including it in the present document. The title, Floreat Etona (Let Eton 
flourish), is an insult to the memory of young cavalrymen, such as our John, who had no 
connections whatsoever to the ancient and elite college at Windsor.
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The following chart indicates the descendants of John and Jessie:

Jessie COLLIE
b 5 Aug 1866

Kingston on Spey
(Moray) Scotland

m q4 1887 Christchurch

2 3

John Mullens SKIVINGTON
c 31 Aug 1856 Iwerne Courtney

f 11 Jan 1901
Doulting (Somerset)

Jessie Ann
SKYVINGTON

b q2 1896
Shepton Mallet

4

William James
SKYVINGTON

b q4 1893
Shepton Mallet

(Somerset)
d q3 1937
Worcester

m q4 1916 Upton
(Worcestshire)

Elsie LAMB
b 16 Jun 1900
d 9 Jan 1964

sons William
and James,

daughters Lily, Edna,
Ann and Mary

George Alexander
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1899
Shepton Mallet

m q2 1919
Darlington
(Durham)

Jessie
SMITH

sons Raymond and
Harold, daughters
Mavis, Gwendolin

and Enid

1

Christina
SKYVINGTON

b 1892
Shepton Mallet

Canada

Christina GUTHRIEJohn COLLIE

Item 3-80: Descendants of John Skyvington and Jessie Collie.
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Here is the birth certificate of the first son of John and Jessie, named William:

Item 3-81: Birth of William James Skyvington in 1893.

At that date, John Skyvington had become a laborer, working apparently on the railway 
line at Prestleigh (Somerset). We can suppose, therefore, that his military career had ended. 
I stress this point because I once heard, from a descendant, that John Skyvington had died 
in the Boer War... which was clearly not the case.
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Around 1900, John Skyvington was kicked in the head by a horse. After an agony of 8 
months of general paralysis, in the lunatic asylum in Wells, he died on 6 January 1901.

Item 3-82: Death of John Skyvington.

John Skyvington was buried on 11 January 1901 in Doulting (Somerset).

Item 3-83: St Aldhelm's churchyard in Doulting.
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After the death of John Skivington, the 1901 census reveals that the young widow was 
living in Prestleigh (Somerset) with her four children, and working as a charwoman.

Item 3-84: 1901 census in Prestleigh.

Jessie then remarried with William Drew, and the 1911 census reveals that the family 
was living at Croscombe (Somerset).

Item 3-85: 1911 census in Croscombe.
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Marriage of Edwin Skivington [1865-]
Item 3-77 indicates that the fourth child of George and Harriet was Edwin Skivington. 

In 1893, Edwin married Mary Wareham in Christchurch (Hampshire). Their son Edwin 
was born in 1896.

Item 3-86: Marriage of Edwin Skivington, and birth of a son, Edwin George.

This son is pictured here as a soldier at the time of World War I:

Item 3-87: Private Edwin Skivington, 7th Hampshire Regiment. 

The website, which indicates that Edwin was awarded the British War Medal and the 
Victory Medal, states:

The 1/7th Battalion, formed in Bournemouth in August 1914, was part of the Hampshire 
Brigade, Wessex Division. They sailed for India on 9 October 1914, landing at Karachi on the 11 
November 1914. They remained in India until January 1918, when the Battalion moved to Aden.  
Edwin Skivington is pictured above right at Sabatha Hill Barracks, India 1916.
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Marriage of Anne Skyvington [1824-]
The 1851 census in item 3-54 revealed that Ann, the second daughter of John Skivington 

and Grace Pethen (see item 3-10), had left home. On 25 September 1850, in a double 
wedding with her young sister Amelia, she married James Roberts.

Item 3-88: Marriage of Anne Skyvington.

I have respected the spelling change from "Ann Skivington" to "Anne Skyvington".
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Marriage of Amelia Skyvington [1827-1863]
The 1851 census in item 3-54 revealed that Amelia, the third daughter of John 

Skivington and Grace, was married to an agricultural laborer, Frederick Butt, and that they 
were living in the same house as Amelia's parents, with two young boys, Oliver and John.

Item 3-89: Marriage of Amelia Skyvington.

This wedding took place at the same time and place as that of her sister Anne.
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Amelia Skyvington's sons Oliver and John
Amelia's sons Oliver and John were born respectively in 1847 and 1849, before her 

marriage to Frederick Butt. Although the boys' father was most probably Frederick Butt, 
Amelia registered both boys with the Skyvington surname.

Item 3-90: Birth of Oliver Skyvington in 1847.

In a moment, we shall examine the prolific marriages of Oliver, who worked as a 
milkman in Bournemouth.
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Item 3-91: Birth of John Skyvington in 1849.

After the marriage of Amelia to Frederick Butt, they continued to live in Iwerne 
Courtney. The 1861 census reveals that they had a daughter, Ethelinda Butt.

Item 3-92: Census of 1861 in Iwerne Courtney.

It is possible that their son was known henceforth as John Butt, rather than Skyvington.
Amelia died at the age of 36.

Item 3-93: Death of Amelia Skivington.

A year later, her widow Frederick Butt had remarried, with Mariah Newell, and 
Amelia's two children were soon joined by siblings.
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Elizabeth Skivington's son Atwell
Ann and Amelia had a younger sister, Elizabeth, who gave birth to an out-of-wedlock 

child named William on 4 December 1850.

Item 3-94: Birth of a "William" who would later be known as Atwell Skivington.

The 1851 census (item 3-54) confirmed the presence of this child in the Iwerne Courtney 
home of Elizabeth's parents, where he was designated, not as William, but as Atwell Isaac 
Skivington. One has the impression that there was some confusion concerning the naming 
of this child.
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The Mormon website indicates that an Atwil (sic) Isaac Skyvington, son of Elizabeth 
Skyvington, was christened at Iwerne Courtney on 23 February 1851.

Item 3-95: Mormon IGI mention of the christening of Atwell Skivington.

Unless there is something that escapes me, this "Atwil" (mispelling of Atwell) is surely 
the same baby who was registered on 17 December 1850 as "William". Notice that the 
official birth record indicates "Skivington" whereas the church record says "Skyvington".

Imagining that the child's father might have Atwell as a surname, I searched and found 
traces of a certain John Atwell, in his early twenties (25 according to the census data, 22 
according to his baptismal record), an unmarried agricultural laborer from nearby Langton 
Long, just south-east of Blandford Forum. At the time of the 1851 census, he was residing 
in Blandford Forum with a widowed 70-year-old agricultural worker, John Painter, in 
narrow East Street Lane.

Item 3-96: East Street Lane in Blandford Forum.

This lane lies just behind the White Hart Inn (item 3-27), but that might well be a pure 
coincidence, as there is no reason to assume that links might have existed between the 
Skivingtons of Iwerne Courtney and Ann Skivington of Blandford Forum.

As for Atwell himself, he would later declare (at his marriage) that he was born in 
Iwerne Courtney around 1854, and that his father was a bricklayer named Isaac Atwell. 
The facts are unclear...

Regardless of the identity of Atwell's father, he was not in fact the man whom Elizabeth 
finally married. A parish record in Iwerne Courtney indicates that, on 9 September 1857, 
28-year-old Elizabeth married a laborer from Gillingham (Kent) named Harry Moore.
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First marriage of Oliver Skyvington
On 16 June 1870, Oliver Skyvington married Anna Payne in Christchurch (Dorset).

Item 3-97: First marriage of Oliver Skyvington, to Anna Payne.

Oliver, residing in the nearby village of Holdenhurst (now in Dorset, but formerly in 
Hampshire), was employed as a groom. Curiously, he indicated that his father was a 
George Skyvington, described as a "seafaring man" in the "merchant service". This 
information, clearly fictitious, may have been invented by Oliver himself, or it might 
reflect stories told to him by his mother and family circle in Iwerne Courtney.

As for Anna Payne, residing in Bournemouth, she indicated that her father, William 
Payne, was a dairyman. Since Oliver would soon be employed as a milkman, it is not 
unlikely that Anna was the daughter of his employer. Notice that two Payne individuals 
were present in the registry office as witnesses of the marriage.
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A birth record exists for an Anna Maria Payne:

Item 3-98: Birth record for Anna Payne.

This is possibly Oliver's wife, although she indicated her second name, at the time of 
her marriage, as Grace. In later records, her first name is often indicated as Hannah. The 
following chart describes the family of Oliver and Anna:

Anna PAYNE
b 1848 Merley

(Dorset)
d q2 1882 Christchurch

m 16 Jun 1870 Christchurch

Flora Amelia
SKYVINGTON

b q2 1871
Christchurch

Henry Atwell
SKYVINGTON

b q3 1877
Christchurch
d q2 1878

Christchurch

1

Oliver SKYVINGTON
b 6 Jun 1847

Iwerne Courtney
d q4 1925 Bournemouth

Charley James
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1874
Christchurch

3

Bessie Louisa
SKYVINGTON

b q4 1878
Christchurch
d q4 1878

Christchurch

65

Albert William
SKYVINGTON

b q2 1872
Christchurch
d q2 1884

Christchurch

2

Eliza Ann
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1876
Christchurch
d q1 1879

Christchurch

4

John
SKYVINGTON

b q2 1882
Christchurch

7

Item 3-99: Family of Oliver Skyvington and Anna.

Here is the 1881 census for Oliver's household, when they were living at Holdenhurst:

Item 3-100: 1881 census in Holdenhurst (Hampshire).

There was a high degree of mortality in Oliver's family. Anna herself died in 1882.
The 1881 census reveals that Oliver's 18-year-old first cousin, Sarah, the daughter of 

George Skivington and Harriet Mullens (see item 3-77), was residing in that same village, 
and working as a domestic servant.
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Second marriage of Oliver Skyvington
On Christmas Day of the same year in which his first wife had just died, Oliver 

remarried with his cousin Sarah.

Item 3-101: Second marriage of Oliver Skyvington, to his cousin Sarah Skivington.

The groom and bride were residing in Throop, midway between Dorchester and Poole. 
Curiously, on this marriage certificate, their ages are wrong. Oliver was 35, not 33. Sarah was 20, 
not 22. Why these blatant errors?

And where did Oliver find a laborer named Moneypenny as his alleged father?
The witnesses bear familiar surnames: Butt (the husband of Oliver's mother Amelia) and 

Newell (the wife of Frederick Butt after Amelia's death). One would imagine that this was an ideal 
occasion for Olivier to indicate the true identity of his father... if indeed he knew it.

The following chart describes the family of Oliver and Sarah:
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Sarah Ann SKIVINGTON
b q2 1862 Blandford

d q2 1903 Christchurch

m q4 1882 Christchurch

Oliver William
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1885
Christchurch

Constance May
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1896
Christchurch

1

Oliver SKYVINGTON
b 6 Jun 1847

Iwerne Courtney
d q4 1925 Bournemouth

Harold Edwin
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1889
Christchurch

3

Frederick
SKYVINGTON

b q3 1893
Christchurch

65

Edgar George
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1887
Christchurch

2

Mabel Harriet
SKYVINGTON

b q1 1891
Christchurch

4

Item 3-102: Family of Oliver Skyvington and his cousin Sarah.

After bearing 6 offspring, Sarah died of tuberculosis in 1903.

Item 3-103: Death of Sarah Ann Skyvington.
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Third marriage of Oliver Skyvington
Oliver's last offspring was Victor, born in 1904, when the milkman was 57 years old. 

Although the mother, Elizabeth Adams, appears to be named Skyvington, I have found no 
traces of an actual marriage.

Item 3-104: Birth of Victor, Oliver Skyvington's last offspring.

Victor was the ancestor of Skyvingtons living these days in Bournemouth. Ann 
Skyvington of Bournemouth told me, in speaking of Victor, that "his mother died when he 
was a baby and he was brought up by relatives". She added: "Oliver Skyvington's sister 
married a Mr Skivington. There is a branch of this family in Bournemouth." I believe that 
Ann was a little mixed up. She was probably thinking of the fact that Oliver had married a 
sister of John Mullens Skivington. In that case, the Skivingtons living in Bournemouth, 
mentioned by Ann, would be the descendants of Edwin (the young brother of John 
Mullens and Sarah Ann) and his family (see item 3-77).
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Fourth marriage of Oliver Skyvington
In 1912, having accompanied three women and numerous offspring to the grave, Oliver 

wedded a fourth wife, Louisa Trelease. And less than a decade later, Oliver renewed his 
status as a widower.

Item 3-105: Fourth marriage of Oliver Skyvington, with Louisa Trelease.
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Descendants of Oliver Skyvington in Bournemouth
Oliver's youngest offspring, Victor, was born on 8 November 1904. In 1930, he married 

Doris Andrews.

Item 3-106: Marriage of Victor Skyvington and Doris Andrews.

They had a single child, Brian, born on 14 March 1936.

Item 3-107: Birth of Brian Skyvington.

Brian married Ann Wilds in 1959.

Item 3-108: Marriage of Brian Skyvington and Ann Wilds.

It was Ann who provided me, long ago, on behalf of her husband, with essential data 
for what I have been writing here.
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Cornwall Skyvingtons
The UK census of 1911 revealed the existence of a Skyvington family in Cornwall.

Item 3-109: 1911 census in Camborne (Cornwall).

Mining for tin and copper were ancient activities in Devon and Cornwall. Indeed, the 
local mining landscape was inscribed in 2006 as a UNESCO World Heritage site. Tin 
dressing is the complicated series of operations that starts with lumps of tin-bearing rock 
and ends with the extraction of all the crystals of tin.

Item 3-110: View from Dolcoath mine towards Redruth (1890).

I am not sure of the identity of this tin dresser named William Christopher Skyvington 
who married the widow Charity Tregidga, and died in 1920 at the age of 56. Maybe his 
second given name indicates a link back to the seventh offspring of John Skivington and 
Grace Pethen (item 3-10).
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Man condemned at the Old Bailey in 1898
In the previous chapter, I indicated the existence of a London court record revealing that 

a certain William Skyvington, 26 years old (at the time of his trial, I would imagine), was 
condemned at the Old Bailey on 24 October 1898 for fraud, and sentenced to six months’ 
prison. Here is a copy of the court record (presented earlier as item 2-8):

Item 3-111: Old Bailey 1898.

Having completed my investigations into the likely identity of this individual, I am 
unfortunately still no closer to an answer. Let me summarize the situation. The offender's 
surname was spelt with a "y", and only a single given name, William, was indicated. His 
age suggests that he was born between the final quarter of 1872 and that of 1873. Here is a 
list of the 5 male Skyvingtons born between 1865 and 1880:

Item 3-112: Possible identities of an offender named Skyvington.
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The first person in the list is my great-grandfather, but the age discrepancy suggests that 
he might not have been the offender at the Old Bailey. Among the others, Albert William 
Skyvington died as a child, and there is no other plausible candidate.

Maybe the offender's name was Skivington, with an "i", and the staff at the Old Bailey 
introduced a spelling error when they wrote Skyvington with a "y". In that case, here are 
some plausible identities of the offender:

Item 3-113: Possible identities of an offender named Skivington.

The age of the fellow born in Barnsley would be correct, but we would have to suppose 
that he called himself by his second name.

Maybe I'm obliged to conclude that the offender was indeed, most probably, my great-
grandfather...
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THINGS TO BE ADDED

Item 3-12 on page 61.
Ann Morgan (second wife of Charles) was apparently buried at Shroton (letter of curate 

dated 28 Sep 1981).
At the time of her death, she was residing at Bedchester, Fontmell Magna (north of 

Farrington, south of Shaftesbury).
In the chart of item 3-12, indicate the burial dates at Shroton of
Edward Skivington (7 December 1909) and
Robert Tillage Skivington (12 July 1902).
=====================================
Marriage of Atwell Skivington in 1875.
Was his son the photographer James Skivington buried at Shroton (letter of curate dated 

28 Sep 1981) on 29 April 1946 ?
=====================================
Item 3-21 on page 69.
Wife of William [1723-1781] was Elizabeth Warren, and an IGI record indicated their 

marriage on 14 Oct 1758 at Blandford Forum.
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4
Links to Leicestershire

One of the reasons why I started to get interested in family history, back around 1980, 
was no doubt the strangeness of my surname: Skyvington. We're all used to explaining 
that it's pronounced as if the "y" were an "i" vowel. To me, that strange but harmonious 
surname was a motivation to investigate matters, and to find some facts about my origins.

One day, I learned that our curious "Skyvington" spelling was surely a variant of the 
relatively widespread "Skeffington" name. And that suggestion became the start of a quest.

Skeffington: a village in Leicestershire
It would appear that our most ancient patriarch had reached England from Normandy 

in 1066, with William the Conqueror. Did this mean that our English patriarch might have 
been a Frenchman with a name something like "Skeffington"? Not at all. For the moment, 
we are unable to identify with certainty the companion of William who was granted lands 
at the present-day site of Skeffington in Leicestershire. But, whoever he was, we know that 
he did not bring the name "Skeffington" with him from Normandy. On the contrary, he 
found this new name waiting for him, as it were, in England, since it was the name of the 
place in Leicestershire where he settled down. Within a short time, descendants of the 
Norman settler started to use the name of their settlement as a kind of surname: "de 
Skeffington", meaning that they were from the place known as Skeffington.

The name of this village evoked its former Saxon occupants, conquered by the 
Normans. Those primordial people called their settlement Sceaftinga tûn: that is, in Saxon, 
"the place of Sceaft's people". The Saxon term "sceaft" designates a shaft or spear. So, the 
people living there may have been preoccupied with hunting and/or warfare.

We imagine (pure speculation for the moment) that our patriarchs in Leicestershire 
might have had connections with the celebrated de Verdun family from Normandy. But 
much research needs to be carried out before solid facts can be affirmed at this level. 
Meanwhile, I have attempted to set down as much as we know in a monograph whose 
title is Skeffington One-Name Study. So, the present short chapter might be thought of as 
an introduction to that monograph.
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Mainstream Skeffingtons
A mainstream Skeffington family has existed in England ever since Tudor times, but its 

composition has been redefined on several occasions. Several early members of the family 
were knighted, and a branch that started in the 17th century has accumulated several 
peerages, both Irish and English.

At the bottom of the following chart, we find the names of three Skeffington brothers—
William, John and Thomas—who were born in the Leicestershire village of Skeffington:

Sir William
SKEFFINGTON

b 1460 Skeffington
d 21 Dec 1535 Dublin

Sir John
SKEFFINGTON

b ~1470 Skeffington
d 10 Jul 1525 London

Thomas
SKEFFINGTON

b ~1476 Skeffington
d ~1543 Skeffington

Thomas SKEFFINGTON
b ~1435 Skeffington

d <1488

Mary ?
b ~1440

Skeffington

m ~1460 Skeffington

Thomas
SKEFFINGTON

b ~1405 Skeffington

Elizabeth PALMER
b ~1410 Holt

(Leicestershire)

m ~1430 Skeffington

Item 4-1: Skeffington Tudor lords.

Sir William Skeffington [1460-1535], nicknamed "The Gunner", was considered, for 
several centuries, as the patriarch of the mainstream family. But his male line of descent 
was broken on several occasions, and this branch finally died out in 1850.

Descendants of Sir John Skeffington [1470-1525] then became the mainstream family, 
and this so-called Massereene line is still in place today. From a genetic viewpoint, we 
know that the male ancestral line of the Skeffingtons was broken in 1810 when Harriet 
Skeffington [1789-1831] married Thomas Foster [1772-1843], and her husband changed his 
name to Skeffington. The current head of the family, John Skeffington, was born in 1940. 
Upon his father’s death in 1992, he became the 14th Viscount Massereene, the 7th Viscount 
Ferrard and the 7th UK Baron of Oriel. But, as I have just pointed out, the present head of 
the Skeffingtons cannot have the same Y-chromosomes as the 15th-century Tudor lords.

Meanwhile, descendants of the third son, Thomas Skeffington [1476-1743], formed a 
line that adopted a different spelling: "Skevington". They appeared on the scene as yeomen 
farmers in Bedfordshire, especially in the town of Turvey, and members of this ancestral 
line exist today. It is quite possible, moreover, that such males carry the Y-chromosomes of 
their Tudor patriarchs.
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Our Skyvington ancestors
Chapter 3 of this monograph should have made it clear that "Skyvington" is simply a 

whimsical variant—an erroneous spelling, if you like—of "Skivington". We might wonder 
why certain people started to spell their name with a "y" in place of the usual "i". First, let 
me insist upon the fact that possible answers to this question are of little interest. The rural 
curates and other individuals who proposed that a name be spelt in such and such a way 
were often unskilled in spelling and probably not particularly concerned about their 
choice. Maybe the individuals whose names were being recorded in parish records were 
totally illiterate, and the clerk or clergyman doing the writing was not necessarily in a 
position to consult existing records to see how names might be spelt.

As for the "Skivington" spelling, this is almost certainly a corruption of the earlier 
"Skevington" form. In other words, we probably descend from the same branch of the 
family that I mentioned a moment ago, settled either in Bedfordshire or in neighboring 
parts of the Midlands.

Present-day Skeffingtons throughout the world
The numerous Skeffingtons found today in Ireland and the New World have descended 

no doubt from individuals who were associated, in one way or another, with the 
Massereenes. Theoretically, certain present-day Skeffingtons might have descended in a 
more direct line from one or other of the Tudor patriarchs whose names appear in item 4-1, 
but I would imagine the Irish connection as far more likely.

In January 1980, I received the following reply from John Skeffington, 13th Viscount 
Massereene, who was the head of the Skeffingtons until his death on 27 December 1992:

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Chilham Castle
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Kent
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 28/I/80

William Skyvington Esq
23 rue Rambuteau
75004 Paris
France

Dear Mr Skyvington,

I have read your letter of January 21st. I think it quite likely that your name derives from the 
same origins as Skeffington. The family of Skeffington (of which I am the head) has been 
variously written as Skeffintone, Skeftington, Skestington and Skevington.

The Skeffingtons came over with William I from Normandy and were granted land in 
Leicestershire at Skeffington where many of my early ancestors are buried. The village was wiped 
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out in the Black Death (plague). The name Skeffington is reputed to mean Sheeptown. The 
mansion (Skeffington) is still standing, but the estate passed out of the hands of my family [at 
the] end of the 19th century. The Skeffington[s] were knights for many centuries and played a 
considerable part in the affairs of the kingdom. In the 16th century, Sir William Skeffington 
became the first governor of Ireland for the British Crown. Sir John Skeffington married the only 
daughter (no other children) of the first Viscount Massereene and, by special patent of Charles II, 
succeeded his father-in-law as second viscount. The first Lord Massereene was very active in 
promoting the restoration of Charles II. He was in fact the first peer to be created by this 
monarch. Massereene is Irish Gaelic and means “king or queen of the hills”.

I think the spelling of your name is probably the result of a transcription error. There are, of 
course, other Skeffingtons besides myself. Some of these have double-barrelled names such as 
Skeffington-Smythe or Skeffington-Lodge. This is usually because their ancestors have been in 
the service of my family, and the Lord Massereene of the day has been godfather to their children 
and the name Skeffington has been added to their original name. Others have been illegitimate 
children. There was a noted Irish rebel, Sheehy Skeffington. Then you have Skeffington’s Church 
Times newspaper and Skeffington’s sweet shops in Ireland. Quite a varied bag!

I have never heard that Skeffington is derived from a Nordic place-name. If you are coming to 
England this summer and give me plenty of warning, I should be happy to show you literature 
on the Skeffingtons. I think there is no doubt that you must have some connection with the name.

Please excuse my atrocious typing. I am without a secretary for a few days. With best wishes.

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Yours sincerely,

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! [signature]
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Massereene

I was intrigued by Massereene's suggestion that present-day Skeffingtons would be 
"quite a varied bag" of people issued—biologically or otherwise—from the Massereenes, 
or at least associated with that household.

For the moment, I have been unable to identify specific members of the Massereene line 
in Ireland who might have engendered Skeffington descendants in a somewhat irregular 
fashion, beyond the strict context of the mainstream family. This is a question that might 
receive answers, one day, if present-day Skeffingtons in Ireland and the New World were 
to participate in DNA testing.

Conclusions
While drawing attention once again to the forthcoming existence of my Skeffington 

One-Name Study, I stress the interest of DNA data as an interesting avenue of research for 
determining, if possible, who in our global Skeffington community is related to whom.
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5
A young lady
from the bush

My paternal grandmother Kathleen Pickering was born in 1889 at Quirindi in central 
New South Wales. She was the fourth child of William John Pickering and Elizabeth 
Constance Woods, who lived on a sheep property at Currabubula, to the east of Breeza.

Item 5-1: Map of the region surrounding the Pickering property at Currabubula.
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My grandmother’s parents and siblings
The following chart describes the Pickering family:

m 10 Oct 1881 Coonamble, NSW

Elizabeth Constance
WOODS

b 3 Oct 1860
Murrurundi, NSW
d 25 May 1925
Lidcombe, NSW

William John
PICKERING

b 13 May 1843
Surrey, England
d 25 Mar 1914

Blackheath, NSW

John Edward Latton PICKERING
b 5 Feb 1885 Quirindi, NSW

Emmeline Constance PICKERING
b Jan 1883 Tamworth, NSW

Florence PICKERING
b 30 Oct 1890 Narrabri, NSW

Gertrude Elizabeth PICKERING
23 Feb 1894 Quirindi, NSW

1

2

5

6

Lilian M PICKERING
b 25 May 1887 Gunnedah NSW

Kathleen PICKERING
b 28 Sep 1889 Quirindi, NSW

3

4

Irene Marguerite PICKERING
b 15 Jul 1900 Gunnedah, NSW

Francis Henry Karua PICKERING
b 22 Oct 1897 Quirindi, NSW

7

8

Item 5-2: Family of William Pickering and Elizabeth Woods.

Curiously, my grandmother’s birth record spells her given name as Cathline. Since that 
is the only place where I ever saw this strange version of her name, I prefer to use the 
more orthodox spelling, Kathleen, which she herself had adopted. Besides, in the title of 
this chapter, I’ve introduced the familiar nickname “Kit” used by nearly everybody in 
contact with my grandmother... except her two children (my father “Bill” Skyvington and 
his sister Yvonne) and us grandchildren, of course, for whom she was respectively “Mum” 
and “Ma”.
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Family photo
Here is a photo of the Pickering family dated 1894:

Item 5-3: Pickering family at Currabubula Station, 1894: Emmeline, Kathleen, Florence, William 
(father), John, Elizabeth (mother), Gertrude and Lilian. Francis and Irene were not yet born.

Item 5-4: Elizabeth Constance Woods.
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Marriage of William Pickering and Elizabeth Woods
Here is the marriage certificate of William Pickering and Elizabeth Woods:

Item 5-5: Marriage of William Pickering and Elizabeth Woods.
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William Pickering is 
described as a surveyor 
residing at Colenair Station 
near Coonamble, while 
Elizabeth Woods resided at 
Terrabella Station near 
Warren.
These towns are located a 
couple of hundred 
kilometers further west of 
the region represented in 
item 5-1. I have not been 
able to locate the Colenair 
and Terrabella properties 
on modern maps. As for 
Coonamble, it only became 
a municipality in 1880.
Item 5-6: Map indicating 
Coonamble and Warren.

Anecdote: An Australian novel speaks 
of a Terrabella Station: The New Vicar of 
Wakefield by Sydney Glanville Fielding, 
who was ordained into the Church of 
England in 1882 and became a 
clergyman in the Sydney suburb of 
Paddington.
Today’s Anglican church of St Barnabas 
in Coonamble was built out timber in 
1909 on the site of the original 1875 
church in which my great-grandparents 
were married in 1881.

Item 5-7: Australian novel mentioning a 
fictitious Terrabella Station.
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Pickering offspring
Here is a list of the eight Pickering offspring:

John Edward Latton PICKERING [1885-1924]

Emmeline Constance PICKERING [1883-1959]

Florence PICKERING [1890-1961]

Gertrude Elizabeth PICKERING [1894-1947]

1

2

5

6

Lilian M PICKERING [1887-1966]

Kathleen PICKERING [1889-1964]

3

4

Irene Marguerite PICKERING [1900-1972]

Francis Henry Karua PICKERING [1897-1925]7

8

Item 5-8: Children of William Pickering and Elizabeth Woods.

I shall now describe what I know of them, which is often far too little. Unfortunately, I 
cannot recall anything that my grandmother might have told me about her childhood and 
adolescence out at Breeza. Today, when I realize the isolation of their property, I imagine 
that the daily existence of the Pickering family must have been relatively uneventful and 
lonely... but the truth of the matter is that I know little or nothing about their lifestyle.
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Emmeline Pickering [1883-1959]
The eldest Pickering daughter, Emmeline, married Arthur Kasper, who was (I believe) 

of German origins.

m 1906 Gunnedah

Enid C KASPER
b 1907 Katoomba

Raymond William KASPER

1

2 Jack Aiden Cecil KASPER
b 1909 Katoomba
m 1939 Hornsby Anne Jane BAKER

Leonard Phillip KASPER

3

4

Emmeline Constance PICKERING
b Jan 1883 Tamworth
d Sep 1959 Katoomba

Arthur Cecil KASPER
d 1949 Hornsby

Item 5-9: Family of Emmeline Pickering.

I remember vaguely that my grandparents once took me to visit this lady at Katoomba.
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John Pickering [1885-1924]
The elder son, John Edward Latton Pickering, known as “Jack”, was born in Quirindi on 

5 February 1885. In 1917, he married a Tamworth woman, Melva Florence Etheridge, at 
Gunnedah.

m 1917 Gunnedah

Geoffrey PICKERING
b ~1918

1

2 Ross PICKERING
b ~1921

Melva Florence ETHERIDGE
d 1965 Sydney

John Edward Latton PICKERING
b 5 Feb 1885 Quirindi
d 14 Feb 1924 Breeza

Item 5-10: Family of John Pickering.

On 14 February 1924, he was killed by a log 
falling off a wagon at Spring Hill near 
Breeza. He left two sons, Geoffrey and Ross, 
aged respectively six and three at the time 
of their father’s death.

Item 5-11: John Pickering [1885-1924].
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Lilian Pickering [1887-1966]
The second daughter married Leonard Moore.

m 1916 Sydney

Lilian M PICKERING
b 25 May 1887 Gunnedah

d 19 Dec 1966

Leonard A L MOORE

Item 5-12: Family of Lilian Pickering.

They lived in China for some time. As a child, I remember their showing us worthless 
bank cheques for astronomical sums of inflated Chinese currency. Later, they settled down 
in New Zealand, but they had no children.

Kathleen Pickering [1889-1964]
The third daughter was my future grandmother.

m 3 Jan 1917 North Sydney

King Mepham SKYVINGTON
b 16 Oct 1917
Rockhampton, Queensland
d 12 Oct 1978 Grafton

1

2 Yvonne Elizabeth SKYVINGTON
b 1 May 1919
Rockhampton, Queensland

Kathleen PICKERING
b 28 Sept 1889

Quirindi
d 29 Oct 1964

Grafton

Ernest William SKYVINGTON
b 19 Mar 1891

Islington (London)
d 26 Jan 1985

Burleigh Heads, Queensland

Item 5-13: Family of Kathleen Pickering.

The given name of their son (my future father) was in fact the nickname of my 
grandmother’s young brother, the World War I hero Francis Pickering, whom I shall 
present at length in a moment. In our family, there were five offspring: William, Donald 
(deceased today), Anne, Susan and Jill. Yvonne married Reginald Tarrant, and they had 
three children: Lynne, Roger (deceased today) and Glenn.
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Florence Pickering [1890-1961]
The fourth daughter married Henry Halsall.

m 1924 North Sydney

Florence PICKERING
b 30 Oct 1890 Narrabri

d 13 Mar 1961 Sutherland

Henry HALSALL
d 1940 North Sydney

Item 5-14: Family of Florence Pickering.

They had no children.

Gertrude Pickering [1894-1947]
The fifth daughter married Cecil Maunder.

m 1919 St Leonards

(son)

Vida MAUNDER

1

2 Yvonne MAUNDER

3

Gertrude Elizabeth PICKERING
b 23 Feb 1894 Quirindi
d 30 Apr 1947 Granville

Cecil G MAUNDER
b 1899 Gunnedah
d 1952 Parramatta

Item 5-15: Family of Gertrude Pickering.

I do not know whether there are any living descendants, today, of their three offspring.
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Francis Pickering [1897-1945]
The younger son, Francis Henry Karuba Pickering, born in Quirindi in 1897, was 

nicknamed “King” through his athletic agility. He emerged from the Great War as a hero.

Item 5-16: Francis Pickering [1897-1945],
whose “King” nickname was to become

the official given name of my father.
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Military career of Francis Pickering
A copy of the military dossier of Francis Pickering, sent to me in 2009 by his descendant 

Rob Pickering, can be downloaded from http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal.
Francis Pickering, described as a grocer, joined the AIF [Australian Imperial Force] on 

29 December 1915, at the age of 18. That was midway between the disastrous Anzac 
landing at Gallipoli on 25 April 1915, and the forthcoming battle at Fromelles on the 
Western Front in France in July 1916 (where British casualties reached nearly 60,000). 
Francis Pickering was enlisted as a private in the 6th Regiment of the 30th Battalion, with 
the number 3002. The enlistment took place at Casula2, 35 km south-west of Sydney, in the 
suburb of Liverpool. It is interesting to note that papers created by the AIF attesting officer 
do not state the date of birth of Francis Pickering, but say he was aged 21 years and 4 
months. Clearly, this was untrue: no doubt a subterfuge to get enlisted.

After a halt at Alexandria in Egypt, Private Pickering reached Plymouth in England on 
9 April 1916. In July, he was trained to be a soldier in the garrison town of Larkhill, near 
Stonehenge in Wiltshire. I found this old photo of Australian soldiers (of another battalion) 
engaged in bayonet practice at Larkhill in August 1916:

Item 5-17: AIF soldiers in bayonet training at Larkhill (Wiltshire), August 1916.
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On 14 August 1916, Francis Pickering was attached to the Musketry School at nearby 
Tidworth (Wiltshire). If I understand correctly, Pickering’s Aussie Outback know-how 
enabled him to train horse cavalry at that place.

In October 1916, he crossed English Channel and reached France at Etaples, on the 
estuary of the Canche. Within a year, he was evacuated to England with tonsilitis.

In February 1918, Francis Pickering returned to France at Le Havre. The Australian 
soldier was setting foot in Normandy, the territory of another warrior: his ancestor 
William the Conqueror. But young “King” hardly had genealogy on his mind. His greatest 
military deeds were done in the autumn of 1918 at Joncourt, to the east of Amiens, 
midway between Cambrai (to the north) and Saint-Quentin (to the south).

Item 5-18: Joncourt, scene of Francis Pickering’s heroism in 1918.

Wounded in the leg, Pickering persevered. Here is an official mention:

Item 5-19: Mentions concerning Francis Pickering, dated 8 September 1918.
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It was then recommended that Pickering, wounded, should receive a Military Medal:

Item 5-20: Recommendations for a Military Medal, dated 5 October 1918.

Francis Pickering left Liverpool on 22 May 1919, returning to Australia on the Durham, 
which arrived in July 1919.
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The award of his Military Medal was announced soon after:

Item 5-21: Award of the Military Medal to Francis Pickering.

Item 5-22: Military Medal.
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Back in Australia
Francis Pickering Pickering married Bridget Phillpott and raised a large family:

Bridget PHILLPOTT
b 27 Feb 1901
d 28 Mar 1990

Francis Henry Karua PICKERING
b 22 Oct 1897 Quirindi, NSW

farmer of Emerald Hill
d 16 Jun 1945

m 23 May 1925 St John’s Church, Tamworth, NSW

1

Ronald John
PICKERING

b 1925

2 3 4

Yvonne
PICKERING

b 1929

Florence
PICKERING

b 1927

Betty
PICKERING

b 1932

5

Maxwell
Francis

PICKERING
b 1934

6

Marie
PICKERING

b 1937

7

Dorothy
PICKERING

b 1939

8

Margaret
PICKERING

b 1941

9

Raymond
William

PICKERING
b 1944

Mary HOWARDDennis John PHILLPOTT
farmer of Piallaway

Item 5-23: Family of Francis Pickering.

Francis “King” Pickering died in a road accident on 16 June 1945 when his automobile 
collided with a lorry on the Boggabri Road at Gunnedah.

In the genealogical domain, Francis Pickering was also the unchallenged king of our 
family from a procreative viewpoint. At the last count, he and Bridget had given rise to 
over a hundred descendants!
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Irene Pickering [1900-1972]
I return now to the family of William John Pickering and Elizabeth Constance Woods. 

The youngest child in that family was Irene 
Marguerite Pickering, born in Gunnedah on 
15 July 1900. “Rite”, as she was called, was 
the great aunt I best remember. In this fuzzy 
copy of a delightful photo of “Reta” (as she 
signed her name), she has a perfect Roaring 
Twenties look.
In 1924, a year after this photo was taken, 
Irene married a Scandinavian man named 
Paul Marvig (sometimes spelt Poul) at 
Datchet, near Windsor in England. At that 
time, she was visiting her uncle John 
Pickering, a recently-retired librarian from the 
Inner Temple in London (whom I describe in 
chapter 6), who lived in a house called Cedar 
Cottage in Datchet. 
Irene and Paul had a son, with the same given 
name as his father.

Item 5-24: Irene Pickering [1900-1972], aged 22.

In chapter 6, when I present Irene’s English uncle John Pickering, I shall include a copy 
of her marriage certificate, along with several photos.
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Death of William Pickering
Here is the death certificate of William Pickering, who died on 25 March 1914:

Item 5-25: Death of William Pickering on 25 March 1914.

Blackheath, in the Blue Mountains, was the home of the eldest daughter of William and 
Elizabeth: Emmeline, married to Arthur Kasper (sometimes spelt as Casper).

The information in this certificate was supplied by the widow Elizabeth, whose address 
is indicated as 97 Campbell Street, North Sydney (an address that I am unable to associate 
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with anybody in the family of William and Elizabeth at that time.) There are several 
curious elements in this certificate:

• John Pickering, the father of the deceased, is described as a clergyman. As we shall see 
later on in my monograph (chapter 6), William’s father was first described, at the time 
of his marriage in 1841, as a “clerk in the church”. Two years later, at the time of 
William’s birth, his father was described as a grocer.

• The mother of the deceased is designated erroneously as Sarah Jane Butler. The true 
surname of William’s mother was Harris. This curious error reflects astonishing 
ignorance on the part of the informant. William Pickering had a deceased uncle, Charles 
Butler Harris [1816-1904], whose second given name was Butler. Was it this that gave 
rise to confusion in the mind of the informant?

• Speaking of herself, Elizabeth appears to have indicated her surname as “Wood” rather 
than “Woods”. This is a bizarre anomaly, in that people do not usually make mistakes 
about the spelling of their own name. Would it mean that Elizabeth was illiterate, and 
that she had failed to verify the information given to the registry officer at Katoomba?

• The place of birth of the deceased is marked as “not known”. This is a curious omission 
in the case of a man who possessed an English birth certificate indicating that he was 
born in Camberwell, Surrey.
This death certificate indicates that William Pickering had spent 19 years in NZ and 34 

years in NSW. This means that he had arrived in New Zealand in 1861 and left for NSW in 
1880... where he married a year later.

A final detail. The witnesses of William’s burial are John Neate and John Neate junior. 
Two NSW marriage records mention individuals of this name:

Item 5-26: Individuals who may have been witnesses of William Pickering’s death.

Who were these Neate men? One had married an Elizabeth Wood (without an “s”) in 
Coonabarabran, while the other lived in Katoomba. Maybe they were mere neighbors.
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Birth of William Pickering
William Pickering was the eldest of four offspring born in the southern London suburb 

of Camberwell, lying officially in the county of Surrey.

Sarah Jane HARRIS
b 29 Jan 1812

Hoxton (London)
d 10 Oct 1889

Islington (London)

John PICKERING
b 1815

Hartburn (Northumberland)
d 15 Jun 1892

Ely (Cambridgeshire)

m 8 Apr 1841
Christ Church, Blackfriars Road,

Southwark (London)

1

William John
PICKERING

b 13 May 1843
7 Southampton Pl

Camberwell (Surrey)

2 3 4

Emmeline Jane
PICKERING

b 8 Nov 1847
21 Newington Cr

Camberwell

Francis Henry
PICKERING

b 10 Aug 1845
22 Addington Sq

Camberwell

John Edward Latton
PICKERING

b 4 Oct 1851
5 Clarence Pl

High St, Camberwell

Item 5-27: Pickering family in Camberwell.

The two elder sons migrated separately to the Antipodes, where they married and 
raised families, whereas the parents and the two younger offspring remained in England.
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William John Pickering sails to New Zealand
Long before his arrival in Australia, William touched the Antipodes in New Zealand.
On 11 November 1860, 17-year-old William Pickering left London aboard the Zealandia, 

whose captain was John Foster. On its maiden voyage in 1858, the recently-constructed 
1032-ton vessel had brought 400 immigrants from London to Lyttleton in New Zealand. 
For the present voyage, there were only half that number of passengers on the Zealandia, 
which arrived in Auckland on 14 February 1861. Among them, William was accompanied 
by no less than seven other Pickerings, who were no doubt relatives. They were named 
William, Charlotte, Elizabeth, Thomas, John, Albert and Elvira. I have no information 
enabling me to identify these other Pickerings, but it is possible that three of these 
individuals were members of a farming family mentioned in the 1851 census for 
Walkeringham (Nottinghamshire). In the New Zealand BDM archives, there are references 
to 19th-century marriages or deaths of various Pickerings named Albert, Elizabeth, John 
and William. I have nevertheless been unable to acquire any firm convictions concerning 
the identity and possible descendants of the people with whom my great-grandfather 
sailed to New Zealand.

I have noticed that numerous Pickering immigrants were present in New Zealand 
during the latter part of the 19th century. It is possible that future genealogical research, 
carried out in New Zealand, will reveal links to our William Pickering.

William John Pickering remained in New Zealand for some two decades. When I was a 
boy in Grafton, my paternal grandmother used to tell me that, during her father’s time in 
Auckland, he had worked as a surveyor. Unfortunately, I have no information whatsoever 
concerning William Pickering’s training in surveying and his precise activities in this field 
in New Zealand. Somebody once suggested that William had in fact studied surveying at 
Oxford, prior to his departure for New Zealand. If that were the case, he would have been 
quite a young student at Oxford, and he could not have spent many years there.

I ignore the details of William’s voyage from New Zealand to Australia, around 1880. 
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Francis Henry Pickering settles in New Zealand
The second Pickering son from Camberwell sailed to New Zealand in about 1862, but I 

have no information concerning this voyage.

Francis Henry PICKERING
b 10 Aug 1845

22 Addington Sq
Camberwell, England

d 8 Apr 1918
Auckland, New Zealand

m 28 Jun 1870 St Michael’s, Nelson, New Zealand

Adela Susan Ellen DECK
b 1852
d 1924

Emmeline Ellen PICKERING
b 1871 Nelson, New Zealand
m R H Turton A no children

Phillip Henry PICKERING
b 1872 Nelson, New Zealand
m C O Anderson A no children
d 1946 Sydney

Kathleen Louisa PICKERING
b 1879 Nelson, New Zealand
m James Norman SPENCE 1908 A 3 children
including Selby Norman SPENCE b 1 Jan 1911

Beatrice Mary PICKERING
b 1880 Nelson, New Zealand

1

2

5

6

Adela Blanche PICKERING
b 1873 Nelson, New Zealand
m H D D Evans A 1 son
Paul Dudley EVANS [1916-1970]

Ethel Gertrude PICKERING
b 1875 Nelson, New Zealand

3

4

Item 5-28: Family of Francis Pickering and Adela Deck in New Zealand.

His bride is described in a newspaper as the only daughter of Captain P A Deck of 
Wellington. In 1981, I communicated briefly with a grandson of Francis Pickering and 
Adela Deck: 70-year-old Selby Spence. He was an Anglican clergyman who had spent the 
years 1936-1972 in Karachi, Pakistan, where he had risen to the rank of bishop.

Today, there might be descendants of Paul Evans.
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Death of Elizabeth Woods
After William Pickering’s death in 1914, his widow survived for 11 years. 

Item 5-29: Death of Elizabeth Constance Woods.
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The widow Elizabeth Woods, who was 
living at High Street in Cabramatta, 
collapsed and died in a suburban train 
as it approached Lidcombe. This 
newspaper article indicates that she 
had not been identified for a while. 
The absence of a middle finger on the 
left hand can be observed in item 5-3.

Item 5-30: Newspaper cutting.

Birth of Elizabeth Woods
There appears to be no trace of a birth certificate concerning Elizabeth Woods, but it is 

indicated explicitly in several places that she was born in Murrurrindi, to the south of 
Quirindi, on 3 October 1860.

Item 5-31: Map showing the location of Murrurundi.
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Now, this absence of a a birth certificate intrigued me. After all, in a small rural town 
such as Murrurrundi, in a land that had become accustomed to rigorous administrative 
procedures, it might be said that birth certificates don’t normally disappear into thin air. I 
found it unthinkable that Murrurundi, proud to show off the death certificate of a 
notorious native son—the bushranger Ben Hall, shot by police on 5 May 1865—would 
have simply forgotten to give my great-grandmother a birth certificate!

Item 5-32: Death certificate of the bushranger Ben Hall, born in Murrurrundi in 1838.

Furthermore, I was particularly irritated by this absence of a birth certificate in that it 
complicated the challenge of my examining a family legend that my grandmother often 
told me. She said that her ancestors on her mother’s side in Ireland were so-called Orange 
Men. As a child, I immediately imagined weird old fellows with colorful round heads that 
might be squeezed to extract juice! Since then, I have heard all about the adulation, once 
upon a time, of a Protestant monarch known as William of Orange... but I shall no doubt 
never be able to rid myself permanently of the vision of plump orange-hued fellows 
roaming (rolling) around the Irish countryside. Well, according to my grandmother’s tales, 
one of these Orangemen relatives was none other than the incompetent explorer Robert 
O’Hara Burke. As a genealogical researcher, I was keen to investigate this legend. 
Fortunately, the death certificate of Elizabeth Woods provides the names of her parents, 
John Nathan Woods and Mary Burke. Using these names, I was able to acquire their death 
certificates. So, I was finally able to reconstruct most of her family background.
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Death of the father of Elizabeth Woods
Here is the death certificate of John Nathan Woods, killed by a falling tree in 1869:

Item 5-33: Death certificate of John Nathan Woods.
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Death of the mother of Elizabeth Woods
Here is the death certificate of Mary Burke, who died of a sunstroke in 1878:

Item 5-34: Death certificate of Mary Burke.
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Family of Elizabeth Woods
Here is my attempted reconstruction of the composition of the family of Elizabeth 

Constance Woods, comprising a son and five daughters:

m 1846 Dublin, Ireland

Mary BURKE
b ~1827 Mayo,

Ireland
d 19 Jan 1878

Quirindi

John Nathan WOODS
b ~1817 Galway,

Ireland
d 18 Dec 1869

Murrurundi

John WOODS
m Susan FORMAN 1880 A 10 children

Ann Georgia WOODS
m John Henry ADAMS 1870 A 1 son

Elizabeth Constance WOODS
b 3 Oct 1860 Murrurundi
m William John PICKERING 1881 A 8 children
d 28 May 1925 Lidcombe

Catherine WOODS
b 22 Dec 1862 Haydonton

1

2

5

6

Mary Alice WOODS
m Frederick NEWMAN 1871 A 6 children

Margaret WOODS
m William CUELL 1875 A 11 children

3

4

Item 5-35: Siblings of Elizabeth Constance Woods.

And here are her grandparents:

m 1846 Dublin, Ireland

Mary BURKE
b ~1827 Mayo

d 19 Jan 1878 Quirindi

John Nathan WOODS
b ~1817 Galway

d 18 Dec 1869 Murrurundi

Margaret
ST LEDGER

John Neptune
WOODS

Mary ?Tobias
BURKE

Item 5-36: Parents and grandparents of Elizabeth Constance Woods.
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Birth of a sister of Elizabeth Woods
I also obtained a birth certificate for Elizabeth’s young sister Catherine:

Item 5-37: Birth of Catherine Woods.
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Conclusions concerning the case of Elizabeth Woods
Having closely examined all this data, I believe that the legend about a relationship 

with the explorer Robert O’Hara Burke is false... but I leave it up to others to form their 
own opinion on this question.

If you look at the dates, Elizabeth turned 21 on 3 October 1861. Exactly a week later, on 
10 October 1861, she was wedded to a 38-year-old man. At the time of this marriage, 
Elizabeth had become an orphan. In the absence of a birth certificate, there was nobody 
around who might have been capable of confirming her age. (I would imagine that a girl, 
in the absence of explicit parental consent, would have needed to be 21 years old in order 
to marry.) Is it possible that Elizabeth might have “borrowed” the birth details of one of 
her older sisters? Maybe even the deceased sister whose existence is indicated on the death 
certificate of Elizabeth’s father? Maybe my speculations are totally unfounded, but the fact 
remains that the apparent absence of Elizabeth’s birth certificate is most unusual, and 
necessitates some kind of plausible explanation.

Notes to be added
Hi William – I asked Mum if she new anything of William Pickering’s farming exploits and everyday life at 
Breeza  –

 ·         They were share farming on the Breeza property which belonged to a family named Clift

·         Both families were very good friends including the children

·         William was a total novice when it came to farming

·         He once tried to entice a cow out of a barn with a lump of salt

·         The Pickerings were reasonably well off - Mum summised that as the 3 Pickering brothers all had 
Oxford educations there would have been money in the family and William may have had an inheritance

·         William may also have had savings from his surveying work in NZ

·         The Breeza Pickering children were all well educated

·         They all had a strong work ethic

·         Aunt Lil travelled the world as the companion of a woman named Countess Myrna (must have been 
before she married Len Moore)

 Regards

Glenn
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6
Pickering London

My great-grandfather William John Pickering was the eldest son of a London couple, 
John Pickering and Sarah Harris.

Sarah Jane HARRIS
b 29 Jan 1812

Hoxton (London)
d 10 Oct 1889

Islington (London)

John PICKERING
b 1815

Deanham (Northumberland)
d 15 Jun 1892

Ely (Cambridgeshire)

m 8 Apr 1841
Christ Church, Blackfriars Road,

Southwark (London)

1

William John PICKERING
b 13 May 1843

7 Southampton Pl
Camberwell (Surrey)

d 25 Mar 1914
Blackheath, Australia

2 3 4

Emmeline Jane PICKERING
b 8 Nov 1847

21 Newington Cr
Camberwell

d 12 Apr 1916
Cambridge (Cambridgeshire)

Francis Henry PICKERING
b 10 Aug 1845

22 Addington Sq Camberwell
d 8 Apr 1918

Auckland, New Zealand

John Edward Latton PICKERING
b 4 Oct 1851

5 Clarence Pl High St Camberwell
d 15 Apr 1926

Datchet (Berkshire)

Item 6-1: Family of John Pickering and Sarah Jane Harris.

The two elder offspring left for the Antipodes, whereas their younger siblings remained 
in England.
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Marriage of John Pickering and Sarah Harris
John Pickering and Sarah Jane Harris were married in 1841 at the Anglican parish 

church in Blackfriars Road, Southwark.

Item 6-2: Transcription of the marriage record of John Pickering and Sarah Harris.

Their marriage record (presented in item 6-2 as a hand-written transcription obtained in 
August 1981) gives the impression that both the groom and the bride were living in a 
rather Christian context. John Pickering was described as a clerk in the church, and he was 
residing at Newtons Hotel, located in the same street as the church. Much later on, out in 
Australia, the death certificate of William John Pickering (item 5-25), established in an 
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approximative style by his widow, would state that his father had been a clergyman. The 
profession of Sarah Jane Harris was designated as “Missionary House”, which probably 
means that she worked at the headquarters of the Church Missionary Society in Salisbury 
Square, London. Those present at the marriage included the bride’s father Francis 
Coleman Harris (a clerk in the Admiralty) and her sisters Elizabeth and Dorothy, along 
with a certain Fanny Grant.

Blackfriars Road runs due south from the bridge of that name over the Thames, rebuilt 
in wrought iron from 1860 to 1869. The parish church is located to the west of Blackfriars 
Road, just south of the river. Two or three kilometers to the south, Addington Square, the 
residence of Sarah Harris, lies to the east of Camberwell Road. 

Birth of William John Pickering
They were still living in Camberwell when their first child was born, over two years 

later.

Item 6-3: Record of the birth of William John Pickering.
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Their address, 7 Southampton Place, is probably today’s Southampton Way. In The 
London Encyclopædia by Ben Weinreb and Christopher Hibbert (Papermac, 1987), we are 
told that “even as late as the mid-19th century, the Camberwell district contained much 
pasture land”. These places, once said to lie in Surrey, are now part of the vast area of 
Southwark in south-east London.

Birth of Francis Henry Pickering
I have never seen a copy of the birth certificate for the second son, Francis Henry 

Pickering, but his grandson Selby Norman Spence (born on 1 January 1911) told me that 
his grandfather was born on 10 August 1845 at 22 Addington Square, Camberwell. That is 
the same address associated with Sarah Jane Harris at the time of her marriage, so I would 
imagine that she gave birth to her second child at her parents’ residence.

Birth of Emmeline Pickering
The third child of John Pickering and Sarah Jane Harris was a girl, Emmeline, born on 8 

November 1847 at 21 Newington Crescent, Camberwell.

Item 6-4: Record of the birth of Emmeline Pickering.

The father’s occupation was indicated as a tea dealer. Newington Crescent, which used to be 
located in the district of St Mary Newington, appears to have become a nondescript backstreet.
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Census of 1851
The UK census of 1851 took place on Sunday 30 March 1851. At that date, the Pickerings 

were living at 5 Clarence Place, High Street, Camberwell. Here is their census data:

Item 6-5: UK census of 1851 for the Pickerings of Camberwell.

This data informs us that John Pickering, 35, a grocer’s assistant, was born in Hartburn 
(Northumberland). We shall see that a different place name, Deanham, is indicated in the 
census of 1861 (item 6-44). His wife Sarah Jane, 39, was born in Hoxton (Middlesex). Their 
two sons, 5 and 3, were born in Camberwell (Surrey), while their daughter, 3, was born in 
the neighborhood of Camberwell known as Newington. Their servant was a 14-year-old 
girl named June Cory, born in Westminster.
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Birth of John Edward Latton Pickering
The fourth child of John Pickering and Sarah Jane Harris was a third son, John Edward 

Latton Pickering, born on 4 October 1851 at 5 Clarence Place, High Street, Camberwell.

Item 6-6: Record of the birth of John Edward Latton Pickering.

To the east of Southampton Way, which runs into Peckham Road, a section of the latter 
is named High Street. This might well be the birthplace of John Pickering, but I have not 
yet found any Clarence Place.
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Marriage of Emmeline Pickering
Emmeline Pickering was married on 12 November 1868 to Alfred Wilkinson Drysdale.

Item 6-7: Marriage of Emmeline Pickering.

The groom was a watchmaker, and his father John Drysdale seems to have been a 
clergyman. Emmeline’s father is described as a grocer. The couple was living at 69  
Patshull Road, which is said to lie today in Kentish Town, as indicated in item 6-8. The 
Google image in item 6-9 is probably the house in question.
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Item 6-8: Location of Patshull Road.

Item 6-9: Possibly the couple’s residence at 69 Patshull Road.
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Notice that Emmeline Pickering and Alfred Drysdale married within a bizarre Victorian 
religious sect: the short-lived Catholic Apostolic church. The wedding ceremony took 
place at the recently-constructed church on Gordon Square in Bloomsbury, used today by 
Anglicans, and known as the Church of Christ the King (see item 6-10).

Their marriage did not last long. Alfred Drysdale died in 1869 at the age of 29.
[Obtain the death certificate for Alfred Wilkinson Drysdale: Dec 1869 Pancras 1b 140. 
They may have had a daughter. Obtain the birth certificate for Elizabeth Drysdale: Mar 
1870 Pancras 1b 63.]

Item 6-10: Church of Christ the King on Gordon Square in Bloomsbury.
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Second marriage of Emmeline Pickering
In 1874, the widow Emmeline Jane Drysdale married John Frederick Taylor Morse, 

described on a later certificate (item 6-12) as a “clerk in holy orders”.
[Obtain the marriage certificate for John Frederick T Morse
and Emmeline Jane Drysdale: Jun 1874 Lambeth 1d 456.]

During the years that followed, there were numerous births of offspring named Morse. 
We know that John Morse and Emmeline had at least two sons, Philip Edward Morse and 
Charles Harold Morse.
[Obtain the birth certificates of Philip Edward Morse: Dec 1877 Thetford 4b 376, and 
Florence Ellen Morse: Dec 1879 Thetford 4b 380. Thetford is located in Norfolk, just 
south of Ely. There’s also a Lily Morse: Sep 1879 Pancras 1b 21. Obtain the birth 
certificate of Charles Harold Morse: Sep 1885 Ely 3b 550. Ely spans the boundaries of 
Cambridgeshire and Norfolk.]

The UK census of 1911 reveals that Emmeline is running a lodging house at 21 New 
Square, Cambridge. It looks like a delightful neighborhood, opposite a vast green park, 
but the modern numbering appears to stop at 20. When the census enumerator dropped 
in, Emmeline was alone in the house with her 26-year-old son Charles Harold Morse, 
described as a college/kitchen servant. He was born in Little Ouse (Cambridgeshire). 
Since there is no mention of Emmeline’s husband, one might imagine that he was settled 
in a retirement home, or possibly in hospital.

Item 6-11: Houses in New Square, Cambridge.

Soon after that census, Emmeline Pickering became a widow for the second time, 
probably in 1913.
[Obtain the death certificate for John F Morse: Jun 1913 Chesterton 3b 474. 
Chesterton is a suburb of Cambridge.]
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Death of Emmeline Pickering
Emmeline Jane Pickering died in Cambridge on 12 April 1916.

Item 6-12: Death certificate of Emmeline Jane Pickering.

Today, there is a locality in Cambridge named Mount Pleasant, but I cannot find any 
mention of The Terrace. The informant was her son Philip Edward Morse, who resided at 
10 Victoria Parade, Muswell Hill in London.
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Pickering brother who remained in England
The third son of John Pickering and Sarah Harris remained in England. He married his 

cousin Clara Crandell, and they had two daughters: Grace Katrine and Dorothy Pickering.

Clara Jane CRANDELL
b Sep 1856 Camberwell

d 13 Apr 1938
Budleigh Salterton (Devon)

John Edward Latton PICKERING
b 4 Oct 1851 5 Clarence Place,
High St, Camberwell (Surrey)

d 15 Apr 1926
The End House, Montagu Rd,
Datchet (Buckinghamshire)

1

Dorothy Latton PICKERING
b ~1896

Englefield Greens (Surrey)

2

Grace Katrine PICKERING
b 1891 Staines (Middlesex)

Elizabeth Eleanor
HARRIS

b 1825 Brixton (Surrey)

George CRANDELL
b ~1819

Kent Road (Surrey)

m 1852 Newington

m 24 Mar 1880 Camberwell

Item 6-13: Family of John Edward Latton Pickering and Clara Jane Crandell.

The marriage certificate is shown on the next page.
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Item 6-14: Marriage of John Edward Latton Pickering and Clare Jane Crandell.

We see that John Edward Latton Pickering is described as a sub-librarian at the Temple 
law courts in London. John’s residence at the time of his marriage was Cuthill Road. 
Today, there is a Cuthill Walk in Camberwell. His bride’s residence is indicated as St Peters  
in Dunstable, which is a town up in Bedfordshire, not far from Luton. Now, the UK census 
for 1881 indicates that the groom’s parents, 66-year-old John Pickering (described as a 
retired grocer) and 69-year-old Sarah Jane Harris, were residing at 49 High Street South, 
Dunstable. Insofar as the bride was a niece of her future mother-in-law, it appears normal 
that she might have been living, prior to her marriage, with the Pickering seniors in 
Dunstable.

The witnesses at the marriage were Charles Butler Harris [1816-1904] and his sister 
Elizabeth Eleanor Harris [1825-1905]. The former (see item 6-15) was an uncle of the 
newlyweds. The latter (see item 6-16) was the bride’s mother, and the groom’s aunt.

The bride’s father George Crandell had the same profession as the newlyweds’ late 
maternal grandfather Francis Coleman Harris [1785-1866]: admiralty clerk.
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Item 6-15: Charles Butler Harris [1816-1904].

Item 6-16: Elizabeth Eleanor Harris [1825-1905].
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Census data for 1881
For the first decade of their married life, John and Clara were without children. In the 

UK census for 1881, John Edward Latton Pickering, 29, described as a librarian, and his 
wife Clara Jane, 24, were residing at Bushy Park Villas, 6 Wick Road, Teddington 
(Middlesex). They had a 17-year-old servant named Louie Strongitharm.

Census data for 1891
In the 1891 census, we find the Pickerings at 2/3 Walmer Beach, Walmer (Kent).

Item 6-17: Present-day image of the seaside villa in Walmer.

The census was conducted on Sunday 5 April 1891, exactly a week after Easter. So, the 
Pickerings were no doubt on vacation at the seaside.

Item 6-18: View from the villa in Walmer.
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Let us examine closely the data of the 1891 census for 2/3 Walmer Beach:

Item 6-19: Data from the UK census of 1891.

The head of the house was Daniel Rippen, 64, whose wife was Mary Jane, 52. They had 
a 26-year-old daughter referred to as A S Rippen. There were four young female 
employees designated respectively as a housemaid, a cook, another housemaid and a 
lady’s maid. Then there were four lodgers, of whom the last two were John Pickering and 
his wife. The identity of the first pair of so-called lodgers is particularly interesting:

• Francis Charles Needham, 3rd Earl of Kilmorey KP (Knight of the Order of St 
Patrick), aged 49, known from 1851 to 1880 as Viscount Newry, an Anglo-Irish peer 
(seated in the House of Lords) and a Conservative member of parliament.

• His 49-year-old wife Ellen Constance Baldock, Countess of Kilmorey.

The Rippens were probably guardians of this beach house in Kent, owned by the Earl of 
Kilmorey, and the Pickerings were surely guests of the Needhams. What were the links 
between the Needhams and the Pickerings, separated in age by some ten years? I have no 
firm answer to that question. The Pickerings were not members of the aristocracy, nor 
were they involved in politics (as far as I know), and I am incapable of explaining how the 
librarian at the Inner Temple might have become acquainted with an Irish dignitary. One 
speculation is that the two men might have formed links through a sport such as cricket.

In any case, an interesting aspect of this apparent friendship (related to the future 
address of the Pickerings, a decade later) is the fact that the Needhams were associated 
with the ancient village of Datchet, on the banks of the Thames, opposite Windsor. As 
explained by Janet Kennish at http://www.datchethistory.org.uk, the Needhams were 
the occupants of Datchet House.
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Birth of two daughters
The first daughter of John Pickering and Clara Jane Crandell, named Grace Katrine 

Pickering, was born on 17 October 1891 at Clarence Street, Staines (Middlesex).

Item 6-20: Birth certificate of Grace Katrine Pickering.

Their second daughter, Dorothy Latton Pickering, was born at Englefield Greens 
(Surrey) in about 1896.
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Living at Cedar Cottage in Datchet
Shortly after the birth of their second child, the Pickerings left Englefield Greens and 

moved into a vast and ancient 14-room house named Cedar Cottage (formerly Cedar House) 
in Horton Road, Datchet: an ancient village in Buckinghamshire (in Berkshire since 1974) 
located just across the Thames from the parks of Windsor Castle.

Item 6-21: Map of Datchet. Windsor lies to the west of the Thames.

Item 6-22: Recent photo of Cedar Cottage (sent to me by the local historian Janet Kennish).

This house is described by Janet Kennish at http://www.datchethistory.org.uk.
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The UK census of 1901 provides us with an idea of the lifestyle of the Pickerings:
Address = Horton Rd, The Cedar Cottage

Civil Parish = Datchet
Rural District = Eton
Town or Village or Hamlet = Datchet
Parliamentary Borough or Division = Southern Division Of Bucks
Ecclesiastical Parish = St Mary Datchet
Administrative County = Bucks
___________________________

John E L Pickering
Head, married
Age Last Birthday = 49
Profession or Occupation = Librarian at Inner Temple
Where Born = Camberwell (Surrey)
___________________________

Clara J Pickering
Wife, married
Age Last Birthday = 42
Where Born = Camberwell (Surrey)
___________________________

Grace K Pickering
Age Last Birthday = 9
Where Born = Staines (Middlesex)
___________________________

Dorothy L Pickering
Age Last Birthday  = 5
Where Born = Englefield Greens (Surrey)
___________________________

Deborah A Stone
Relation to Head of Family = Servant
Condition as to Marriage = Single
Age Last Birthday = 23
Profession or Occupation = Governess 
Where Born = Dormans Lane (Surrey)
___________________________

Minnie E Wheeler
Relation to Head of Family = Servant
Condition as to Marriage = Single
Age Last Birthday = 17
Profession or Occupation = Housemaid Domestic
Where Born = Worpledon (Surrey)
___________________________

Emily S Wheeler
Relation to Head of Family = Servant
Condition as to Marriage = Single
Age Last Birthday = 16
Profession or Occupation = Cook Domestic
Where Born = Stoke (Surrey)
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Librarian
John Pickering spent his professional existence as a librarian in the ancient legal 

environment of the Inner Temple in London.

Item 6-23: Inner Temple, London [recent photo].

The Inner Temple—whose earliest records date from 1505—is one of the four remaining 
Inns of Court in London, along with Lincoln’s Inn, the Middle Temple and Gray’s Inn. 
They were town houses in central serving as hostels for barristers and students. Each of 
these Inns of Court—which once provided education in law, and had power to call their 
students to the Bar—is still referred to as an ‘Honourable Society’. Today, of course, all 
these matters are handled in a strictly official context by universities and the authorities in 
charge of justice. But it is well to recall that the first compulsory examination for students 
wishing to become barristers in England dates from 1872... when John Pickering was 21 
years old. (Over the years, the word “inn” has acquired its present meaning as a synonym 
for taverns and hotels.)

In 1981, I contacted the Inner Temple concerning John Pickering. Here is a copy of the 
reply sent to me by the sub-treasurer of the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple:
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Item 6-24: Letter from the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple.

Here is a copy of the extract from volume 1 of the Catalogue of Manuscripts (pages 
108-109) in the Inner Temple Library, extolling the professional qualities of John Pickering:

His successor J E L Pickering had been Sub-Librarian since 1869 and was appointed Librarian 
on 12 January 1883, at a salary of £300 a year, to increase by £50 a year until it reached £500. The 
initial salary meant an increase to him of only £75 a year. There were a few extras. In 1892 it was 
ordered that £50 should be allowed him “in consideration of his extra labour in the preparation of 
the new catalogue”. Writing to the Bench on the publication of the first volume of the Calendar of 
the Records of the Inner Temple on 17 November 1896, the editor, F A Inderwick, stated that he 
“wished to bring definitively before the Committee, at this, the earliest opportunity I have of so 
doing... the great assistance and cordial co-operation which I have received from Mr Pickering, our 
Librarian, both in the literary and the mechanical production and publication of the records, to 
whom for his services in this matter I think the Society is under considerable obligation”, and he 
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continued that on very many different subjects such as the early history of the Society his 
“assiduity, his knowledge of the Library, of the valuable manuscripts belonging to the Inn, and of 
contemporary historians have been most valuable and placed unreservedly at the disposal of the 
Society”. On this high commendation the Bench thanked Mr Pickering for his great services in the 
preparation of Volume 1. In 1915 on the completion of the Catalogue of Pictures, Plate, etc. he was 
thanked by the Bench and presented “with a piece of plate costing not more than £20”.

The excellent memorandum he wrote in 1891 on the custody of the Inner Temple manuscripts, 
short and salient, shows his qualities as a Librarian. He saw the first three volumes of the 
Catalogue of Records published, but his health was failing. On 23 May 1924 twenty guineas 
were given to the Sub-Librarian for “his services in connection with the Librarian’s absence”. 
On 8 May 1925 a gratuity of £300 and a pension of £300 a year were granted Pickering on his 
retirement, and a further gratuity of £50 to the Sub-Librarian.

The former librarian of whom John Pickering was the successor was named J E Martin. 
The name of the Sub-Librarian mentioned in the second paragraph was F J Snell.

Literary work of John Edward Latton Pickering
My second-cousin Rob Pickering in Queensland drew my attention to the existence of a 

curious specimen of old English literature that was edited and published by John Edward 
Latton Pickering, who had come upon a 16th-century manuscript written by an 
Elizabethan gentleman named William Spelman.

Item 6-25: Ancient text edited and published by John Edward Latton Pickering.

John Pickering, enthralled by this ancient document, decided to edit and publish it.
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Item 6-26: Published version of the ancient text edited by John Pickering.

John Pickering’s edition of the Spelman novel can be downloaded from my website at 
http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal. Incdentally, it is interesting to notice the way in which 
the author indicates explicitly his third given name, Latton, almost as if his full surname 
were composed of the two elements: Latton Pickering. This suggests that John Pickering 
was well informed on the relatively illustrious history of his Latton ancestors (which I 
shall describe in the next chapter), and that he took pride in having descended from such 
people. Later on in the present chapter, we shall see how this pride attained exorbitant 
proportions in the mind and behavior of John Edward Latton Pickering.
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Marriage of an Australian niece
In July 1924, the Pickerings of Datchet received the visit of an Australian niece: Irene.

Item 6-27: John Napier (vicar), Dorothy Pickering (daughter), John Pickering (father), Irene 
Pickering (Australian niece), Grace Pïckering (daughter) and Clara Pickering (mother).

The photographer was probably Paul Marvig. As for the automobile in the background, 
I would imagine that it, too, belonged to Paul Marvig... unless it was the vicar's vehicle.
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On the back of these two photos, 
Irene has written the date, July 
1924, and the individual names. 
She refers to the house as Cedar 
Cottage. That is the front door of 
the house, which can be seen in 
the recent photo (item 6-22). The 
address of the house, today, is 45 
Horton Road.

Item 6-28: John Edward Latton 
Pickering and the vicar of Old 
Windsor, John Russell Napier.
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Marriage of Irene Pickering and Paul Marvig
Irene’s marriage took place on 30 July 1924 (that is, a month after the above photos were 

taken) in the parish church of Datchet.

Item 6-29: Marriage certificate of Irene Pickering and Paul Marvig.

The clergyman, John Russell Napier [1859-1939], vicar of Old Windsor, had been a first-
class cricketer who had played between 1881 and 1888 for Cambridge University and 
Lancashire. Why would the vicar of Old Windsor be called upon to perform a marriage in 
Datchet? I have no idea. Normally, one would imagine that, either the Reverend Napier 
would have performed the marriage in his own parish church of St Peter and St Andrew in 
nearby Old Windsor, or that the marriage at St Mary's would have been performed by the 
vicar of Datchet. The marriage certificate indicates that the bride's address, at the time of 
her marriage, was Cedar House.
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Present-day images

Item 6-30: Parish church of St Mary, Datchet, where Irene Pickering was married.

Item 6-31: Entrance of Cedar House, 45 Horton Road, Datchet.

Item 6-32: Glimpse of house behind the trees.
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Death of John Edward Latton Pickering
John Edward Latton Pickering died on 15 April 1926 at a house in Montagu Road, 

Datchet, referred to as the End House (see the map of item 6-21).

Item 6-33: Death certificate of John Edward Latton Pickering.

Item 6-34: End House in Montagu Road.
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For the moment, I do not know where this house fits into the Pickering picture in 
Datchet. Did the Pickerings leave Cedar House and move to the End House at some time 
during the period of nearly two years between the above-mentioned marriage of the 
Australian niece Irene Pickering in July 1924 and the death of John Pickering in April 
1926? Was the End House the residence of Grace Pickering, John Pickering's elder daughter, 
the informant of his death?

John Pickering's will was granted probate in London on 4 June 1926, and he left effects 
to the value of £1427 7s 3d to his widow.

Death of Clara Jane Crandell
John Pickering's widow, Clara Jane Crandell, died on 13 April 1938 at 43a High Street in 

the small seaside town of Budleigh Salterton (Devon), 20 km south-east of Exeter, leaving 
effects to the value of £157 5s 6d to her unmarried daughter Dorothy Latton Pickering.
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Breaking news on John Edward Latton Pickering
On 17 September 2012 (by which time I considered that my writing of the present 

chapter was more or less terminated), I received a strange email on JELP (initials of John 
Edward Latton Pickering), sent to me by an unknown Englishman named Roger Latton:

I came across your blog and research - which I have only just begun to explore - whilst 
researching this man whom I believe to be my paternal grandfather. If I am correct he not only 
married Clara Jane Crandell, but also bigamously married Ethel Letitia Baker in 1904 as John 
Edward Latton. I am well behind you in research but I am trying to track down a copy of his will 
which is in the possession of one of my relatives. If anything useful emerges from this I will be 
pleased to share it with you.

In the course of my research on the distinguished librarian of the Inner Temple, was it 
possible that I had simply failed to come upon and recognize existing facts concerning a 
bigamous affair? Above all, was it thinkable that an austere Victorian figure such as JELP, 
"possessed of the highest moral principles" (item 6-24), might be accused posthumously 
(86 years after his death), by a would-be grandson, of bigamy. So my first impression 
consisted of considering that this Latton fellow in the UK was simply the victim of some 
kind of misunderstanding or genealogical blunder. Nevertheless, I wrote back to him, 
asking for more information.

Today, six months later (July 2013), I realize that the unexpected story related by Roger 
Latton concerning his grandfather's second family was perfectly authentic, because we 
have documentary proof of what took place. So, with Roger's explicit authorization, I now 
intend to relate the main elements of that quite amazing story.

Friendly skeleton in the Pickering closet
As a prelude, I wish to emphasize four essential aspects of this second-family affair:

• It would be fascinating to know which members of JELP's two families were aware of 
this affair. Today, alas, we can only guess, most often, whether such-and-such an 
individual might or might not have known what was happening. To put it a little more 
precisely, we can roughly distinguish several categories of individuals within the 
context of JELP's relatives and descendants: those who were certainly or probably 
aware of the affair, those who were certainly or probably not aware, and those for whom 
we can form no opinions whatsoever. For example, I would put the Australian niece 
Irene Pickering and her husband Paul Marvig in the latter category.

• As we shall see in a moment, the starting point of JELP's second family was a fake 
marriage certificate, no doubt created by JEPL himself, maybe with the aid of unwitting 
accomplices in the legal domain. Obviously, if ever JELP had been caught out as a 
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forger, he would have surely been punished severely... and his second-family affair 
would have been instantly aborted. But this never happened.

• There is an amusing corollary to the existence of this forged marriage certificate. What it 
means is that JELP never did in fact contract officially a second marriage. So, we can 
consider JELP retrospectively as a successful forger, but not as a bigamist. Meanwhile, 
the fake certificate enabled JELP and his second "wife" to have their children registered 
in a formally-correct manner, as if they were legitimate offspring.

• By far the most amazing aspect of JELP's second-family affair concerns his choice of 
names, both for himself, and for the four offspring of his out-of-wedlock union. JELP 
simply dropped his true surname, Pickering, and referred to himself in the context of 
his second family as John Edward Latton, thereby giving the false impression that he 
descended from his illustrious Latton ancestors by what we might refer to as a pure Y-
chromosome lineage. In the case of the offspring of JELP's second family, the given 
names Stuteville, Wadham and Estbury evoke ancient families associated with his 
Latton ancestry. An observer might conclude therefore that a good part of the raison 
d'être of JELP's second-family affair consisted of building intentionally, on somewhat 
flimsy foundations (that is, a fake marriage certificate), what seemed to be a genuine 
latter-day Latton family unit, issued directly from JELP's ancient Latton ancestors. Now, 
this was almost the case... except that, from a genetic Y-chromosome viewpoint, the 
offspring of JELP's illegitimate union remained, of course, Pickerings.

Notes on ancient Lattons compiled by JELP
Roger Latton inherited a bound set of notes on the Lattons compiled by his grandfather.

These 40 or so pages of notes, in JELP's large 
handwriting, confirm his awareness of Latton 
family history. I noticed with pleasure that 
JELP had found the same source of Latton 
information that I would come upon in 2009 
through the Internet: a book on Berkshire 
history by the celebrated politician, alchemist, 
naturalist, astrologist and antiquary Elias 
Ashmole [1617-1692], benefactor at the origin 
of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.

I shall examine this subject in detail in the 
next chapter, when I present the genealogy of 
the Pickering, Latton and Wadham ancestors.

Item 6-35: Notes compiled by JELP.
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Fake marriage certificate
The starting point of JELP's second-family affair was the following paper, which is a 

photocopy (missing its right-hand extremity) that Roger Latton unearthed in the context of 
his personal family archives:

Item 6-36: Fake marriage certificate.

On 19 September 2012, I received a copy of this would-be marriage certificate as an 
email attachment from Roger Latton, who warned me that he had never been able to find a 
trace of any such certificate in the BMD indexes. The photocopy suggests that a wedding 
took place on 26 April 1904, in the Anglican church of St Luke's in Kentish Town, between 
a 49-year-old bachelor named John Edward Latton and a 26-year-old spinster named Ethel 
Letitia Baker. I used the familiar online service named FreeBMD in an attempt to find an 
official reference to this marriage... but, as Roger had said, no such reference exists.

In an email of 25 October 2012, Roger Latton described his visit, on the previous day, to 
the LMA (London Metropolitan Archives) in Clerkenwell, where the original marriage 
registers of St Luke's parish church in Kentish Town are now stored on microfilm. There, 
Roger and a puzzled employee carried out some fine detective work that strongly suggests 
that the photocopy was a fake marriage certificate. No trace of the alleged marriage 
existed in the LMA. Besides, there were at least two significant differences between the 
photocopy and authentic marriage records in the archives:

• The handwritten number on the Latton paper was 37, whereas serial numbers on 
genuine marriage records for the stated period were pre-printed, and in the vicinity 
of 300.

• On the left-hand edge of the Latton paper, we find the name of the specialist printing 
house that supplied books of blank parish registers: "Shaw & Sons, Fetter Lane, EC". 
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However, in the case of genuine marriage records for the stated period, the stationery 
did not mention the printer at this place.

We therefore suspect that JELP used his professional position at the Inner Temple law 
library to obtain a blank marriage form from this printer, and that he then filled it in 
personally, using a subtle blend of true and false data. Now, insofar as the document is 
forged, there is no real point in our trying to separate the wheat from the chaff, to identify 
the factual elements of data. But it is somewhat amusing (maybe an inappropriate term) to 
examine certain dubious items.

• The groom's age at the date of the fictitious marriage was given as 49, whereas the 
real JELP would have been 52 (exactly twice the age of his female friend).

• The groom was said to be a bachelor, employed as a journalist, and residing in 
Patshull Road in Kentish Town. Apart from the fact that JELP was married, and that 
he had never been known to work as a journalist, the residential address in Kentish 
Town is curious. Some 36 years earlier, 69 Patshull Road happened to be the address 
at which JELP's sister Emmeline and her first husband, Alfred Drysdale, were living.

• The bride was said to be living at Datchet, which was of course the village in which 
the real JELP lived, with his first family.

John Pickering's "second wife"
In the 1901 census, 23-year-old Ethel Baker was included in the household of her 

parents in Chelsea, and her occupation was designated as a governess. During the period 
leading up to her fictitious marriage with JELP in 1904, is it possible that Ethel might have 
held a position as a governess in a bourgeois household in Datchet, enabling her to 
encounter JELP? I ask this rhetorical question because Ethel Baker's address on the fake 
marriage certificate was indeed Datchet.

In Chelsea, Ethel's father was a clergyman in the Catholic Apostolic church. This was 
the same sect in which JELP's sister Emmeline was first married, in 1868 (see item 6-7). 
Since this religious community was relatively small in England, one is tempted to imagine 
that this sect might have played some kind of a background role in the enceounter 
between JELP and his future "bride"... but this is pure speculation.

I am intrigued by an obvious question concerning the sequence of events culminating in 
JELP's subtle construction of a resurrected unit of the ancient Latton family. Was it the fact 
that JELP had met up with Ethel Baker and fallen in love with her that led him to envisage 
the scheme of raising a latter-day Latton family with her? Or had JELP nurtured this 
project for many years (for example, his heraldic data associated with the Blewbury 
church is dated 1882), and finally selected Ethel Baker as an ideal partner enabling him to 
bring his scheme to fruition? Incidentally, Roger Latton places his grandmother in the 
category of individuals who were certainly aware of the affair, including the operations of 
her "husband" as an amateur forger.
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Item 6-37: John Edward Latton Pickering at the time of his fictitious marriage, around 1904.
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Members of the second family
The union of John Edward Latton Pickering and his companion Ethel Letitia Baker gave 

rise to five children.

m 26 Apr 1904 Kentish Town (Middlesex)

Ethel Letitia BAKER
b 1878 Chelsea

d 1971
Aldworth (Berkshire)

John Edward LATTON alias
John Edward Latton PICKERING
b 4 Oct 1851 5 Clarence Place,
High St, Camberwell (Surrey)

d 15 Apr 1926
The End House, Montagu Rd,
Datchet (Buckinghamshire)

John Edward LATTON
b 1904 St Pancras (London)
m ?
d 1978 Hastings (New Zealand)

Eileen Wadham LATTON
b 16 Mar 1906
m ?
d 17 Aug 1997 Aldworth

1

2

Thomas Stuteville LATTON
b 26 Jun 1907 ? (Surrey)
m Joy SYMES 5 Oct 1929 A 1 child
d Jan 2005

3

Ruby Ann LATTON
b 1910 Richmond (Surrey)
d 1995 ? (Buckinghamshire)

4

Percy Estbury LATTON
b 1911 Richmond (Surrey)
m ?
d 1909 Hastings (New Zealand)

5

Item 6-38: Family of John Edward Latton Pickering and Ethel Letitia Baker.

Thomas Roger Latton (usually known as Roger: the cousin who provided me with all 
this unexpected information) is the son, born on 30 April 1942, of the third offspring in the 
above chart, Thomas Stuteville Latton [1907-2005]. The photo on the following page shows 
Ethel Baker with her son Thomas, at the time of World War II.
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Item 6-39: Ethel Baker and her son Thomas Stuteville Latton, around 1942.

Let us leave this fascinating second-family affair for the moment, before returning to 
ancient Latton history in the next chapter. It goes without saying that my remarks on this 
subject are likely to be enhanced by further discoveries by Roger Latton... who is as fine a 
detective as his grandfather was a forger.
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Harris family
For the final part of this chapter on London ancestors, let us step back to the family of 

Sarah Jane Harris, the wife of John Pickering. This chart describes the family of Francis 
Coleman Harris and Dorothy Pearson:

m 19 Nov 1808 St Mary’s, Portsea (Hampshire)

Dorothy PEARSON
b ~1790

Winchester (Hampshire)

Francis Coleman HARRIS
c 18 Apr 1785
Baptist church

Broadmead, Bristol
d 13 Sep 1866

69 Patshull Road,
Kentish Town,

St Pancras (Middlesex)

Sarah Jane HARRIS
b 29 Jan 1812 Hoxton (London)
m John PICKERING 1841 A 4 children
d 10 Oct 1889 Islington South West (London)

Charles Butler HARRIS
b 16 May 1816 Kennington (Surrey)
m Jane Elizabeth TOYNE 1846 A 7 children
m Elizabeth TOYNE A 4 children
d 27 May 1904 St Albans (Hertfordshire)

1

2

Philip Pearson HARRIS
b 15 Aug 1820
m Annie VANKOUGHNET 1845

3

Edward Marshall HARRIS
b 15 Jan 1823 ? (Surrey)

4

Elizabeth Eleanor HARRIS
b ~1825 Brixton (Surrey)
m George CRANDELL 1852 A 4 children
d Jun 1905 Islington (London)

5

Ebenezer Coleman HARRIS
b ~1832 Kennington
m Clara KENNERLEY 1852
d Dec 1872 Preston (Lancashire)

7

Henry Martyn HARRIS
b 5 Dec 1833 Southwark (Surrey)
d 14 Dec 1837 Southwark

Dorothy HARRIS
b ~1829 Kennington (Surrey)

8

6

Item 6-40: Family of Francis Coleman Harris and Dorothy Pearson.
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Birth of Sarah Jane Harris
Sarah Jane Harris was born in Hoxton (no precise address available), which is a district 

in the London borough of Hackney, immediately north of the financial district of the City, 
as indicated here:

Item 6-41: Hoxton district in northern London.

She was christened at St Leonard’s, 
Shoreditch, on 14 February 1812.
Oranges and lemons,
Say the bells of St. Clement's
You owe me five farthings,
Say the bells of St. Martin's
When will you pay me?
Say the bells of Old Bailey.
When I grow rich,
Say the bells of Shoreditch.
When will that be?
Say the bells of Stepney
I do not know,
Says the great bell of Bow
Here comes a candle to light you to bed
And here comes a chopper
to chop off your head!

Item 6-42: St Leonard’s, Shoreditch.
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Marriage of the Crandell parents
The future parents of Clara Jane Crandell were married at St Mary Newington on 1 

September 1852.

Item 6-43: Marriage of George Crandell and Eliabeth Eleanor Harris in 1852.

The parish of St Mary, Newington, has nothing to do with the town of Newington in 
Kent. The church was in Surrey, on Kennington Park Road in Southwark, but it was 
destroyed by a bomb in 1941.
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Census of 1861
In the context of the census conducted on 7 April 1861, the data for 2 Upper Gordon 

Street, St Pancras, confused me for a while.

Item 6-44: UK census of 1861.

Three distinct families—named Harris,  Crandell and Pickering—would appear to be 
living at that one address:

• Francis Coleman Harris, 76, an admiralty clerk on pension, was born in Bristol. This 
city did not lie in Somersetshire but was (and is today) a county in its own right.

• His wife Dorothy Pearson, 71, was allegedly born in Faversham (Kent). This is 
probably an error, because earlier data stated that she came from Winchester.

• Their daughter Sarah Jane Harris, 49, was born in Hoxton (Middlesex, now London).

• Her husband John Pickering, 46, a grocer, was born in Deanham (Northumberland).
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• The Pickering’s son Francis Henry, 15, a colonial broker’s clerk, was born in 
Newington (Surrey).

• The Pickering’s daughter Emmeline Jane, 13, was born in Camberwell (Surrey).

• A second Harris daughter, Elizabeth Eleanor, 35, was born in Brixton (Surrey).

• Her husband George Crandell, 42, was born in Kent Road (Surrey).
The Pickering family’s youngest son, John Edward Latton Pickering, was absent. In the 

case of the Crandell family, all four of their young children were absent. So, clearly, this 
was neither the Pickering nor the Crandell home. Consequently, this St Pancras place was 
apparently the home of the Harris parents, and their daughters were merely visiting them.

Death of Francis Coleman Harris
My great-great-great-grandfather Francis Coleman Harris died in Kentish Town 

(Middlesex) on 13 September 1866.

Item 6-45: Death of Francis Coleman Harris in 1866.

Two years later, the house at 69 Patshull Road was the residence of his granddaughter 
Emmeline Pickering when she married Alfred Drysdale (see items 6-8 and 6-9).
[Likely death of the widow of Francis Coleman Harris. Obtain the death certificate of 
Dorothy Harris, 80: Mar 1870 Luton 3b 315.]
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Latter days of the grocer John Pickering and his wife
At the time of the UK census of 1881, the parents of our London Pickerings, John 

Pickering [1815-1892] and his wife, were living at 49 High Street South in Dunstable 
(Bedfordshire), in the quaint little brick house on the left in the following Google photo:

Item 6-46: House (on left) at 49 High St South, Dunstable (Bedfordshire).

This census data described John Pickering, 66, as a “retired grocer”, born in Deanham 
(Northumberland), not Hartburn. I shall pursue the question of this intriguing birthplace 
in chapter 7, entitled Back to the Conqueror.

Sarah Jane Harris, 69, indicated her birthplace as Hoxton (Middlesex).
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Death of Sarah Jane Harris in 1889
My great-great-grandmother Sarah Jane Harris died at 23 Cloudesley Street, Islington 

(London), on 10 October 1889.

Item 6-47: Death of Sarah Jane Harris, the wife of John Pickering.

Her son, John Edward Latton Pickering, was the informant, and his address at that time 
was 23 Cloudesley Street, Islington. Notice that the husband of the deceased, John 
Pickering, was described here as “a minister of the Apostolic Church”. This is the third 
time that we hear of this sect. Emmeline Pickering was first married, in 1868, within this 
church (see item 6-7), within which her father-in-law John Drysdale was designated as a 
minister. Then we saw that the father of Ethel Baker (the mother of JELP's Latton family) 
was a clergyman in the Catholic Apostolic church.

A Wikipedia page at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Apostolic_Church 
sketches the structure of this singular religious community, in which various members 
were called upon to officiate as so-called apostles or ministers of one kind or another.
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Census of 1891
The widower John Pickering, described as a “retired grocer”, was residing as a boarder 

at 14 Almeida Street, Islington (London).

Death of John Pickering senior in 1892
John Pickering died at St John’s Vicarage in Littleport, near Ely in Cambridgeshire, on 

15 June 1892. The church of St John the Evangelist was built in 1869 at the isolated locality 
of Little Ouse, at quite some distance from the centre of Littleport. I do not know the 
circumstances in which John Pickering might have been residing at the vicarage of this 
remote church prior to his death. Maybe his presence at the vicarage had something to do 
with Pickering's role within the Catholic Apostolic community.

Item 6-48: Death of John Pickering senior.

He is described here, not as a church minister, but as a grocer (journeyman). The 
informant was one of Emmeline Pickering’s daughters, Lily Morse.
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7
Back to the Conqueror

The following chart mentions the parents of John Pickering and Sarah Jane Harris:

Hannah LATTON
b 15 Nov 1776
c 31 Jan 1777

Woodhorn
(Northumberland)

William PICKERING
c 12 Nov 1769

All Saints,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

(Northumberland)

m 30 May 1799
Hartburn (Northumberland)

m 8 Apr 1841
Christ Church, Blackfriars Road,

Southwark (London)

John PICKERING
b 1815 Deanham
(Northumberland)

c 10 Apr 1815 Hartburn
d 15 Jun 1892

Ely (Cambridgeshire)

m 19 Nov 1808
St Mary’s, Portsea (Hampshire)

Dorothy PEARSON
b ~1790

Winchester
(Hampshire)

Francis Coleman HARRIS
c 18 Apr 1785
Baptist church

Broadmead, Bristol
d 13 Sep 1866

69 Patshull Road,
Kentish Town,

St Pancras (Middlesex)

Sarah Jane HARRIS
b 29 Jan 1812

Hoxton (London)
d 10 OCT 1889

Islington (London)

Item 7-1: John Pickering, Sarah Jane Harris and their respective parents.

I shall now present the few available facts concerning the Pickering line, and then I shall  
work back up along the Harris line. Finally, the major part of this chapter will then deal 
with the vast subject of the Lattons and their ancestors.
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Birthplace of John Pickering
The UK census of 1851 informed us (see item 6-5) that John Pickering was born in 

Hartburn (Northumberland), which was the place where his parents were married. Then 
the census of 1861 (see item 6-44) indicated his birthplace as Deanham (Northumberland). 
This place seems to be part of the Wallington Demesne, to the west of Morpeth:

Item 7-2: Wallington Demesne, near Morpeth, containing ruins of Deanham.

The following map mentions Northumberland places associated with our Pickerings:

Item 7-3: Places in Northumberland associated with the Pickerings.

West of Morpeth, Hartburn and Wallington Demesne lie side by side. Woodhorn, the 
birthplace of John’s mother Hannah, is located to the east, near Newbiggin-by-the-Sea.

In A History of Northumberland by John Hodgson (1828), part 2, volume 2, pages 294 and 
295, there are several references to Deanham, which was an ancient place whose name was 
once written as Danum, Denome, Denom or Deneham. This document can be downloaded 
from Google Books.
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The marriage of William Pickering and Hannah Latton on 30 May 1799, at St Andrew’s 
in Hartburn, is mentioned in the Mormon database.

Item 7-4: Church of St Andrew in Hartburn.

They had five children, all christened at Hartburn.

1

Stephen
PICKERING

b 24 Sep 1803
c 26 Sep 1803 Hartburn

2 3 4

William
PICKERING

b 28 Oct 1807
c 8 Jan 1805 Hartburn

5

John
PICKERING

b 1815 Deanham
(Northumberland)

c 10 Apr 1815 Hartburn

m 30 May 1799
Hartburn (Northumberland)

Hannah Catherine
PICKERING

c 7 Jan 1813 Hartburn

Henry John
PICKERING

b 6 Jan 1805
c 8 Jan 1805 Hartburn

Hannah LATTON
b 15 Nov 1776
c 31 Jan 1777

Woodhorn
(Northumberland)

William PICKERING
c 12 Nov 1769

All Saints,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

(Northumberland)

John PICKERING

Item 7-5: Family of William Pickering and Hannah Latton.
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Pickering origins
For the moment, my knowledge of the Pickering line stops with the christening of 

William, son of a John Pickering, on 12 November 1769, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. But I 
would imagine that research could yield further information. 

The Pickering surname seems to have originated in North Yorkshire, where there is a 
village of that name. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Place-Names by E Ekwall 
indicates that the Domesday Book speaks of Picheringa. Apparently, Piceringas was an 
ancient tribal name, but there is no clear explanation of its origins. In The Place-Names of the 
North Riding of Yorkshire by A H Smith (Cambridge, 1928), it is said that the term Pikeringes 
appeared in 1110. In the Pipe Rolls of 1130, the name was written as Pinchering. In the Close 
Rolls of 1208, it was written as Pikering.

There have been several famous Pickerings in English history. Queen Elizabeth had a 
suitor named William Pickering, a diplomat. Paradise Lost by John Milton was published in 
1835 by William Pickering, Chancery Lane.

Census of 1841
The UK census of 1841 indicates that a William Pickering, 70, described as a druggist, is 

residing with his wife, Hannah, of the same age, at Bakewell (Derbyshire).

Item 7-6: Possibly a trace (UK census of 1841) of our earliest known Pickering ancestors.

This couple could well be the parents of our John Pickering (in which case the woman’s 
age is inexact). If that were a fact, I have no idea why they would have moved from 
Northumberland to Derbyshire.
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Harris ancestral line
Let us turn now to the family of Sarah Jane Harris. I include here a chart of her family 

that we saw already in the previous chapter (item 6-40).

m 19 Nov 1808 St Mary’s, Portsea (Hampshire)

Dorothy PEARSON
b ~1790

Winchester (Hampshire)

Francis Coleman HARRIS
c 18 Apr 1785
Baptist church

Broadmead, Bristol
d 13 Sep 1866

69 Patshull Road,
Kentish Town,

St Pancras (Middlesex)

Sarah Jane HARRIS
b 29 Jan 1812 Hoxton (London)
m John PICKERING 1841 A 4 children
d 10 Oct 1889 Islington South West (London)

Charles Butler HARRIS
b 16 May 1816 Kennington (Surrey)
m Jane Elizabeth TOYNE 1846 A 7 children
m Elizabeth TOYNE A 4 children
d 27 May 1904 St Albans (Hertfordshire)

1

2

Philip Pearson HARRIS
b 15 Aug 1820
m Annie VANKOUGHNET 1845

3

Edward Marshall HARRIS
b 15 Jan 1823 ? (Surrey)

4

Elizabeth Eleanor HARRIS
b ~1825 Brixton (Surrey)
m George CRANDELL 1852 A 4 children
d Jun 1905 Islington (London)

5

Ebenezer Coleman HARRIS
b ~1832 Kennington
m Clara KENNERLEY 1852
d Dec 1872 Preston (Lancashire)

7

Henry Martyn HARRIS
b 5 Dec 1833 Southwark (Surrey)
d 14 Dec 1837 Southwark

Dorothy HARRIS
b ~1829 Kennington (Surrey)

8

6

Item 7-7: Family of Francis Coleman Harris and Dorothy Pearson.
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When I started to write this chapter, in 2009, I knew little about this family and their 
origins. Since then I was fortunate to be brought in contact with a young woman in New 
Zealand, Mary-Jane Howard, who is a descendant of Charles Butler Harris [1816-1904]. So, 
much of the information I present here concerning our Harris ancestors was kindly made 
available by Mary-Jane.

Before moving back up along the Harris ancestral line, I want to relate an interesting 
anecdote concerning Mary-Jane’s ancestor Charles Butler Harris, whose portrait was 
included in my previous chapter (item 6-15). He was the victim of a minor act of theft, 
which probably took place in 1838, or maybe a year earlier, when Charles was aged 22. 
This theft gave rise to a court case at the Old Bailey in London, described in the following 
Minutes of Evidence.

Item 7-8: Minutes of Evidence of the Old Bailey, 1838.

Here is the story of this apparent theft:
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Item 7-9: Theft of tea from Charles Butler Harris.

Here is a description of Charles Butler Harris in Crockford's Clerical Directory, 1874:

Item 7-10: Biographical summary of Charles Butler Harris.

We learn that Charles Butler Harris obtained his Bachelor of Arts at Queens College, 
Cambridge, in 1845, at the age of 29. Ordained as a deacon, he was immediately appointed 
principal (if I understand correctly the abbreviations) at Dunstable College and 
Commercial School in Bedfordshire. From 1851 to 1860, he was the perpetual curate of 
Helsington, up in the Lake District. Then he returned to university to obtain his Master of 
Arts, at the age of 49.
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Harris ancestors
The following chart presents the ancestors of Francis Coleman Harris:

Francis Coleman HARRIS
b ~1784 c 18 Apr 1785 Bristol

d 13 Sep 1866
St Pancras (Middlesex)

Sarah BULL
b 1729

d 11 Jan 1806
Stokes Croft, Bristol

John HARRIS
b 1722

f 20 May 1801
St Paul’s, Bristol

m 1783

John HARRIS
b 14 Dec 1756

Bristol
d 22 Jan 1846

Camberwell (Surrey)

JaneJohn GOOD
b 1736

Jane GOOD
b 1768

d 23 Apr 1813
Woolwich (London)

Susannah ALLEN
d 26 Mar 1771

Bristol

John HARRIS

John HARRIS
b ~1784

Jane Good HARRIS
b 4 Jun 1786

Bristol
d 1853 Bristol

Item 7-11: Ancestors of Francis Coleman Harris.

In this chart, there are no less than four men named John Harris. The two whom we 
shall look at in detail are respectively the father and the grandfather of Francis Coleman 
Harris: that is, John Harris [1756-1846] and John Harris [1722-1801].
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John Harris the London bookman
Throughout his life, John Harris [1756-1846] worked professionally in London’s book 

world, both as a bookshop employee/owner and as a book publisher. Here is a description 
of him in Fifty Years' Recollections of an Old Bookseller by William West, 1837, pp 51-2:

Item 7-12: Allusion to John Harris written by William West.
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The following comment by William West in the same book, p 115, suggests that John 
Harris was a small man:

Item 7-13: Another allusion to John Harris by William West.

This is John Harris’s bookshop in St Paul’s Churchyard:

Item 7-14: John Harris’s bookshop in St Paul’s Churchyard.

The following six pages present a catalog of books published by John Harris.
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Item 7-15: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 1 of 6).
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Item 7-16: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 2 of 6).
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Item 7-17: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 3 of 6).
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Item 7-18: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 4 of 6).
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Item 7-19: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 5 of 6).
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Item 7-20: Catalog of publications by John Haris (page 6 of 6).
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Specimens of John Harris books
One of the nicest publications I found was his Cinderella, or the Little Glass Slipper (John 

Harris, London, 1827), which contains beautiful hand–colored woodcuts.

Item 7-21: Woodcuts from Cinderella (part 1 of 2).
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Item 7-22: Woodcuts from Cinderella (part 2 of 2).

Many books for children published by John Harris can be found on the web through the 
Hockliffe Project, whose home page is located at the following address:

http://www.cts.dmu.ac.uk/AnaServer?hockliffe+0+start.anv
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John Harris the Bristol alderman
The father of the London bookman was John Harris [1722-1801]. Several documents 

concerning this man indicate that he was a prominent citizen of Bristol, who can be 
presented according to three related sets of criteria:

• First, he had a distinguished political career as an alderman of the city of Bristol. He 
served twice as sheriff, in 1776 and 1778. Then, in 1790, he was the mayor of Bristol.

• Second, he was a prominent member of the Baptist Church in bristol. He joined the 
Broadmead congregation in 1745, and served as a deacon from 1760 up until his death 
in 1801. For many years, he was the chairman of the body of deacons. As indicated in 
item 7-11, John Harris married Sarah Bull. It is said that her cousin was a certain Hugh 
Evans, the Baptist pastor at Broadmead. Does this suggest that John Harris might have 
become a Baptist through his wife? Or did he in fact meet up with his future wife 
through the Broadmead congregation?

• Third, John Harris was a prosperous merchant in Bristol, apparently in the domain of 
sugar refining in the neighborhood of Lewin’s Mead.

Much has been written concerning the role of Bristol in the notorious “triangular” 
system of trading, whereby British products were used to purchase African slaves, who 
were then transported to the Americas, where they produced sugar, tobacco and cotton 
that were then sent to Britain, closing the triangle. Insofar as John Harris was engaged in 
sugar refining in Bristol, it is quite likely that he was involved in the above-mentioned 
“triangular” slave-trading. Was he subsequently converted to abolitionist thinking, in the 
context of the Baptist community of Broadmead in Bristol? I have the impression that 
research is still being conducted in that domain. So, we might obtain answers, one day, to 
the questions I have just asked. Meanwhile, an in-depth paper on the Bristol Baptist 
context was presented in 2000 by Roger Hayden, entitled Caleb Evans and the Anti-Slavery 
Question. A copy of this article can be downloaded from my website associated with the 
present monograph, at the following address: http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal

That appears to be as far back as we can go in the Harris ancestral line. So, I shall now 
return to the point at which I left the Pickerings, near the start of this chapter. 
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Parents of Hannah Latton
We saw in item 7-1 that William Pickering married Hannah Latton on 30 May 1799 in 

Hartburn (Northumberland). The bride was the daughter of a clergyman, Henry Latton.

Sarah CATER
b ~1738

d 5 Jul 1813

Henry LATTON
b 16 Nov 1737 London

c 7 Dec 1737
St Martin-in-the-Fields

(Westminster)
d 25 Oct 1798

Newbiggin-by-the-Sea
(Northumberland)

1

Anne
LATTON

2 3 4

Sophia Ann
LATTON

Sarah
LATTON

Priscilla
Elizabeth
LATTON

b 8 Jan 1774
d 7 Mar 1793

6

Hannah LATTON
b 31 Jan 1777

Woodhorn

5

Elizabeth
Priscilla
LATTON
b ~1777

d 7 Dec 1806

m ~1766
Chiltern (Wiltshire)

William PICKERING
b 1769

Item 7-23: Parents of Hannah Latton.
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Henry Latton was christened in 1737 in the London church of St Martin-in-the-Fields, at 
the place known today as Trafalgar Square. This edifice, formerly the site of a chapel used 
by the monks of Westminster Abbey, has often been called “the royal parish church”. For 
example, the future King Charles II was christened here in 1630.

Item 7-24: Church of St Martin-in-the-Fields, Trafalgar Square, Westminster.

Henry Latton was the vicar of Woodhorn (located near Morpeth). The 61-year-old vicar 
died violently on the moors of Newbiggin-by-the-Sea, to the north of Newcastle, not far 
from Morpeth. Apparently he had been attending horse races, and it has been said that he 
was murdered... but I have no details concerning the exact circumstances of his death.
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Objects associated with the vicar of Woodhorn
On 1 February 2012, I received an email from a South African, Richard Frost, who told 

me that he had inherited an oil portrait of the vicar of Woodhorn.

Item 7-25: Henry Latton [1737-1798], vicar of Woodhorn.

The painting was identified by a nameplate:

Item 7-26: Nameplate on portrait.
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Richard Frost sent me fragments of the vicar's gardening notes, dated 1780 and 1785.

Item 7-27: Woodhorn gardening notes, 1780.

Item 7-28: Woodhorn gardening notes, 1785.
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South African descendants
Robert Frost—the man in South Africa who kindly provided us with images of the vicar 

of Woodhorn and his gardening notes—belongs to the descendants of Hannah Catherine 
Pickering, whose name appeared in the chart of item 7-5.

m q3 1839
Camberwell (Surrey)

Hannah Catherine PICKERING
c 7 Jan 1813 Hartburn

d Apr 1897
Wandsworth (London)

Robert Whitaker FRIEND
b 16 Sep 1810 Strood (Kent)

d Apr 1888
Eastbourne (East Sussex)

Item 7-29: Marriage of Hannah Pickering with Robert Friend.

Other descendants (some of whom reside today in South Africa) are described in Geni 
pages on the Internet. The following chart summarizes the genealogy of Richard Frost, 
whose paternal great-grandfather was knighted for services to the Commonwealth.

Robert Whitaker FRIEND
1810-1888

Robert William FRIEND
1844-

Spencer Hugh FRIEND
1874-1944

Lorna Elizabeth FRIEND
1906-1974

Richard FROST
1943-

John FROST
1828-1918

John George FROST
1863-1937

Wilfrid John Staples FROST
1901-1963

Item 7-30: South African cousin Richard Frost.
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William Latton, ambassador
The future vicar of Woodhorn had three younger siblings, and their father became the 

English ambassador in Morocco.

Sarah CHAMBERLAIN
d 30 Apr 1776

William LATTON
ambassador
d 5 Apr 1789

Henry LATTON
b 16 Nov 1737 London

c 7 Dec 1737
St Martin-in-the-Fields

(Westminster)
d 25 Oct 1798

Newbiggin-by-the-Sea
(Northumberland)

1 2 3 4

Sarah Ann
LATTON

c 19 Mar 1742
St Ann Soho

(Westminster)

Frances LATTON
c 19 Nov 1738

St Martin-in-the-Fields

Peggy
LATTON

c 20 Apr 1745
St Ann Soho

m 30 Nov 1735
St Benet Paul's Wharf (London)

Item 7-31: Parents of the vicar of Woodhorn.

St Benet at Paul's Wharf, designed by Christopher Wren, escaped destruction during the 
Blitz. Once a popular place for military weddings, it is the church of the College of Arms.

Item 7-32: Church of St Benet at Paul's Wharf, London.
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Moroccan affair
The ambassador William Latton was the hero of an exotic Moroccan affair, evoked in an 

editor’s introduction to a 1755 travel narrative by the English novelist Henry Fielding 
[1707-1754], entitled Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon. In his biographical notes about Fielding, 
the editor mentions a London vessel, the Inspector, which was wrecked in the Bay of 
Tangier on the Coast of Barbary, on 4 January 1746, while operating as a private warship, 
referred to as a privateer. The commander of this privateer was named Richard Veal(e). 
This was also the name of the captain of the ship that took Fielding to Lisbon, and it 
appears likely that they were one and the same individual. The editor of Fielding's book 
indicates that, after the shipwreck of the privateer, some of its crew members were 
captured and sent to work "as slaves among the Moors". A footnote mentions the role of 
William Latton in "the redemption of these captives":

Item 7-33: Reference to William Latton in a Fielding book.

Latton’s strange ambassadorial mission to Morocco is described on pages 234-235 of this 
issue of the London Magazine or Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer, of 1751.

Item 7-34: Magazine with an article mentioning the English ambassador William Latton.
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Item 7-35: Moroccan mission of the ambassador William Latton.

The ambassador’s death on 5 April 1789 is announced in the European Magazine.

Item 7-36: Magazine announcing the death of William Latton.
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Item 7-37: Obituary announcement.

Dodley’s Annual Register by Edmund Burke indicates the death of William Latton’s wife 
Sarah, mother of the vicar of Woodhorn, on 30 April 1776:

Item 7-38: Death of William Latton’s wife Sarah.

Ambassador’s parents
The ambassador had a sister Ann, and it is possible that they married Chamberlain 

siblings. In certain documents, the surname of Ann's husband is spelt differently.

Sarah ?William LATTON
c 2 Sep 1691

Richmond (Surrey)
d <1727

Ann LATTONJohn
CHAMBERLAIN

Sarah CHAMBERLAIN
d 30 Apr 1776

William LATTON
ambassador
d 5 Apr 1789

m 30 Nov 1735
St Benet Paul's Wharf (London)

m 12 Sep 1737
Pensioners Army Hospital,

Chelsea (London)

Item 7-39: Parents of the ambassador William Latton.

We shall see in a moment that William Latton senior was mentioned in his father's will, 
and this information reveals that he died at an early age.
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John Latton of Surrey
 The ambassador's grandfather, John Latton [1645-1727], born in the family's ancestral 

village of Kingston Bagpuize in Berkshire, soon settled in Surrey, where he became a 
prestigious figure.

John LATTON
b 1645

Kingston Bagpuize
(Berkshire)

f 28 Nov 1727
Esher (Surrey)

Frances MOORE

John
LATTON

c 2 Sep 1689
Richmond

Roberta
LATTON

c 12 Dec 1700
Richmond

Letitia PYE
b 15 Dec 1659

Great Faringdon (Berkshire)
d 21 Apr 1714

Frances FROST
d 29 Jan 1754

m ~1678 Lothesly Manor
Guildford (Surrey)

1

2

3

m 17 Mar 1685
St Andrew Holborn

m >1714 (Hampshire)

Charles
LATTON

c 21 Jun 1688
Richmond

Anne
LATTON

c 1 Sep 1690
Richmond

William
LATTON

c 2 Sep 1691
Richmond

Letitia
LATTON

c 6 Nov 1697
Richmond

Peter
LATTON

c 13 Jul 1695
Richmond

Henry
LATTON

c 12 Dec 1698
Richmond

Joseph
LATTON

c 11 Jun 1704
Esher

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Item 7-40: Family of John Latton of Surrey.

John Latton's second wife, Letitia Pye, from Great Faringdon (near Kingston Bagpuize 
in Berkshire), became the mother of nine offspring.

Robert PYE
b ~1621

Anne HAMPDEN
b ~1621

Letitia PYE
b 15 Dec 1659

Great Faringdon (Berkshire)
d 21 Apr 1714

Item 7-41: John Latton's second wife, Letitia Pye.

Under Queen Anne—the last of the Stuarts, who reigned from 1702 to 1714—John 
Latton was deputy lieutenant of Surrey. Around 1710, he purchased Burwood Park, a large 
estate in Surrey. Then he became a favorite of the first Hanoverian monarch, George I, who 
reigned from 1714 to 1727.
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Places in Surrey associated with John Latton
In historical and genealogical documents, John Latton of Surrey is often designated as 

"of Esher" or "of Walton-on-Thames". Major place names in Surrey associated with John 
Latton are indicated in the following map:

Item 7-42: Places in Surrey associated with John Latton [1645-1727].

John Latton married his first wife in Guildford (Surrey), and the first 8 offspring of his 
second marriage were christened in Richmond, also in Surrey. In 1694, King William III 
granted Latton a lease of the Richmond lodge, along with the stewardship of the manor.

I have the impression that John Latton's first real acquisition of property in Surrey was 
the manor of Esher, located within the boundaries of the township of Walton-on-Thames 
(whence the two equivalent designations: "of Esher" and "of Walton-on-Thames"). This 
ancient manor belonged to Sir Thomas Lynch, who gave it to his daughter Philadelphia 
when she married Thomas Cotton on 18 November 1689. Then, at an unknown date, the 
young couple sold the Esher manor to John Latton. This purchase probably took place 
after the birth of Latton's daughter Roberta, in 1700, because the next offspring, Joseph, 
was christened at Esher in 1704.

As for the property at Burwood Park, this acquisition seems to have taken place at a 
later date, around 1710. It would appear that John Latton liquidated his Esher and 
Burwood Park estates around 1716, a decade before his death. Still, in his will of 1727, he 
referred to himself as being "of Walton-on-Thames", and he appears to have been buried in 
Esher. In other words, certain details of times and places are not yet perfectly clear.
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John Latton’s will
Shortly before his death in November 1727, John Latton made a will.

Item 7-43: Opening of the will of John Latton [1645-1727].

A copy of this will can be downloaded from my website associated with the present 
monograph, at the following address:

http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal

In the downloaded PDF file, the text of Latton's will starts at the bottom of the opening 
page (with the line shown above) and extends to the end of the Probatum section on the 
final page. This will is displayed here in four parts:

Item 7-44: Will of John Latton [1645-1727], part 1 of 4.
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Item 7-45: Will of John Latton [1645-1727], part 2 of 4.

Item 7-46: Will of John Latton [1645-1727], part 3 of 4.
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Item 7-47: Will of John Latton [1645-1727], part 4 of 4.

Overview of John Latton's will
Surprisingly, the will of John Latton—dated “this thirtyeth day of October in the first year of 

the reign of our Sovereign Lord George the second by the grace of God of Great Britain at Anno 
Domini 1727” (item 7-47)—mentions few members of his large family:

• “my loving wife Frances”

• “my grandaughter Ann, the daughter of my late son William Latton”

• “my loving brother William Latton of Gray’s Inn”

• “my grandaughter Frances Johnson, the daughter of Colonel Johnson by my daughter Roberta”

• “William, the son of Sarah Latton, the widow of my said late son William”.
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Apart from his "late son William", and the latter's children William and Ann (see item 
7-39), the only other Latton offspring mentioned in the will is Roberta, described here:

John JOHNSON
Colonel

m 28 May 1716
Esher (Surrey)

Roberta LATTON
c 12 Dec 1700

Richmond

Frances JOHNSON

Item 7-48: Family of Roberta Latton.

Why is there no mention of the other offspring whose names appear in item 7-40? For 
the moment, I have no answers to that intriguing question...

John Latton’s brother William
John’s brother William Latton [1653-1732] was admitted to Wadham College, at the 

University of Oxford, on 24 September 1670. We shall see later on in this chapter that this 
choice of an Oxford college may have been linked—in one way or another—to the fact that 
this college was founded by an ancestor, Nicolas Wadham [1532-1609]. In 1685, William 
was a fellow of Wadham when the eldest illegitimate son of Charles II, the Duke of 
Monmouth, landed in south-west England in an attempt to dethrone the Catholic monarch 
James II, who had grown up in Oxford, where he had been taken prisoner at the age of 
twelve, on the eve of the execution of his father, Charles I. Like all Oxford, William Latton 
defended the king.

Item 7-49: William Latton volunteers to defend King James II.
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The “loving brother William Latton of Gray’s Inn” has gone down in literary history 
through a one-page letter to the dean of Ely, written on 10 January 1728. It was published 
in John Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century, vol 4, 1822.

Item 7-50: Letter from William Latton to the dean of Ely.

The erudite gentleman named John Nichols who chose William Latton’s letter as a 
specimen of 18th-century literature was the same man who wrote the story of the 
Leicestershire Skeffingtons, mentioned in chapter 5 of my monograph.
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Probate problem
Let us return to the will of John Latton [1643-1727]. At the end of the presentation of this 

will, a note in the margin is dated 24 January 1757 (three decades after Latton’s death):

Item 7-51: Note added three decades after the death of John Latton of Surrey.

The subject of this note is clearly exposed in the following legal commentary (on pages 
242 and 243 of a book published in 1832), describing a judgment by Sir George Lee:
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Item 7-52: Probate conflict concerning the will of John Latton of Surrey.

Sir George Lee’s judgment, in favor of Ann Chamberlayne, is summed up as follows: A 
mere trustee has no right by law to claim administration.
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Thomas Latton and Mary Ayscough
The parents of John Latton of Surrey and William Latton of Gray's Inn were Thomas 

Latton and Mary Ayscough.

Thomas LATTON
b 26 Jul 1622

Kingston Bagpuize
(Berkshire)

c 11 Aug 1622

Mary AYSCOUGH

m 20 May 1642
St Benet Paul’s Wharf, London

John LATTON
b 1645

Kingston Bagpuize
f 28 Nov 1727
Esher (Surrey)

William AYSCOUGH
of Lincoln

Sophia LATTON
b ~1655

Kingston Bagpuize

William LATTON
b ~1647

Kingston Bagpuize
d 1732

George LATTON
b ~1649

Kingston Bagpuize

Catherine LATTON
b ~1651

Kingston Bagpuize

Mary LATTON
b ~1653

Kingston Bagpuize

1 2 3 4 5 6

Item 7-53: Family of Thomas Latton and Mary Ayscough.

As indicated in this chart, the village of Kingston Bagpuize was originally in Berkshire, 
but it became part of Oxfordshire in 1974.
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Possible link to Isaac Newton
Finding an Ayscough ancestor (from Lincolnshire) in our family tree, I was tempted to 

look for possible links to the great Isaac Newton, but this question is pure speculation...

James AYSCOUGH
b 1585

Margery BLYTHE

m 1609
Market Overton (Rutland)

William AYSCOUGH
priest at Burton Coggles

(Lincolnshire)

Sarah
AYSCOUGH

Hannah AYSCOUGH
b 1623 Market Overton

d 1679 Stamford

James
AYSCOUGH

m Apr 1642

Isaac NEWTON senior
d Oct 1642

Colsterworth (Lincolnshire)

Isaac NEWTON
b 4 Jan 1643

Woolsthorpe-by-Colsterworth (Lincolnshire)

Item 7-54: Ayscough ancestors of Isaac Newton.

John Latton of Kingston Bagpuize
The father of Thomas was John Latton of Kingston Bagpuize:

Katherine HAMON
b ~1599

of Brasted (Kent)

John LATTON
b ~1600

Kingston Bagpuize
(Berkshire)

m 17 May 1621
St Benet Gracechurch, London

Thomas LATTON
b 26 Jul 1622

Kingston Bagpuize
c 11 Aug 1622

Dorothy LATTON
c 3 Apr 1630

Kingston Bagpuize

Elizabeth LATTON
c 10 Aug 1623

Kingston Bagpuize
d 22 Jun 1625

John LATTON
c 17 Feb 1628

Kingston Bagpuize

1 2 3 4

Item 7-55: John Latton of Kingston Bagpuize and Katherine Hamon, parents of Thomas Latton.

Later, we shall use Katherine Hamon as a node enabling us to branch back up to royalty.
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William Latton and Elizabeth Wilmott
John Latton of Kingston Bagpuize was the son of William Latton and Elizabeth Wilmott.

William LATTON
b ~1567

m ~1599 Culham

Elizabeth WILMOTT
b ~1578

Culham (Oxfordshire)

John LATTON
b ~1600

Kingston Bagpuize
(Berkshire)

Edwardi WILLMOTE
b 1552

Elizabeth STAFFORD
b 1556

Item 7-56: William Latton and Elizabeth Wilmott, parents of John Latton.

John Latton, High Sheriff of Berkshire
William Latton was the eldest son of a family of almost a dozen offspring.

John LATTON
b ~1550

Chilton (Berkshire)

m ~1570

Dorothy WELLSBORNE
b ~1554

West Hanney (Berkshire)

William LATTON
b ~1567

10 other children

Item 7-57: Family of John Latton of Chilton.

Their father, John Latton, was a native of the village of Chilton, 25 km north-west of 
Reading. In 1542, he purchased a property in Kingston Bagpuize, south-west of Oxford. As 
of 1589, under Elizabeth I, he was the High Sheriff of Berkshire.
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Earliest generations of Lattons
The following chart presents a dozen generations of Lattons preceding the High Sheriff 

of Berkshire:

Walter de LATTON
b ~1200

John de LATTON
b ~1220

Isabel

Richard de LATTON
b ~1240

William de LATTON
b ~1260

Joan de PERCY
b ~1260

Walter de PERCYJoan
LATTON
b ~1279

John LATTON
b ~1280

Agnes
b ~1280

William LATTON
b ~1300

John LATTON
b ~1340

John LATTON
b ~1380

Margaret
b ~1390

William LATTON
b ~1382

Agnes RUSSELL
b ~1350

William LATTON
b ~1415

Emma
b ~1420

Thomas LATTON
b ~1445

Joan FOX
b ~1450

Elizabeth LATTON
b ~1479

Alice LATTON
b ~1477

John LATTON
b ~1475

Anne YATE
b ~1483

William LATTON
b ~1505

Margaret
b ~1510

15 younger
offspring

John LATTON, High Sheriff of Berkshire

Item 7-58: Earliest generations of Lattons.
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Old book mentioning the Latton family
Information concerning the Lattons is contained in The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias 

Ashmole [1617-1692], published posthumously in 1719.

Item 7-59: Book describing the Latton family.

A copy of this old book can be downloaded from the website associated with the 
present monograph, at the following address: 

http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal

In a moment, I shall reproduce all the relevant pages of Ashmole’s book. First, let us 
look at a modern map, to see the location of various places associated with the Lattons and 
mentioned in Ashmole's book.
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Latton territory: Berkshire yesterday, Oxfordshire today
The following map indicates Latton places that lie south of Oxford:

Item 7-60: Latton places, in Berkshire yesterday, in Oxfordshire today.

The positions on the map of four Latton villages can be indicated with respect to 
Abingdon, 13 km south of Oxford, near the gigantic figure of a white horse cut into the 
chalk of Uffington. The village of Kingston Bagpuize is located to the west of Abingdon, 
while the villages of Upton, Chilton and Blewbury lie to the south of Abingdon. Originally 
in Berkshire, these four villages have been designated, since 1974, as lying in Oxfordshire. 
The present-day Berkshire border runs to the south of Chilton.

Let us look now at the Latton pages in Ashmole's book...
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 330

Item 7-61: Page 330 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 331

Item 7-62: Page 331 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 332

Item 7-63: Page 332 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 333

Item 7-64: Page 333 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 334

Item 7-65: Page 334 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 335

Item 7-66: Page 335 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 336

Item 7-67: Page 336 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 337

Item 7-68: Page 337 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 338

 
Item 7-69: Page 338 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 339

Item 7-70: Page 339 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 340

Item 7-71: Page 340 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole’s Antiquities of Berkshire, page 341

Item 7-72: Page 341 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Will of Anne Latton
Later in his book, Ashmole has inserted a 15-page copy of the will of a 16th-century 

lady, Anne Latton, daughter of a John Latton of Chilton (Berkshire). I do not include the 
entire will here, but it starts out as follows [Ashmole page 346]:

Item 7-73: Page 346 of The Antiquities of Berkshire by Elias Ashmole.
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Ashmole's list of Lattons
Ashmole’s book provides a list [items 7-67 and 7-68] of the earliest Lattons. In the 

following chart, I have recopied Ashmole's list of 19 individuals while expanding his date 
indications into a more explicit form:

1. Roger de LATTON [no date]

2. Walter de LATTON [no date]

3. John de LATTON [wife Isabel]
    28 Edward I = 1299

4. Richard de LATTON
    2 Edward II = 1308

5. William de LATTON [wife Joan]
    settled at Upton (Berkshire)
    in 18 Edward II = 1324/5

6. John LATTON of Upton

7. William LATTON of Upton
    1 Edward III = 1327

8. John LATTON of Upton

9. John LATTON of Upton
    17 Richard II = 1393

10. William LATTON of Upton
      time of Henry VI = 1422-71

11. William LATTON of Upton
      time of Edward IV = 1461-83

12. John LATTON of Chilton
      time of Henry VII = 1485-1509

13. William LATTON of Kingston
      time of Henry VIII = 1509-47

14. John LATTON of Kingston
      time of Elizabeth = 1558-1603

15. William LATTON of Kingston
      time of James I = 1603-25

16. John LATTON of Kingston
      19 James I = 1621

17. Thomas LATTON of Kingston
      time of Charles I = 1625-49

18. John LATTON of Kingston
      and then Esher (Surrey)
      time of Charles II = 1660-85

19. William LATTON

Item 7-74: Ashmole's list of Lattons.

The 19th individual, at the foot of Ashmole's list, is the William Latton whose name 
appears at the top of my chart in item 7-39: that is, the father of the ambassador and the 
grandfather of the vicar of Woodhorn. Setting aside a few minor differences, I find that my 
presentation of the early Lattons corresponds grosso modo to Ashmole's list.
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Monk named Latton
At the top of Ashmole's list, we find a certain Roger de Latton, without a date. Ashmole 

advises us [item 7-67] to see the Latin Monasticon Anglicanum, compiled by the historian 
and herald William Dugdale [1605-1686] who, incidentally, was Ashmole's father-in-law. 
Published in 1692, this work described all of Britain's religious institutions. An enlarged 
English-language edition appeared in 1849.

Item 7-75: Title page of the enlarged 1849 edition of Monasticon Anglicanum.

Dugdale refers to this man as Rogero de Latton, a monk at the hospital of Elsham Priory 
in North Lincolnshire, founded by Beatrice d'Amundeville. In his Notitia Monastica, 
Thomas Tanner [1674-1735] explained that Walter, a son of Beatrice d'Amundeville, had 
committed this hospital, before 1166, to the care of a prior and regular canons of the Order 
of St Austin, which was the archaic mendicant community of Augustinian monks, now 
referred to simply as the Order of St Augustine.
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Place named Latton
Elsewhere in the Monasticon Anglicanum, Dugdale described a priory at a place in Essex 

named Latton. We learn from Dugdale that Latton Priory was in existence before 1270, and 
that it housed a community of monks—as at Elsham—of the Order of St Augustine. Let me 
summarize various references to Latton Priory:

• Domesday mentions three manors at Lattuna, the third of which evolved into Latton 
Priory. [See Ann Williams and G H Martin (editors), Domesday Book— A Complete 
Translation, page 1029: Land of Peter de Valognes.]

• William Dugdale, as I have just pointed out, drew attention to Latton Priory.

• Curiously, Thomas Tanner was not quite sure whether the place in Essex should be 
named Latton or Lacton.

• Elias Ashmole—who spoke of a place named Lattin (sic) in North Wiltshire—made 
no mention whatsoever of the village of Latton in Essex.

• As for our recent family member John Edward Latton Pickering [1851-1926], a single 
enigmatic reference in his notes [item 6-35] suggests that he may have envisaged the 
relevance of Latton Priory in the context of our genealogical preoccupations.

Item 7-76: John Pickering's notes mention Latton Priory.

In a moment, I shall return to the subject of Latton Priory, for I suspect that it played a 
primary role in the context of a legend evoked by Ashmole: namely, the possibility that the 
Lattons were direct descendants of a celebrated Norman family, known as Estouteville in 
French and Stuteville (or Stutville) in English. But first, let us examine the manner in 
which Ashmole evoked this legend.

Stuteville/Latton legend
In the opening paragraph of his presentation of the Lattons [item 7-61], Ashmole states 

that the Lattons "derive themselves" from the Estoutevilles of Normandy. Ashmole then 
mentions the celebrated 15th-century Benedictine monk Guillaume d'Estouteville: an 
abbot of Mont Saint-Michel in Normandy, and later a cardinal involved in the Church's 
rehabilitation of Joan of Arc. But Ashmole's allusion to this French prelate, designated 
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misleadingly as "William de Stutville", was totally irrelevant, in that the Lattons had 
existed in England, by that time, for some three centuries. And all links between the 
French and English branches of the ancient family had disappeared for ages.

We soon realize that Ashmole's unique source of information concerning the legendary 
Stuteville/Latton link was a man whose name was trivially misspelt by Elias Ashmole as 
"Mr Cambden" [item 7-61]. William Camden [1551-1623], Clarenceux (chief heraldic 
guardian of the kingdom) for the period 1597-1623, explained that, after the Norman 
Conquest, Stuteville individuals became barons of Lydesdale Castle (Cumberland) and 
earls of Yorkshire. John de Stuteville donated his property at Monks-Kirby to the monks of 
Pipwell (Northamptonshire).

Ashmole relayed Camden's opinion that, since the Stuteville surname was used only by 
the eldest son, younger brothers resorted to the names of their respective possessions. In 
this way, we find a Stuteville descendant in Upton (Berkshire) who called himself Walter 
de Latton. He could be clearly identified as a member of the Stuteville family through his 
distinctive coat of arms [item 7-62]. And Ashmole confirmed that these arms—with a 
characteristic engrailed (indented) X-form—were still employed by John Latton of Esher.

Item 7-77: Latton arms issued from the Stutevilles.

For the moment, I'm awaiting a copy of an ancient document from the British Library in 
the hope of understanding why William Camden might have decided—at the turn of the 
16th century—that the archaic Stuteville/Latton legend was credible. Even if Camden's 
tardy explanations are unlikely to be complete and convincing, my role as a genealogical 
researcher obliges me to study them.

The truth of the matter is that the Stuteville/Latton legend is surely credible for the 
simple reason that, as they say in French, "there is no smoke without fire". Legends never 
arise pointlessly; there is always an authentic reason—maybe disfigured subsequently in a 
thousand ways—for allegations that such-and-such a thing was the case. In any case, I 
shall now present my personal findings and speculations concerning the origins of the 
Stuteville/Latton legend.
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History of the Estouteville family
A French-language book by Gabriel de La Morandière, Histoire de la maison d'Estouteville 

en Normandie, Charles Delagrave, Paris (1903), can be downloaded from my website: 
http://nutopia.free.fr/paternal

Item 7-73: French-language book on Estouteville history.

In the mists of Viking legends, the patriarch was designated as Stoot, meaning big and 
robust. A second term was added to his name, Vogel, meaning bird. The Viking plunderer 
Stoot-Vogel was considered as a great bird of prey. The Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte, 
signed in the year 911 between the king of Western Francia, Charles III, and the Viking 
chief Rollo, gave the latter all the land between the River Epte (flowing into the Seine at 
Giverny) and the sea, which would be considered henceforth as the heart of Normandy 
(today's Upper Normandy). The Vikings also received, through that generous treaty, the 
totality of Brittany. In return for all this territory, they were expected to protect the French 
kingdom from maritime invaders. Consequently, our Viking "bird of prey" was 
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transformed into a sedentary citizen of Normandy, and he was now known to his 
neighbors as Estout.

A century and a half later, a Norman descendant of the former pirate Stoot-Vogel, 
referred to as Robert d'Estouteville, was (according to the Battle Abbey Roll) a companion 
of William the Conqueror at Hastings. His son, Robert II of Estouteville, had six sons 
through his second wife, the Saxon Erneburge. And these sons—named Robert, Richard, 
Osmond, Patrick, Jean and Eustache—were thought (by Gabriel de La Morandière) to be 
the founders of the English branches of the Estouteville family.

I purchased a commercial French-language publication of a few dozen pages covered in 
basic genealogical data and family shields, but it is less helpful than I would have hoped.

Item 7-74: Genealogical notes by Michel Démorest.

Above all, the Internet offers us a lot of data that can be accessed through arguments 
such as Estouteville and Stuteville. Concerning the Stuteville/Latton legend, I must admit 
that my speculations are based largely upon pickings from various web pages, some of 
which present data that appear to be mutually contradictory. Since such websites evolve 
constantly, I refrain from indicating explicitly the pages that have influenced me, leaving it 
up to readers to delve on their own into these rich sources of genealogical information.
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Speculations upon the origins of the Estouteville family
Here is the synthesis of my attempts to grasp some two or three centuries of ancient 

Estouteville genealogy:

Godfrey I, Count of Verdun
"the Captive"

b ~935 Verdun (France)
d 1001 Ghent (Belgium)

Matilda of Saxony

Roger de VERDUN
b ~970 Estouteville (Normandy)

Bertram de VERDUN
great-uncle of Bertram I de Verdun
companion of William the Conqueror

Robert de VERDUN
Governor of Ambrières Castle

b ~990 Estouteville

Robert d'ESTOUTEVILLE
"Grandbois" or "Fronteboeuf"

b ~1025 Estouteville

Jeanne de TALBOT

Robert de STUTEVILLE
b ~1070 Cottingham

Erneberga FITZBALDRICK
b ~1080

m ~1099

Robert de STUTEVILLE
Sheriff of Yorkshire

b ~1120 Cottingham
d 1186

Helewise

Sibyl de VALOGNES

1

2

Eustache de STUTEVILLEWilliam de STUTEVILLE
b ~1152

Robert d'ESTOUTEVILLE
"le Jeune"
b ~1058

d ~1106 France

Blanche de RIEUX

Adélaïde de BEAUMONT

1

2

French d'Estouteville dynasty

Nicholas de STUTEVILLE

Joan de STUTEVILLE
b ~1215

m (1) Hugh WAKE (2) Hugh BIGOD

Item 7-75: Ancient origins of the Estouteville family.
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I insist upon the speculative nature of the early part of the above chart. In particular, the 
idea that there might have been a paternal equivalence between the families de Verdun 
and d'Estouteville might be thought of, by certain historians, as fanciful kind. Besides, I 
would be incapable (for the moment) of indicating the documentary evidence upon which 
this speculation is based. I might point out too, at an anecdotal level, that my personal 
judgment concerning this affair is biased in that Norman settlers in England named de 
Verdun were in fact the first owners of land in the Leicestershire village of Skeffington: the 
source of my paternal ancestry. Consequently, the idea that ancient roots of my personal 
story might have once been intimately entangled in France is an attractive genealogical 
scenario. Furthermore, the place of alleged entanglement is a beautiful village in the 
Mayenne department, inside the Loire region: Ambrières.

Item 7-76: Ambrières (Mayenne).

Was this the idyllic place in which a certain Robert de Verdun had a son who would 
become known as Robert d'Estouteville? Why not? In any case, researchers are advised to 
refrain from trying to locate an actual village named Estouteville. There is indeed a small 
locality named Estouteville-Ecalles, some 20 kilometers north-east of Rouen, but it hardly 
appears to be the seat of a great Norman family.

Be that as it may, the people who concern us above all in the chart of item 7-75 are the 
folk of the East Yorkshire village of Cottingham, just alongside Hull. In particular, the 
sheriff of Yorkshire Robert de Stuteville [1120-1186] had a second marriage with a certain 
Sibyl de Valognes. And the name Valognes rings a bell in post-Conquest English history.
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Valognes family
The name of Pierre de Valognes occurs in the Dives-sur-Mer list of the Companions of 

William the Conqueror, compiled by Léopold Delisle. His great-granddaughter Sibyl de 
Valognes was the lady mentioned in item 7-75 as the second wife of Robert de Stuteville, 
Sheriff of Yorkshire. The following chart shows the Valognes family:

Roger de VALOGNES
b ~1080

d ~1141/2

Agnes SAXLINGHAM

Roger de VALOGNES
b ~1100
d 1141

Pierre de VALOGNES
Sheriff of Essex

Lord of Benington (Hertfordshire)
b 1052 Valognes (Normandy)

d 1121/9

Albreda

Agnes FITZJOHN
b ~1105

Knaresborough Castle
(Yorkshire)

Cicely de VALOGNES Robert de VALOGNES Sibyl de VALOGNES
b ~1138

South Petherton (Somerset)
d >1218

Appleton Priory (Yorkshire)

Item 7-77: Descendants of Pierre de Valognes.

Using the charts of items 7-75 and 7-77, we can now examine the way in which the 
Stuteville/Latton evolution probably took place, at Latton in Essex, in the century that 
followed the Norman Conquest.
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Lattons of Latton Priory
The Lattuna manor of Pierre de Valognes in Essex is described as follows in Domesday:

Turgis holds Latton of P[eter], which a free man held TRE as a manor and as 21/2 hides and 30 
acres of land. [There were] then 2 ploughs in demesne; now 1. The men [have] half a plough. Then 
as now [there was] 1 villan and priest. [There are] now 4 bordars. [There were] then 4 slaves; now 
none. [There is] woodland for 350 pigs. [There are] 35 acres of meadow. Then as now it was worth 
60s. [Ann Williams and G H Martin (editors), Domesday Book— A Complete Translation, page 1029]

It was located in the Hundred of Harlow: an Anglo-Saxon administrative entity 
corresponding roughly to the Danelaw term "wapentake". The letters TRE stand for Tempore 
Regis Edwardi (in the time of Edward the Confessor) as opposed to TRW, Tempore Regis 
Willelmi (in the time of William the Conqueror).

So, prior to the Norman Conquest, Lattuna in Essex existed as a manor in which a priest 
and four slaves cohabited with 350 pigs. In 1086, at the time of Domesday, Pierre de 
Valognes was the tenant-in-chief (or overlord) of Latton, whereas the actual lord of the 
manor was a certain Turgis (also spelt Thorgisl), who cannot be identified precisely.

Detailed information on this Latton manor (one of three in Lattuna) is provided in the 
British History Online website:

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=63852

This web page provides an element of information associated with three dates:

The tenant in demesne in 1184, 1197, and 1201 was Ralph of Latton holding 1 knight's fee.

Here are the documentary sources for this information:

Pipe Roll 1186 (Pipe Roll Society. xxxiii), 133
Pipe Roll 1197 (Pipe Roll Society, new series, viii), 75
Pipe Roll 1201 (Pipe Roll Society, new series, xiv), 64

In other words, as early as 1184 (roughly, at the time of the Stuteville/Valognes family), 
there was already an individual at the manor calling himself Ralph of Latton (who may 
well have been anterior to the monk Rogero de Latton). The web page provides another 
relevant element of information:

The overlordship descended in the Valognes family [...] until 1235...

There is no doubt in my mind that we have here an explanation of the origins of the link 
between the Stutevilles and the Lattons. Admittedly, if it is clear that the Latton "surname" 
was being used already at the time of the Stuteville/Valognes family, we are incapable of 
ascertaining whether or not any of these primeval Lattons were in fact biological 
descendants of Robert de Stuteville and Sibyl de Valognes... but, in such an ancient 
historical context, that is a relatively meaningless detail.
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Places to visit
Back in 1784, Latton Priory in Essex looked like this:

Item 7-78: Latton Priory, 1784.

This photo of Latton Priory dates from around 1930:

Item 7-78: Latton Priory, 1930.
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Today, the remains of Latton Priory can be found to the south of Harlow, in the Epping 
Forest region, at a place called North Weald Bassett. Coordinates:  51° 44' 19" N 0° 7' 15" E. 
Google provides us with an aerial image of the remains of the priory:

Item 7-79: Google aerial view of the remains of Latton Priory.

In Normandy, the magnificent castle of the Estoutevilles can be found in their ancestral 
village of Valmont.

Item 7-80: Castle of the Estouteville family at Valmont.
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From the Lattons back to the Wadhams
Before our lengthy excursion into Latton territory, we saw in the chart of item 7-55 that 

our 17th-century ancestor John Latton of Bagpuize married a Katherine Hamon. Her 
ancestral line takes us back to the celebrated Wadham family.

1 2 3 4

Joan
WADHAM

Florentina
WADHAM

Jane HILLNicholas WADHAM of Merrifield
Captain of the Isle of Wight

d 1541

Joan TREGARTHEN
f 30 Sep 1583

John WADHAM of Merrifield
d 9 Feb 1577/78

Nicholas WADHAM
b 1532
d 1609

Dorothy PETRE
d 1618

Margaret WADHAMNicholas MARTYN

1

Elizabeth
MARTYN

2 3 4

Frances
MARTYN

Jane
MARTYN

Anne
MARTYN

Anthony
FLOYER

Thomas HAMON
of Brasted (Kent)

1 2

Mary
HAMON

Katherine
HAMON

John LATTON
of Kingston Bagpuize

(Berkshire)
m ~1621

2

1Henry BRUNE

John TREGARTHEN
of Cornwall

William HAMON

Item 7-81: Ancestral line from our Lattons back to the Wadhams.

In the above chart, our central ancestor is Elizabeth Martyn, the daughter of Margaret 
Wadham, who was the sister of Nicholas Wadham [1532-1609], founder of Wadham 
College at the University of Oxford. Elizabeth’s first husband was Henry Brune, and this 
union gave rise to descendants named Floyer (not indicated in the chart). Meanwhile, 
Elizabeth’s sister Anne married into this same Floyer family. It so happens that these 
Floyers are the ancestors of the present-day Sarah Ferguson, whose ancestral links with 
royalty were the same as ours.
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Wadham College at Oxford

Item 7-82: Wadham College at the University of Oxford.

Information on the history of the colleges of Oxford is contained in a book dated 1810 
by Alex Chalmers, made available today by Google.

Item 7-83: History of the colleges of Oxford.
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Earliest Wadhams
Some of the websites about the earliest Wadhams seem to reproduce pages from old 

editions of Burke publications.

1 2 3 4

Margery WADHAM

Joan WROTHESLEY
tomb Ilminster (Somerset)

John WADHAM
Justice of the Common Pleas 1388-97

tomb Branscombe (Devon)

Thomas WADHAM

William WADHAM
High Sheriff of Devon 1438

d 1452 tomb Ilminster

Isabella WADHAM

Margaret CHESELDEN

1 2

John WADHAM
of Merrifield

Elizabeth POPHAM

Lawrence
WADHAM

3

William
WADHAM

4

Elizabeth
WADHAM

5

Mary
WADHAM

6

Anne
WADHAM

1 2 3

Edward WADHAM Alice WADHAM

John WADHAM Elizabeth STEWKLEY

1 2

William WADHAMNicholas WADHAM of Merrifield
Captain of the Isle of Wight

d 1541

Item 7-84: Earliest known Wadhams.

Let us return now to the union between our 16th-century ancestor Nicholas Wadham, 
Captain of the Isle of Wight, and a certain Jane Hill. Her maternal ancestors were named 
Stourton, and it is through them that we finally attain the realms of English royalty.
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Stourton ancestors
The data that follows, concerning the ancestry of Jane Hill, wife of Nicholas Wadham of 

Merrifield, has been extracted from various easy-to-find websites.

Jane HILLNicholas WADHAM
of Merrifield

Alice STOURTON
b 1429 Preston Plucknet
d 1491 Preston Plucknet

Robert HILL
b 1430 Houndston (Somerset)

d 8 Sep 1493 Houndston

m 1462 Houndston

Katherine PAYNE
b 1405 Paynshay (Devon)

d 20 Mar 1473
Henstridge
(Somerset)

John STOURTON
b 1374

Stourton (Wiltshire)
d 16 Dec 1438

Preston Plucknet

m 1423 Preston Plucknet

Jane BASSETT
b ~1368 Glastonbury

(Somerset)
d <1394 Glastonbury

John de STOURTON
b >1361 Stourton

d 1405 Preston Plucknet
(Somerset)

Joan VERNON
b ~1298 Hornington (Wiltshire)

d <1374
Coleshill (Staffordshire)

William de STOURTON
b ~1290 Stourton

d >1343
Bruton (Somerset)

Alice BERKELEY
b ~1268 Berkeley
d 1290 Stourton

Ralph de STOURTON
b ~1251 Stourton
d ~1303 Stourton

m ~1287 Stourton

Joan FERRERS
b 1236/1248

Stourton (Wiltshire)
d 19 Mar 1309/1310

Berkeley

Thomas BERKELEY
b 1234/1245

Berkeley Castle, Thornbury
(Gloucestershire)

d 23 Jul 1321 St Augustines Abbey
Bristol (Gloucestershire)

Item 7-85: Stourton ancestors.
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Ancestral line from Thomas Berkeley to King John
A maternal great-grandfather of Thomas Berkeley was King John, who signed the 

Magna Carta at Runnymede in 1215.

Isabel de DOUVRES
b 1217 Chilham Castle

d 7 Jul 1276

Maurice BERKELEY
b 1218 Berkeley

d 4 Apr 1281
Berkeley

m 11 Jul 1247

Thomas BERKELEY
“the Wise”

b 1234/1245 Berkeley Castle,
Thornbury, Gloucestershire

d 23 Jul 1321 St Augustine’s Abbey
Bristol, Gloucestershire

Rohese\Roshia DOVER
b ~1200 Chilham
d 1265 Chilham

Richard Fitzjohn CHILHAM
b ~1186 Chilham Castle, Kent

d 6 Aug 1270 Chilham

Suzanne WARREN
b ~1166 Kenilworth,

Essex, England
d 1210 England

King JOHN
“Lackland”

b 24 Dec 1166/67
Oxford, England
d 19 Oct 1216

Newark, England

Item 7-86: Ancestral line from Thomas Berkeley to King John.
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Ancestral line from King John to William the Conqueror
A famous great-great-grandfather of King John was, of course, William the Conqueror.

King JOHN
“Lackland”

Eleanor of AQUITAINE
b 1121/22

Bordeaux, France
d 1 Apr 1204 France

King HENRY II
“Curtmantle”

b 25 Mar 1133
Le Mans, France

d 6 Jul 1189
Chinon, France

Matilda BEAUCLERC
b 5 Aug 1102 London
d 10 Sep 1169 Rouen

Geoffrey of ANJOU
“Plantagenêt”
b 24 Aug 1113
Anjou, France
d 7 Sep 1151

Mathilda Atheling STUART
b Oct 1079

Dunfermline, Scotland
d 1 May 1118

Westminster, England

King HENRY I
b 1068

Shelby, Yorkshire
d 1 Dec 1135

Saint-Denis, France

Mathilde de FLANDRE
b ~1031

Flandres, France
d 2 Nov 1083
Caen, France

King WILLIAM I
“the Conqueror”
b 14 Oct 1024

Falaise, Normandie
d 9 Sep 1087
Rouen, France

Item 7-87: Ancestral line from King John to William the Conqueror.

Having reached this point in our ancestral research that started with the Pickerings, I do 
not intend to delve any further into the background of the Conqueror, since this subject is 
presented amply in countless contexts.
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My ancestral line back to the Conqueror
I conclude with a résumé of my ancestral line back to the Conqueror:

King WILLIAM I [1024-1087]

King HENRY I [1068-1135]

Matilda BEAUCLERC [1102-1169]

King HENRY II [1133-1189]

King JOHN [1166/7-1216]

Richard CHILHAM [1186-1270]

Isabel de DOUVRES [1217-1276]

Thomas BERKELEY [1234/5-1321]

Alice BERKELEY [1258-1374]

William de STOURTON [1290-1343]

John de STOURTON [1340-]

John de STOURTON [1384-1438]

Alice de STOURTON [1431-1491]

Joanna HILL

John WADHAM [-1577/8]

Margaret WADHAM

Elizabeth MARTYN

Katherine HAMON

Thomas LATTON

John LATTON [1643-1727]

William LATTON

William LATTON

Henry LATTON [1737-1798]

Hannah LATTON [1777-]

John PICKERING [1815-]

William PICKERING [1843-1914]

Cathline PICKERING [1889-1964]

King SKYVINGTON [1917-1978]

William SKYVINGTON [1940-]

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

 6

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Item 7-88: Summary of the author’s ancestral line back to the Conqueror.
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